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Preface

The Oracle Transparent Gateway for Microsoft SQL Server provides users with 
transparent access to SQL Server databases as if they were Oracle databases. 

Understand the fundamentals of transparent gateways and the Windows NT 
operating system before using this guide to install or administer the gateway.

Intended Audience
Read this guide if you are responsible for tasks such as:

■ installing and configuring the Oracle Transparent Gateway for Microsoft SQL 
Server

■ diagnosing gateway errors

■ using the gateway to access tables in SQL Server databases

Related Publications
The Oracle Transparent Gateway for Microsoft SQL Server Installation Guide is included 
as part of your product shipment. Also included:

■ Oracle8 Server Distributed Database Systems

This book contains information on Oracle Heterogeneous Services which 
provides features common to all Version 8 gateways, including important 
information on functions, parameters, and the DBMS_HS package.

■ Oracle8 Server Messages

This book contains information about the Oracle Heterogeneous Services 
messages.
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Other related publications are listed in “Recommended Documentation” on page 
2-7. Refer to the Oracle Technical Publications Catalog and Price Guide for a complete 
list of documentation provided for Oracle products. 

Conventions
Examples of input and output for the gateway and Oracle environment are shown 
in a special font: 

! FG ?25$&/(?\RXUBQDPH

All output is shown as it actually appears. For input, these conventions apply:

Other punctuation, such as commas, quotes, or the pipe symbol (|), must be 
entered as shown unless otherwise specified. Directory names, fileids, and so on, 
when these names appear in text, are highlighted in bold. The portions of a fileid 
or directory name that appear in italics indicate those portions can vary.

Gateway commands, fileids, reserved words, and keywords appear in uppercase in 
examples and text. Reserved words and keywords must always be entered as is, 
and have reserved meanings within the Oracle system.

SQL*Plus Prompts
The SQL*Plus prompt, 64/!, appears in SQL statement and SQL*Plus command 
examples. Enter your response at the prompt. Do not enter the text of the prompt, 
64/!, in your response.

Convention Meaning

H[DPSOH WH[W Words or phrases, such as PNGLU and 25$&/(� must be entered 
exactly as spelled and in the letter case shown. In this example, PNGLU 
must be entered in lowercase letters and 25$&/( in uppercase. 

LWDOLF WH[W Italicized uppercase or lowercase, such as \RXUBQDPH, indicates that 
you must substitute a word or phrase, such as the actual directory 
name.

{ } Curly braces indicate that one of the enclosed arguments is required. 
Do not enter the braces themselves.

[ ] Square brackets indicate that the enclosed arguments are optional. Do 
not enter the brackets themselves.

| Vertical lines separate choices.

... Ellipses indicate that the preceding item can be repeated. You can 
enter an arbitrary number of similar items.
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MS-DOS Prompts
The MS-DOS prompt, !, appears in MS-DOS command examples. Enter your 
response at the prompt. Do not enter the prompt in your response. 

Storage Measurements
Storage measurements use these abbreviations:

■ K, for kilobyte which equals 1024 bytes

■ M, for megabyte which equals 1 048 576 bytes

■ G, for gigabyte which equals 1 073 741 824 bytes

Your Comments Are Welcome 
Oracle Corporation values and appreciates your comments regarding our 
publications. To contact us, use: 

Oracle Transparent Gateway for MSSQL Documentation Manager
Oracle Corporation
500 Oracle Parkway
Mailstop 2op5
Redwood Shores, CA  94065
email: gtwydoc@us.oracle.com
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1
Introduction

The Oracle Heterogeneous Services component of the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition 
enhances integration of heterogeneous systems and data. The Oracle Transparent 
Gateway for Microsoft SQL Server, Version 8, uses the features of Oracle 
Heterogeneous Services to deliver this enhanced integration to gateway users. 
Oracle Heterogeneous Services provides a common architecture for all Version 8 
and future generations of gateways.

The Oracle Transparent Gateway for Microsoft SQL Server is tightly integrated 
with the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition, improving performance and functionality 
while providing transparent integration of Oracle and SQL Server data. For 
example, SQL execution is faster because statements issued by an application are 
parsed and translated once and can be re-used by other applications.

Information on the features and architecture of the gateway are described in:

■ Advantages of the Gateway

■ Using the Gateway with Other Oracle Products

■ Gateway Architecture

■ SQL Server Compatibility Considerations

For detailed information on Oracle Heterogeneous Services, see Oracle8 Server 
Distributed Database Systems.
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Advantages of the Gateway
The Oracle Transparent Gateway for Microsoft SQL Server enables Oracle client 
applications to access SQL Server data through Structured Query Language (SQL). 
The gateway and Oracle server together create the appearance that all data resides 
on a local Oracle server, even though data might be widely distributed. If data is 
moved from a SQL Server database to an Oracle database, no changes in client 
application design are needed. The gateway handles all differences in datatypes 
and SQL functions between the application and SQL Server.

Migration and Coexistence
The integration of a data source through the gateway does not require any changes 
to be made to applications at the data source. The result is that the Oracle server 
technology is non-intrusive, providing coexistence and an easy migration path.

Oracle ANSI/ISO SQL DML
The gateway translates Oracle ANSI/ISO SQL to other access methods, including 
other SQL dialects.

Oracle Data Dictionaries
The gateway provides Oracle-like data dictionaries for the SQL Server data source, 
and therefore supports tools, such as Developer/2000, that rely on Oracle 
repositories.

Site Autonomy
All Oracle server products, including gateways, supply site autonomy. For 
example, administration of a data source remains the responsibility of the original 
system administrator. Site autonomy also means that gateway products do not 
override the security methods of the data source or operating environment.

Location Transparency
Synonyms for database links provide location transparency and are created on the 
Oracle servers that integrate the gateway into the Oracle server environment.
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Partners in Two-Phase Commit and Multi-site Transactions
The gateway can participate as a partner in multi-site transactions and two-phase 
commit. How this occurs depends on the capabilities of the underlying data source, 
meaning that the gateway can be implemented as either: 

■ a commit point site

■ a single-site update partner

■ a read-only partner

The deciding factors for the implementation of the gateway are the locking and 
transaction-handling capabilities of your SQL Server database.

Security 
The gateway does not bypass existing security mechanisms. Gateway security 
coexists with the security mechanisms already used in the operating environment 
of the data source.

Functionally, gateway security is identical to that of an Oracle server, as described 
in Oracle8 Server Concepts. 

Using the Gateway with Other Oracle Products
The gateway requires the Oracle server and Oracle Net8. All other Oracle products 
are optional. However, using other Oracle products with the gateway can greatly 
extend gateway capabilities.

Developer/2000
Use Developer/2000 to build applications that can manipulate data stored in your 
SQL Server database and Oracle database. This includes designing forms, 
producing graphic displays, and creating a wide range of reports. See 
“Developer/2000” on page 2-11 for restrictions on use with SQL Server databases.

Discoverer
Use Discoverer to analyze, manipulate, and copy data residing in your SQL Server 
database. This product gives you access to corporate data using a powerful data 
analysis tool. See “Discoverer” on page 2-11 for restrictions on use with SQL Server 
databases.
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Gateway Architecture
The Oracle Transparent Gateway for Microsoft SQL Server works with the Oracle 
server to shield most of the differences of the non-Oracle database from Oracle 
applications. This means the applications can access the Oracle server data and the 
SQL Server database data as if the data were in a single Oracle database. 

The architecture consists of these main components: 

■ client

The client is an Oracle application or tool that connects to an Oracle server 
which in turn is responsible for connecting to the gateway. All data accessed by 
the client appears to reside in a single Oracle database. The client application 
does not connect directly to the gateway because the gateway can only 
communicate at a server level. Oracle tools, such as SQL*Plus, access the 
gateway through an Oracle server.

■ Oracle server

The Oracle server connects directly to the gateway. The Oracle server enables 
heterogeneous queries against Oracle and SQL Server data, and post-processes 
Oracle SQL functions and other SQL capabilities not supported by SQL Server. 
The Oracle server also stores definitions of database links for the SQL Server 
database. 

An Oracle server that connects directly to a gateway integrates the data source 
into the Oracle environment. One gateway can be accessed by one or more 
instances of an Oracle server. One Oracle server can access one or more 
gateway instances. After a gateway is installed, Oracle client applications can 
access the data source. To do so, a system administrator creates database links 
and local synonyms at each Oracle server for the gateway. A client application 
connects directly to an Oracle server, which treats the gateway as a remote 
server.

SQL 
Server

 Database
Client

Oracle8
Server

Net8 connection

Gateway

ODBC Driver 
Manager

ODBC Driver
Any machine

Windows NT Machine Windows NT Machine
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For missing SQL capabilities, the gateway or Oracle server fulfills the capability 
where possible. When a SQL capability cannot be completed, this message 
occurs:

25$������� GDWDEDVH QDPH GRHV QRW VXSSRUW IHDWXUH LQ WKLV FRQWH[W

For distributed transactions, the Oracle server connected to the gateway 
coordinates the transaction actions required to ensure data consistency with the 
Oracle environment and the data source.

■ Oracle Net8

Oracle Net8 provides client-to-server and server-to-gateway communication. 
Gateways communicate with Oracle servers using the Net8 server-to-server 
protocol. Net8 is a required component, even when the gateway and Oracle 
server reside within the same operating environment. For this case, an 
intra-system protocol is used between Oracle and the gateway. 

■ Oracle Transparent Gateway for Microsoft SQL Server

The gateway runs as a Windows NT service. The gateway is multi-threaded 
and a thread is spawned by the first use of a database link in a user session. 
Each user session’s database link has its own thread.

Oracle clients do not connect directly to the gateway, but connect indirectly 
through the Oracle server. An Oracle server communicates with a gateway 
server-to-server using Oracle Net8, and the gateway accesses the SQL Server 
database. Multiple Oracle servers can access the same gateway. A single 
Windows NT workstation gateway installation can be configured to access 
more than one SQL Server database. 

On the gateway machine, the gateway interfaces with the ODBC driver 
manager and ODBC driver. The ODBC driver accesses the SQL Server using 
whatever networking software the SQL Server supports. 
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 Gateway Example
This figure shows the sequence of events when a client application sends a query 
through the gateway to a SQL Server database:

1. Client application sends query to the Oracle server.

2. The gateway might require validation of username and password in data 
dictionary of the SQL Server.

3. Oracle server sends query to gateway, first modifying the query if needed 
because of SQL Server’s SQL capabilities.

4. Gateway interacts with SQL Server system, which validates user access to the 
object.

5. Gateway converts SQL statement to SQL Server SQL.

6. Gateway retrieves data using SQL Server SQL.

7. Gateway converts retrieved data to a format compatible with the Oracle server. 

8. Gateway returns query results to the Oracle server.

9. Oracle server returns query results to client application, processing the query 
results if needed to fulfill the original query from the client application.

Oracle Server

Client
Application 1

  3

9

Gateway

2

5

68 7

6(/(&7  )520 (03#*7:/,1.

2 & 4

SQL Server
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SQL Server Compatibility Considerations
SQL Server and Oracle databases work differently, causing incompatibility 
problems. The issues that affect your use of the gateway to access SQL Server 
databases are described here. The descriptions of these issues include suggestions 
for working around them, if a way has been found.

Naming Rules

Rules for Naming Objects
Oracle and SQL Server use different database object naming rules. For example, the 
maximum number of characters allowed for each object name can be different. 
Also, the use of single and double-quote marks, case sensitivity, and the use of 
alphanumeric characters can all be different. Refer to the Oracle8 Server SQL 
Reference and Microsoft SQL Server Transact-SQL User’s Guide.

Case Sensitivity 
SQL Server might distinguish between uppercase and lowercase letters for names 
of tables, columns, view names, users, passwords, and so on. SQL Server might be 
case-insensitive but default to lowercase letters. The Oracle server defaults to 
uppercase unless you surround identifiers with double-quote characters.

For example, to refer to a SQL Server table called HPS, enter the name with 
double-quote characters:

64/! 6(/(&7  )520 �HPS�#066'%�

However, to refer to a SQL Server table called HPS owned by 6FRWW from an 
Oracle application, enter:

64/! 6(/(&7  )520 �6FRWW���HPS�#066'%�

If the SQL Server table called HPS is owned by 6&277, a table owner name in 
uppercase letters, you can enter the owner name without double-quote characters:

64/! 6(/(&7  )520 6&277��HPS�#066'%�

or

64/! 6(/(&7  )520 VFRWW��HPS�#066'%�

It is recommended that you surround all SQL Server object names with 
double-quote characters and use the exact letter case for the object names as they 
appear in the SQL Server data dictionary. This convention is not necessary when 
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referring to the supported Oracle data dictionary tables or views listed in 
Appendix B, “Data Dictionary Translations”.

If your existing applications cannot be changed according to these conventions, 
create views in the Oracle server to associate SQL Server names to the correct letter 
case. For example, to refer to the SQL Server table HPS from an existing Oracle 
application by using only uppercase names, define this view:

64/! &5($7( 9,(: (03 �(0312� (1$0(� 6$/� +,5('$7(�

$6 6(/(&7 �HPSQR�� �HQDPH�� �VDO�� �KLUHGDWH�

)520 �HPS�#066'%�

With this view the application can issue statements such as:

64/! 6(/(&7 (0312� (1$0( )520 (03�

Using views is a workaround solution that duplicates data dictionary information 
originating in the SQL Server data dictionary. You must be prepared to update 
your Oracle view definitions whenever the data definitions for the corresponding 
tables are changed in the SQL Server database.

Datatypes

Datatype Conversion
The SQL Server does not support implicit conversions between character datatypes 
and numeric datatypes. Such conversions must be explicit. For example, this 
statement works in the Oracle server, but fails in the SQL Server:

6(/(&7  )520 (03 :+(5( (0312 ®����®�

See “Datatype Conversion” on page 5-3 for more information about restrictions on 
datatypes.

Null Values in Table Columns
The default for allowing null values in a table column is different for SQL Server 
tables than for Oracle tables. By default, a SQL Server table column cannot contain 
null values unless NULL is specified in the column definition. The SQL Server 
option, ANSI_NULL_DEFAULT_ON, can be set to ON to change the default 
column definition to NULL.

For an Oracle table, null values are allowed in a column unless NOT NULL is 
specified in the column definition.
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Queries

Row Selection
The SQL Server evaluates a query condition for all selected rows before returning 
any of the rows. If there is an error in the evaluation process for one or more rows, 
no rows are returned even though the remaining rows satisfy the condition. 

Oracle evaluates the query condition row-by-row and returns a row when the 
evaluation is successful. Rows are returned until a row fails the evaluation.

Empty Strings
Oracle treats an empty string in a SQL statement as a null value. The SQL Server 
treats an empty string as a single space. For example, this statement:

6(/(&7 �HQDPH�� �HPSQR�� �MRE� )520 �HPS�#064/

:+(5( �HQDPH�  ®®�

is processed by the SQL Server as:

6(/(&7 HQDPH� HPSQR� MRE )520 HPS :+(5( HQDPH  ® ®

The gateway passes the empty string to the SQL Server database without any 
conversion. If you intended an empty string to represent a null value, the SQL 
Server does not process the statement that way. Instead, it uses a space value. 
Avoid this problem by using NULL or IS NULL in the SQL statement instead of the 
empty string syntax. For example:

6(/(&7 �HQDPH�� �HPSQR�� �MRE� )520 �HPS�#064/

:+(5( �HQDPH� ,6 18//�

GROUP BY Clause  
SQL Server supports a maximum number of sixteen GROUP BY expressions, while 
Oracle supports more GROUP BY expressions. Therefore, using more than sixteen 
GROUP BY expressions results in an error.
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Locking
The locking model for a SQL Server database differs significantly from the Oracle 
model. Because the gateway depends on the underlying SQL Server behavior, 
Oracle applications that access the SQL Server through the gateway can be affected 
by these possible scenarios:

■ read access might block write access

■ write access might block read access

■ statement-level read consistency is not guaranteed

Here is an example of how one transaction can block another:

1. Transaction A begins by issuing this statement:

,16(57 ,172 '(37B7$5*(7#*7:/,1. 9$/8(6 ���� ®$'0,1®� ®&+,&$*2®��

2. Transaction B now begins by issuing this statement:

6(/(&7  )520 '(37B7$5*(7#*7:/,1.�

3. Transaction A continues with:

6(/(&7  )520 '(37B7$5*(7#*7:/,1.�

Transaction B is blocked by the first INSERT statement issued by Transaction A. 
Transaction B’s SELECT statement cannot return any rows until Transaction A’s 
INSERT is either committed or rolled back.

See your SQL Server documentation for more information about the SQL Server 
locking model.

Transaction Models
A transaction in the Oracle environment begins when the first executable SQL 
statement is encountered. A transaction ends when one of these events occurs:

■ a COMMIT or ROLLBACK statement is issued

■ a DDL statement, such as CREATE, DROP, RENAME, or ALTER, is executed

■ a user disconnects from the Oracle server, which happens when the current 
transaction is committed

■ an abnormal termination of a user process occurs, which causes the current 
transaction to be rolled back

The Oracle transaction manager does not implicitly commit any SQL statements 
except when it encounters a DDL statement.
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A transaction in SQL Server can be implicit (that is, autocommit mode) or it can be 
explicit (that is, user-defined mode). In autocommit mode, each SQL statement is 
implicitly committed. In user-defined mode, a transaction is committed or rolled 
back when the COMMIT TRANSACTION or ROLLBACK TRANSACTION 
statement is issued.

Because the Oracle server does not support implicit transaction modes, the 
gateway cannot support the SQL Server autocommit transaction mode. The 
gateway could not guarantee transactional integrity for implicit transactions 
executed through the gateway. Only explicit, user-defined transactions are 
supported.

Login Userids and Database Userids

Login and Database Userids under Oracle
In the Oracle environment, the login userid is the same as the database userid, also 
known as the schema name.  For example, an Oracle user 6&277 can login to the 
Oracle server in SQL*PLUS using:

� 64/3/86 6&277�7,*(5

&RQQHFWHG�

64/!

Any database objects created by 6&277 are owned by 6&277. For example:

� 64/3/86 6&277�7,*(5

&RQQHFWHG�

64/! FUHDWH WDEOH GHSW � GHSWQR QXPEHU ����

�! GQDPH YDUFKDU������

�! ORF YDUFKDU����� ��

7DEOH &UHDWHG�

64/! VHOHFW RZQHU� WDEOHBQDPH IURP DOOBWDEOHV ZKHUH

WDEOHBQDPH 
'(37
�

2:1(5 7$%/(B1$0(

�������������������� �������������������������

6&277 '(37

In this example, the database object '(37 is  owned by 6&277. The login userid 
6&277 is the same as the database userid 6&277.
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Login and Database Userids under SQL Server
Under SQL Server, the login userid is not the same as the database userid. A user 
with login userid 6&277 associated with a database userid 6&277,( can login to 
SQL Server by using ,64/:

� ,64/ �86&277 �37,*(5

�!

Any database objects created by 6&277 are owned by database user 6&277,(. For 
example, if 6&277 creates this table:

� ,64/ �86&277 �37,*(5

�! FUHDWH WDEOH WHVW �FRO FKDU�����

�! JR

�!

the table WHVW is created but is owned by 6&277,(. If you query the SQL Server 
system catalogs to determine who owns WHVW, the result is:

�! VHOHFW V\VXVHUV�QDPH 2:1(5� V\VREMHFWV�QDPH 7$%/(B1$0(

�! IURP V\VXVHUV� V\VREMHFWV

�! ZKHUH V\VREMHFWV�QDPH  
WHVW
 DQG V\VREMHFWV�XLG  V\VXVHUV�XLG

�! JR

2:1(5 7$%/(B1$0(

�������������������� �������������������������

6&277,( WHVW

This demonstrates that the login userid is different from the database userid in SQL 
Server.

Creating Database Links to Access SQL Server
When you create the database link to access SQL Server data through the gateway, 
you must submit the SQL Server login userid and password in the CREATE 
DATABASE LINK statement.  For example, in SQL*PLUS:

64/! FUHDWH GDWDEDVH OLQN P\GEOLQN

�! FRQQHFW WR �6&277� LGHQWLILHG E\ �7,*(5�

�! XVLQJ 
FRQQHFWGHVFULSWRU
�

'DWDEDVH OLQN FUHDWHG�

This creates a database link using the SQL Server login userid 6&277 and 
password 7,*(5.  The gateway uses the supplied userid 6&277 and password 
7,*(5 to login to SQL Server.
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Referring to Database Objects in PL/SQL
When you use PL/SQL, reference the database objects with the database userid.  
Use the database userid, not the login userid, to prefix database objects referred to 
by your SQL statements in PL/SQL. If you refer to database objects and do not 
prefix them with the database userid, PL/SQL prefixes the database objects with 
the login userid, which is the default.  In SQL Server, because the login and 
database userids are not the same, defaulting to the login userid prefix results in 
errors.You must prefix all database objects with the database userid. For example, 
this PL/SQL block results in an error:

64/! GHFODUH

�! FKDU�����

�! EHJLQ

�! VHOHFW �FRO� LQWR F IURP �WHVW�#P\GEOLQN�

�! HQG�

�! �

VHOHFW �FRO� LQWR F IURP �WHVW�#P\GEOLQN�



(5525 DW OLQH ��

25$������� OLQH �� FROXPQ ���

3/6������� LGHQWLILHU 
WHVW#0<'%/,1.
 PXVW EH GHFODUHG

25$������� OLQH �� FROXPQ ��

3/�64/� 64/ 6WDWHPHQW LJQRUHG

Because the database object WHVW is not prefixed, PL/SQL used the login userid 
6&277 as the prefix for the object WHVW. The actual SQL statement sent to the 
gateway is:

VHOHFW FRO IURP 6&277�WHVW

resulting in the message WDEOH QRW IRXQG because WHVW is actually owned by 
6&277,(.

This PL/SQL block works correctly:

64/! GHFODUH

�! FKDU�����

�! EHJLQ

�! VHOHFW �FRO� LQWR F IURP �6&277,(���WHVW�#P\GEOLQN�

�! HQG�

�! �

3/�64/ SURFHGXUH VXFFHVVIXOO\ FRPSOHWHG�
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2
Release Information

This chapter contains information specific to the Version 8.0.4 release of the Oracle 
Transparent Gateway for Microsoft SQL Server, including:

■ Product Set

■ Changes and Enhancements

■ Corrected Problems

■ System Requirements

■ Migration Considerations

■ Recommended Documentation

■ Known Restrictions

■ Known Problems

For general information about Oracle Heterogeneous Services, read Oracle8 Server 
Distributed Database Systems.
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Product Set 
The following table lists the versions of the components included on the 
distribution CD-ROM. All components are at production level.

Changes and Enhancements

Encrypted Format Login Supported
The Oracle server and the gateway support the Oracle initialization parameter, 
DBLINK_ENCRYPT_LOGIN. The Oracle server always encrypts passwords before 
sending them to the gateway.

BIT Datatype Mapped to Oracle NUMBER Datatype
The BIT datatype in SQL Server is mapped to the Oracle8 NUMBER datatype. In 
other versions of the gateway, BIT datatypes had been mapped to Oracle RAW 
datatypes.

ORDER BY Clause with Column Number Supported
The gateway supports queries where an ORDER BY clause number refers to a 
column value used in an arithmetic expression. For example, this statement is 
supported:

6(/(&7 �HPSQR�� �VDO� � ���� )520 �HPS�#P\GEOLQN 25'(5 %< ��

Product Version Number

Oracle Installer 3.3.0.1.3

Oracle Adapters:  

■ Named Pipes

■ SPX 

■ TCP/IP

8.0.4.0.0

Oracle Transparent Gateway for Microsoft 
SQL Server

8.0.4.1.0

Required Support Files 8.0.4.0.0

Oracle Net8 Client 8.0.4.0.0

Oracle Net8 Server 8.0.4.0.0
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Group Functions Supported with Data Dictionary Table Queries
The gateway supports queries using group functions against an Oracle data 
dictionary table translated by the gateway. For example, this statement is 
supported:

6(/(&7 WDEOHBQDPH )520 $//B7$%/(6#P\GEOLQN *5283 %< WDEOHBQDPH�

SQL Function Support
The set of Oracle SQL functions translated to SQL Server equivalent functions is 
different for this release of the gateway than for prior releases. Read Appendix A, 
“Supported SQL Functions” for information on the translated functions.

Corrected Problems
These problems have been fixed in this release:

System Requirements

Hardware Requirements

Processor
An Intel or 100% compatible personal computer (PC), based on an 80486 processor 
or a Pentium processor.

Memory
For most installations, 32M of RAM is recommended for Microsoft Windows NT 
and Oracle Corporation products.

Bug 
Number Problem Description

510921 Received error message ORA-09100 when using ORDER BY or 
GROUP BY against a data dictionary table

558451 Certain queries did not send WHERE clause to gateway, 
causing the entire WHERE clause to be post-processed

629768 Received error messages when issuing ALTER SESSION as first 
statement in SQL*Plus and then issuing a SELECT statement 
through the gateway
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CD-ROM Drive
A CD-ROM drive is required for installation. 

Disk Space 
Depending on your configuration, about 4M of free disk space is required for the 
gateway. If you do not have an Oracle8 Server installed on the gateway machine, 
you need an additional 30M of free disk space for installation of Oracle Net8 and 
the adapters. 

Software Requirements
The system software configuration described in these requirements is supported by 
Oracle Corporation as long as the underlying system software products are 
supported by their respective vendors. Verify the latest support status with your 
system software vendors.

Operating System
Microsoft Windows NT Workstation Version 4.0, or Microsoft Windows NT Server 
Version 4.0 is required. 

Oracle Server
The Oracle8 Enterprise Edition, Version 8.0.4, is required.  No other versions or 
releases of the Oracle8 Server are supported by the gateway.

A copy of the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition, Version 8.0.4 is included with your 
gateway product shipment. This provides you with a runtime license of the Oracle8 
server solely for use with the gateway.

Oracle Networking Products
These Oracle networking products are required:

■ installed on the gateway: 

– Net8 Server Version 8.0.4

– Oracle Adapter, Version 8.0.4, for the appropriate protocol

■ installed on the Oracle8 Server:

– Oracle Net8 Client 8.0.4

– Oracle Adapter, Version 8.0.4, for the appropriate protocol

The Net8 Version 8.0.4 products are included on the distribution CD-ROM.
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Net8 Client and the Oracle Adapter must be installed on the machine where the 
Oracle server is installed.  Net8 Server and the Oracle Adapter must be installed on 
the machine where the gateway is installed. 

Microsoft
These Microsoft products are required:

■ Network transport protocol software (TCP/IP, SPX, or Named Pipes), included 
with Windows NT

■ ODBC Driver Manager Version 2.x or 3.0 (included with the Microsoft ODBC 
Software Developer Kit)

■ ODBC SQL Server Driver Version 2.5 or 2.65

This is included with Microsoft Visual C++, Microsoft Subscription Developer 
Network (MSDN), or Microsoft SQL Server. Oracle Corporation recommends 
using Version 2.65.

■ SQL Server Version 6.0 or 6.5, which must be installed on a machine with 
Microsoft Windows NT Server

Migration Considerations
If you are migrating from Version 3 or 4 to Version 8 of the Oracle Transparent 
Gateway for Microsoft SQL Server, there are several issues to consider before 
installing the Version 8 gateway. If you are using the Oracle7 Server with the 
Version 3 or 4 gateway, you must upgrade to Oracle8 Enterprise Edition in order to 
use this Version 8 release of the gateway.

Pass-Through Compatibility
Version 4 of the gateway used the GTW_SQL.GTWPASS command when passing 
commands or statements through the gateway to the SQL Server database. Version 
8 of the gateway introduces the DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH command for use in 
passing commands through the gateway. For compatibility, this release of the 
Version 8 gateway also supports the GTW_SQL.GTWPASS syntax. Migration to 
DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH is recommended because future releases of the 
gateway will not support GTW_SQL.GTWPASS.
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Other Compatibility Issues
There are some differences between the features supported in the Version 4 
gateway and the Version 8 gateway. For more information on these differences, 
read the sections “Known Problems” on page 2-14 and “Known Restrictions” on 
page 2-7.

If you are already using the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition with Version 4 of the 
gateway and you want existing applications to use the same database link names to 
access data with the Version 8 gateway as were used with Version 4, use either 
Method 1 or 2. These methods only work if your database links are defined for an 
Oracle8 Enterprise Edition.

Method 1
If you want to maintain the current connect descriptor entries for Net8, perform 
these steps:

1. Drop the database links created for Version 4 of the gateway. 

2. Add the new connect descriptor entries that use the port number of the TNS 
listener that is listening for Version 8 of the gateway. Edit the file 
ORACLE_HOME\network\admin\tnsnames.ora, where ORACLE_HOME is 
the directory in which the Oracle server is installed.

3. Recreate the database links using the new Version 8 connect descriptor entries.

Method 2
If you do not want to drop the database link names used for Version 4, perform 
these steps:

1. In the tnsnames.ora file, locate the connect descriptor entries that are using the 
port number of the TNS listener that is listening for your previous version of 
the gateway (Version 4).

2. Change the connect descriptor entries so the port number matches that of the 
TNS listener that is listening for Version 8 of the gateway. 

3. If necessary, change the gateway system ID for the connect descriptor to match 
the gateway system ID specified in the listener.ora file for the TNS listener that 
is listening for Version 8 of the gateway.
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De-Installing Previous Versions of the Gateway
If you want to de-install an earlier version of the gateway, refer to the 
de-installation section in the installation chapter of your Oracle Transparent Gateway 
for Microsoft SQL Server Installation Guide that shipped with the previous version of 
the gateway.

Recommended Documentation
These Oracle publications are recommended in addition to the documentation sent 
with the gateway:

■ Net8 Administrator’s Guide

■ Online Help for the Forms Builder product

■ Oracle8 Server Administrator’s Guide

■ Oracle8 Server Getting Started for Windows NT

■ Oracle8 Server Reference

■ Oracle8 Server Messages

■ Programmer’s Guide to the Oracle Call Interface

■ Programmer’s Guide to the Oracle Precompilers

■ SQL*Plus User’s Guide and Reference

See the Oracle Technical Publications Catalog and Price Guide, Oracle part number 
3903, to order any of these manuals. 

In addition to the recommended Oracle documentation, the Microsoft SQL Server 
Transact-SQL Reference is recommended.

Known Restrictions
The description of restrictions includes suggestions for dealing with them when 
possible. If you have any questions or concerns about the restrictions, contact 
Oracle Worldwide Customer Support Services.

Only Oracle8 Enterprise Edition, Version 8.0.4, Supported
This release of the gateway only works with the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition, 
Version 8.0.4. No other edition or release of the Oracle server is supported. The 
correct version and edition of the Oracle server is included in your gateway 
product shipment.
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Stored Procedures
Changes issued through stored procedures that embed commits or rollbacks cannot 
be controlled by the Oracle transaction manager or Oracle COMMIT or 
ROLLBACK commands.

These restrictions apply to all SQL Server stored procedures executed through the 
gateway:

■ execution of stored procedures containing parameters defined as composite 
datatypes, such as DATETIME or SMALLDATETIME, is not supported by the 
gateway

■ execution of stored procedures containing parameters defined as type IN_OUT 
and  datatypes DECIMAL and MONEY are not supported by the gateway

■ null values are not passed into or returned from calls to stored procedures 
through the gateway

■ stored procedures that return result sets are not supported by the gateway

Pass-Through Feature
If the SQL statements being passed through the gateway result in an implicit 
commit at the SQL Server database, the Oracle transaction manager is unaware of 
the commit and an Oracle ROLLBACK command cannot be used to roll back the 
transaction.

DDL Statements
SQL Server requires some DDL statements to be executed in their own transaction, 
and only one DDL statement can be executed in a given transaction.

If you use these DDL statements in your SQL Server stored procedure and execute 
the stored procedure through the gateway procedural feature or if you execute 
these DDL statements through the gateway pass-through feature, an error 
condition might result. This is because the procedural feature and the pass-through 
feature of the gateway cannot guarantee that these DDL statements are executed in 
their own separate transaction.
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These SQL Server Version 6.0 DDL statements might cause an error condition if 
you attempt to pass them with the gateway pass-through feature, or if you execute 
a SQL Server stored procedure that contains them:  

SQL Server Version 6.5 has fewer restrictions on DDL statements than Version 6.0. 
See the Microsoft SQL Server Transact-SQL Reference for more information about 
DDL statements.

Datatypes

Binary Literal Notation
Oracle SQL uses hexadecimal digits surrounded by single quotes to express literal 
values being compared or inserted into columns defined as datatype RAW. This 
notation is not converted to syntax compatible with SQL Server VARBINARY and 
BINARY datatypes. For example, this statement, where %,1$5<B7$% contains a 
column of datatype VARBINARY or BINARY, is not supported:

64/! ,16(57 ,172 %,1$5<B7$%#064/ 9$/8(6 �®II®�

Use bind variables when inserting into or updating VARBINARY and BINARY 
datatypes.

ALTER DATABASE GRANT

CREATE DATABASE LOAD DATABASE

CREATE INDEX LOAD TRANSACTIOIN

CREATE PROCEDURE RECONFIGURE

CREATE TABLE REVOKE

CREATE VIEW SELECT INTO

DISK INIT TRUNCATE TABLE

DROP object UPDATE STATISTICS

DUMP TRANSACTION
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SQL Syntax

Bind Variables
The gateway does not support more than 14 bind variables in one SQL statement.

 In a SELECT statement, the gateway does not support any bind variables in the 
select list. If a bind variable is used in the select list, this error message results:

(5525 DW OLQH ��

25$������� ELQG YDOXH FDQQRW EH WUDQVODWHG LQWR 64/ WH[W IRU

QRQ�2UDFOH V\VWHP

25$������� SUHFHGLQJ OLQH IURP 064/

25$������� DW OLQH �

For example, this statement causes the error:

� 64/! '(&/$5(

� YDU� &+$5�����

� %(*,1

� 6(/(&7 YDU� ,172 YDU� )520 HPS#P\GEOLQN�

� (1'�

When specifying a bind variable in a WHERE clause, always place the bind 
variable to the right of the equal sign (=). The Microsoft SQL Server ODBC driver 
does not process the SQL statement correctly if the bind variable is to the left of the 
equal sign in a WHERE clause and might generate an error message. For example, 
this SQL statement:

6(/(&7 HPSQR )520 HPS :+(5( ®[[[® HQDPH

where [[[ is the bind variable, results in this error message:

>0LFURVRIW@>2'%& 64/ 6HUYHU 'ULYHU@>64/ 6HUYHU@ 8QFORVHG TXRWH

EHIRUH WKH FKDUDFWHU VWULQJ ®HQDPH®

To avoid the problem, use this syntax instead:

6(/(&7 HPSQR )520 HPS :+(5( HQDPH ®[[[®

WHERE CURRENT OF Clause Not Supported 
UPDATE and DELETE statements with the WHERE CURRENT OF clause are not 
supported by the gateway because they rely on the Oracle ROWID 
implementation. To update or delete a specific row through the gateway, a 
condition style WHERE clause must be used.
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CONNECT BY, START WITH, NO WAIT, FOR UPDATE, and FOR UPDATE OF
The gateway does not support these clauses in a SELECT statement:

■ CONNECT BY

■ START WITH

■ NO WAIT

■ FOR UPDATE

■ FOR UPDATE OF

String Literals in the TO_DATE Function
The gateway does not support string literals in the TO_DATE function when the 
TO_DATE function is in the select list of a SELECT statement. For example, this 
statement:

6(/(&7 72B'$7(�®��������®�®GG�PP�\\®� )520 GXDO#P\GEOLQN�

results in this error message:

(5525 DW OLQH ��

25$������� ELQG YDOXH FDQQRW EH WUDQVODWHG LQWR 64/ WH[W IRU

QRQ�2UDFOH V\VWHP

25$������� SUHFHGLQJ OLQH IURP 064/

25$������� DW OLQH �

Subqueries in UPDATE Statement
Whenever the use of a condition is allowed in an UPDATE statement, the gateway 
allows the condition to contain a subquery. Each subquery, however, must 
reference a SQL Server table. For example, using the table *7:B(03, the following 
statement results in a 10% salary increase for all employees working in the 
5(6($5&+ department:

64/! 83'$7( *7:B(03#064/ 6(7 6$/ 6$/  ���

� :+(5( '(3712 �6(/(&7 '(3712 )520 *7:B'(37#064/

� :+(5( '1$0( ®5(6($5&+®��

If *7:B'(37#064/ is replaced by '(37 in the subquery where '(37 is the same 
table but located in the Oracle database, this error results after the statement is 
issued:

25$������� 9LUWXDO FROXPQ QRW DOORZHG KHUH�
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SQL*Plus COPY Command with Lowercase Table Names
The SQL*Plus COPY command does not support the use of lowercase table names.

COMMIT or ROLLBACK in Cursor Loops Closes Open Cursors
Any COMMIT or ROLLBACK issues in a cursor loop closes all open cursors, which 
might result in this error:

25$������ IHWFK RXW RI VHTXHQFH

To prevent this, move the COMMIT or ROLLBACK statement outside the cursor 
loop.

PSEUDO COLUMN Not Supported
The gateway does not support the Oracle PSEUDO COLUMN implementation. For 
example, ROWID, ROWNUM, and LEVEL are not supported.

Date Arithmetic
These SQL expressions generally do not work correctly with the gateway:

GDWH � QXPEHU

QXPEHU � GDWH

GDWH � QXPEHU

GDWH� � GDWH�

The date and number addition and subtraction expressions are sent to the SQL 
Server database, where they are rejected. SQL Server does not allow number 
addition or subtraction with dates. Avoid date arithmetic expressions in all 
gateway SQL until date arithmetic problems are resolved in SQL Server.

Aggregate Function with CREATE TABLE or CREATE VIEW Statement
The Oracle server does not send the gateway a SELECT statement containing an 
aggregate function that is part of a CREATE TABLE or CREATE VIEW statement. 
For example, it does not send this statement:

&5($7( 7$%/( VXPBFDOOVBWDEOH $6

6(/(&7 680�FDOOVBDEDQGRQHG�� 680�FDOOVBFRPSOHWHG��

680�FDOOVBIDLOHG� )520 PRQWKO\BFDOOV#064/�

Instead, the Oracle server interprets the SQL statement request and sends the 
gateway statements to retrieve the requested data. After the data is retrieved, the 
Oracle server processes the original aggregate function and passes the results to the 
application. To avoid the Oracle server post-processing the function, use different 
SQL statements. In place of the statements in the prior example, use:
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'523 7$%/( VXPBFDOOVBWDEOH�

&5($7( 7$%/( VXPBFDOOVBWDEOH �[�VXP 180%(5� [�VXP 180%(5�

[�VXP 180%(5��

'(&/$5(

[� 180%(5�

[� 180%(5�

[� 180%(5�

%(*,1

6(/(&7 680�FDOOVBDEDQGRQHG�� 680�FDOOVBFRPSOHWHG��

680�FDOOVBIDLOHG� ,172 [�� [�� [� )520 PRQWKO\BFDOOV#064/�

,16(57 ,172 VXPBFDOOVBWDEOH 9$/8(6 �[�� [�� [���

(1'�

Data Dictionary Translations
Queries through the gateway of the supported data dictionary tables and views 
beginning with the characters "ALL_" might return rows from the SQL Server 
database when you do not have access privileges for those SQL Server objects. 
When querying an Oracle database with the Oracle data dictionary, rows are 
returned only for those objects you are permitted to access.

String Functions
If you concatenate numeric literals using the "||" or CONCAT operator when 
using the gateway to query a SQL Server database, the result is an arithmetic 
addition. For example, the statement:

64/! 6(/(&7 � __ � )520 '8$/�

results in 18. The result is 99 when using Oracle to query an Oracle database.

Schema Names and PL/SQL
If you do not prefix a SQL Server database object with its schema name in a SQL 
statement within a PL/SQL block, this error message occurs:

25$����� 3/6���� ,GHQWLILHU WDEOHBQDPH PXVW EH GHFODUHG�

Change the SQL statement to include the schema name of the object. Prefix the 
object name with the schema name, that is, the database userid, when referencing 
any object in PL/SQL. For example, use:

VHOHFW �FRO� LQWR F IURP �XVHULG���HPS�#P\GEOLQN�

where XVHULG is the database userid for SQL Server database HPS. For more 
information, see “Login Userids and Database Userids” on page 1-11.
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Other Oracle Products

Oracle Forms Support
Oracle Forms Version 3 and earlier versions are not supported by the gateway. 
Developer/2000 is supported. See the online help for the Forms Builder product for 
information about using Developer/2000 with Oracle and other data sources.

Developer/2000
Developer/2000 provides object properties (Key Mode Block Property, Locking 
Mode Block Property, Cursor Mode Form Module Property, and Savepoint Mode 
Form Module Property), and triggers that you can use when developing 
applications that access a SQL Server database through the gateway. For more 
information on Developer/2000, refer to the Forms Builder online help.

Because Developer/2000 cannot handle case sensitive object names, views must be 
created in the Oracle server to work around this problem. For example, to access 
the SQL Server table named emp from Forms Builder, create this view:

64/! &5($7( 9,(: (03 �(0312� (1$0(� 6$/� +,5('$7(�

$6 6(/(&7 �HPSQR�� �HQDPH�� �VDO�� �KLUHGDWH�

)520 �HPS�#064/�

Refer to the view (03 instead of �HPS�#064/ in Forms Builder.

Discoverer
Discoverer enables browsing a SQL Server database through the gateway. Because 
Discoverer might not handle case sensitive object names, create views in the Oracle 
server to work around this problem. For example, to access the SQL Server table 
named HPS from Discoverer, create this view:

64/! &5($7( 9,(: (03 �(0312� (1$0(� 6$/� +,5('$7(�

$6 6(/(&7 �HPSQR�� �HQDPH�� �VDO�� �KLUHGDWH�

)520 �HPS�#064/�

Refer to the view (03 instead of �HPS�#064/ in Discoverer.

Known Problems
The descriptions include suggestions for avoiding the problems when possible. If 
you have questions about the problems, contact Oracle Worldwide Customer 
Support Services. The problems described here are the known problems at the time 
of the printing of this book. A current list of problems is available online. Contact 
your local Oracle Corporation office for information about accessing this list.
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GLOBAL_NAMES and Transaction Model
When the GLOBAL_NAMES initialization parameter for the Oracle server is set to 
TRUE, you must set the gateway TRANSACTION_MODE initialization parameter 
to READ_ONLY or COMMIT_CONFIRM. If you want it set to SINGLE_SITE, you 
must set the Oracle server GLOBAL_NAMES parameter to FALSE.

Pass-Through and Transaction Model
When the gateway TRANSACTION_MODE initialization parameter is set to 
SINGLE_SITE or READ_ONLY, you cannot make a pass-through statement the 
first statement in a user session. If you do, subsequent statements fail and generate 
this error message:

25$������� ORVW 53& FRQQHFWLRQ WR KHWHURJHQHRXV UHPRWH DJHQW XVLQJ

GEOLQN

25$������� SUHFHGLQJ OLQH IURP 064/

You can avoid the problem by issuing some other statement as the first statement 
in a user session, and then issuing your pass-through statement. Note that this 
applies to both the GTW_SQL.GTWPASS and DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH syntax.

Accessing Tables Without Permissions
If you use the gateway to access  SQL Server objects, such as tables or synonyms, 
that you do not have permission to access, error messages can result. For example, 
VFRWW� uses database link PVTO to attempt to access table HPS owned by VFRWW�:

6(/(&7  )520 VFRWW�HPS#PVTO

Because VFRWW� does not have the permissions needed, the attempt fails and 
generates these error messages:

25$������� LQWHUQDO HUURU LQ KHWHURJHQHRXV UHPRWH DJHQW

(5525 DW OLQH ��

25$������� ORVW 53& FRQQHFWLRQ WR KHWHURJHQHRXV UHPRWH DJHQW XVLQJ

6,' �'(6&5,37,21 �$''5(66 �35272&2/ 7&3��+RVW ZUNVW����3RUW ������

�&211(&7B'$7$ �6,' 064/���

25$������� SUHFHGLQJ OLQH IURP 064/

(5525 DW OLQH ��

25$������� ORVW 53& FRQQHFWLRQ WR KHWHURJHQHRXV UHPRWH DJHQW XVLQJ

6,' �V

25$������� XQDEOH WR HVWDEOLVK D FRQQHFWLRQ WR QRQ�2UDFOH V\VWHP

25$������� SUHFHGLQJ � OLQHV IURP 064/
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Datatypes

Mismatched Datatypes
When performing an INSERT into a table where the Oracle and SQL Server 
datatypes don’t match, rows containing data that can be forced into a different 
datatype are inserted, but rows containing data that cannot be forced into the 
different datatype are not inserted. This means some rows are successfully inserted 
and others fail. When character data is inserted into a row with a NUMBER 
datatype, a row containing the value 1234 might be successfully inserted but not a 
row containing the value ABCD.

For example, you have a SQL Server table called WHVW described as:

1DPH 1XOO" 7\SH

�������������������� �������� ����

&� &+$5���

with these rows:

&�

�����

���

���

DEG

���

HIWJ

You also have an empty Oracle table called WHVW� described as:

1DPH 1XOO" 7\SH

�������������������� �������� ����

1� 180%(5

If you insert all the rows from WHVW into WHVW� using:

,16(57 ,172 WHVW� 6(/(&7  )520 WHVW#064/�

then a SELECT * from WHVW� shows that only the rows with numerical strings 
were inserted:

1�

����������

���

���

���
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Precision Problems with DECIMAL, REAL, and DOUBLE PRECISION
For very large and very small values of datatypes DECIMAL, REAL, and DOUBLE 
PRECISION, the gateway rounds the values. This can cause the errors:

25$������� +HWHURJHQHRXV 6HUYLFHV GDWDW\SH PDSSLQJ HUURU

or

25$������� FRQQHFWLRQ IURP 2UDFOH WR QRQ�2UDFOH V\VWHP UHWXUQHG

WKLV PHVVDJH�

>0LFURVRIW@>2'%& 64/ 6HUYHU 'ULYHU@>64/ 6HUYHU@$ULWKPHWLF RYHUIORZ

HUURU

SQL*Plus

SQL*PLUS DESCRIBE Command Does Not Support Remote Objects
The SQL*Plus DESCRIBE command does not support remote objects, such as 
remote tables or views. For example, this statement does not work:

'(6&5,%( 2%-(&76#GEOLQN

Instead, use the DESCRIBE TABLE command in Server Manager. For example:

'(6&5,%( 7$%/( HPS#PVTO�

SQL*Plus COPY Command Works Incorrectly Through the Gateway
The SQL*Plus COPY command works incorrectly when you copy tables using the 
gateway, as shown by this example, where 7652 records from the local Oracle 
database are copied into the SQL Server database:

64/! FRS\ IURP WJ�WJ#MFR� �

! LQVHUW %,*�(;7#064/ �

! XVLQJ VHOHFW  IURP %,*�(;7�

$UUD\ IHWFK�ELQ VL]H LV ��� �DUUD\VL]H LV ���

ZLOO FRPPLW ZKHQ GRQH �FRS\FRPPLW LV ��

0D[LPXP ORQJ VL]H LV ��� �ORQJ LV ���

���� URZV VHOHFWHG IURP WJ#MFR�

���� URZV LQVHUWHG LQWR %,*�(;7#064/�

���� URZV FRPPLWWHG LQWR %,*�(;7#064/ DW '()$8/7 +267

FRQQHFWLRQ�

64/! VHOHFW FRXQW�� IURP %,*�(;7#064/�

&2817��

�������������

��
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The record count for this table is 7652. The messages show that 7652 rows were 
inserted into MSSQL but only 15 were found.

If the table you want to copy contains less than 5000 rows, set ARRAYSIZE to the 
maximum number allowed, which is 5000. This prevents the problem. 

If the table you want to copy contains 5000 or more rows, use PL/SQL to copy the 
table instead of the SQL*Plus COPY command, as in this example:

'(&/$5(

W� 25$&/(B7$%/(�&2/��7<3(�

W� 25$&/(B7$%/(�&2/��7<3(�

W� 25$&/(B7$%/(�&2/��7<3(�

�

�

�

&85625 F� ,6

6(/(&7  )520 25$&/(B7$%/(�

%(*,1

23(1 F��

/223

)(7&+ F� ,172 W�� W�� W�� ��� �

(;,7 :+(1 F��127)281'�

,16(57 ,172 064/B7$%/(#064/ 9$/8(6 �W�� W�� W�� �����

(1' /223�

&/26( F��

(1'�

�

When copying rows using a PL/SQL block similar to the example, you must 
declare PL/SQL variables for each individual column of the Oracle table.
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3
Installing the Gateway

The complete Oracle Transparent Gateway for Microsoft SQL Server installation 
process is divided into installation and configuration tasks. This chapter covers the 
installation tasks. After completing installation, be sure to follow the steps in 
Chapter 4, “Configuring the Gateway” before attempting to use the gateway. 

Before installing the gateway, confirm that all “Hardware Requirements” on page 
2-3 and “Software Requirements” on page 2-4 are met.
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Installing the Gateway
The Oracle Installer for Windows NT Version 3.3.0.1.3 is provided on the 
distribution CD-ROM with the gateway. Perform these steps to install the gateway:

Step 1: Log on to the Windows NT machine
Start your machine and select Windows NT from the OS Loader option. Log onto 
your Windows NT machine as a member of the Administrators group.

Step 2: Verify disk space
If you are installing the gateway for the first time, ensure there is enough space on 
the disk where the gateway will reside, as specified in “Disk Space” on page 2-4. 

Step 3: Decide where to install the gateway
The gateway must be installed in the primary ORACLE_HOME on your 
workstation. Determine the location of the primary ORACLE_HOME so you know 
the directory into which the gateway will be installed. You must determine this 
before going further in the installation process:

■ If you have no Oracle products installed on your workstation and no 
ORACLE_HOME created, you can name a directory and location during 
installation that will be the primary ORACLE_HOME. The gateway is installed 
into that directory. The default name for the primary ORACLE_HOME is 
'()$8/7B+20(. 

■ If you already have one or more than one ORACLE_HOME on your 
workstation, you must install the gateway in the first ORACLE_HOME that 
was created. That is the primary ORACLE_HOME. The gateway can be 
installed in an ORACLE_HOME in which an Oracle server resides. However, 
the Oracle server must be an Oracle8 Enterprise Edition, Version 8.0.4. If your 
primary ORACLE_HOME contains a different release of the Oracle server, you 
must de-install the Oracle server before installing the gateway, or choose a 
different Windows NT machine for the gateway to reside.
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Step 4: Stop all Oracle NT services
Before installing the gateway, you must stop all Oracle NT Services which are 
currently running:

1. From the Start menu, go to Settings > Control Panel, then select the Services 
icon. A list of all NT services displays.

2. Select an Oracle NT service (these services begin with 2UDFOH).

3. Click the [Stop] button.

4. Continue to select and stop Oracle NT services until all active Oracle NT 
Services are stopped.

Step 5: Load the gateway distribution CD-ROM into the CD-ROM drive
Use any CD-ROM drive attached to the Windows NT server (either locally or as a 
shared resource) as a logical drive to install the gateway. If the CD-ROM drive 
cannot copy files to your hard disk, refer to your CD-ROM documentation. 

To load the gateway distribution CD-ROM, insert the CD-ROM into the CD-ROM 
drive.

The installation steps assume that the CD-ROM is mapped to the G:\> drive.

Step 6: Starting installation

Step 6 a: If the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition Autorun screen appears
If the Autorun screen appears, follow these steps to start Oracle Installer:

1. Select the Begin Installation icon.

2. The Oracle Installation Setup appears. Proceed to “Step 7: Provide installation 
information” on page 3-4.

Step 6 b: If you do not see the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition Autorun screen
If the Autorun screen does not appear after you placed the CD-ROM in your drive, 
follow these steps to start the Oracle Installer:

1. Verify that the drive is assigned to the logical drive you selected and that you 
can access files on the CD-ROM. 

2. Start the Oracle Installer for Windows NT by running the Oracle Installer 
executable, SETUP.EXE, in the highest level directory on the CD-ROM.
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If you previously installed another Oracle Windows NT product, Oracle 
Installer was already set up in Windows NT. However, complete this step to 
ensure that you use the current release of Oracle Installer to install the gateway.

From the Start Menu:

1. From the Start menu, select Run. 

2. Enter the path and executable file name. For example:

G:\SETUP.EXE

3. Click the [OK] button.

From Windows NT Explorer:

1. Start Windows NT  Explorer.

2. Select the drive to which the CD-ROM is connected.

3. Select the SETUP.EXE icon.

Step 7: Provide installation information
When you run Oracle Installer from the gateway distribution CD-ROM, the Oracle 
Installer prompts you to enter a company name. Enter a name or accept the default 
if the correct name is already entered.

You are also prompted for this information about the gateway ORACLE_HOME:

■ name 

■ location

■ language

You must use the primary ORACLE_HOME as the gateway location. Use the name 
and location you chose in “Step 3: Decide where to install the gateway” on page 
3-2. After filling in the fields, click [OK]. 

Step 8: Choose an Installation Option
From the choices for installation option, select Custom Installation.

Step 9: Proceed through Software Asset Manager utility
The Software Asset Manager window appears and the entry for the gateway, 
"Oracle Transparent Gateway for Microsoft SQL Server" is selected by default. 
Click the [Install] button to start the installation process. 
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The Software Asset Manager window has these buttons:

Step 10: Gateway Installation complete
During the installation process, the Oracle Installer automatically installs the 
Required Support Files and the Net8 products if they were not previously installed.

During the installation process, the Oracle Installer also creates the gateway service 
2UDFOH7*6HUYLFH064/ using the default gateway SID MSQL. If this service 
already exists on your system prior to gateway installation, you receive this 
message:

7KH GHIDXOW JDWHZD\ VHUYLFH� 2UDFOH7*6HUYLFH064/� DOUHDG\ H[LVWV� 7KLV

H[LVWLQJ VHUYLFH ZLOO EH GHOHWHG� DQG D QHZ RQH ZLOO EH FUHDWHG�

&OLFN >2.@ WR DFFHSW� &OLFN >&$1&(/@ WR FRQWLQXH�

[Help] accesses online help.

[Options...] allows you to:

■ request confirmations before removing or installing 
products

■ display detailed messages and prompts during various 
phases of the Oracle Installer

■ record the actions performed by the Oracle Installer in 
a log file

[View Log...] views the Event Log. The Event Log displays installation 
and configuration events in the Description Level you 
choose: Summary, Brief, and Detail. You can store and 
retrieve logs, and save them to files.

By default, log files are stored in 
c:\orant\orainst\orainst.log. If a log file from a previous 
logging exists, it is renamed to orainst.olg.

To keep more than two log files (.log and .olg), you must 
rename the .olg file so it is not overwritten.

[Restore Icons] restores Oracle product icons that were accidentally 
deleted.

[Exit] closes the Software Asset Manager and exits Oracle 
Installer.
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If you choose [OK], the existing gateway service, 2UDFOH7*6HUYLFH064/, is 
deleted and a new one with the same name is created. If you choose [CANCEL], 
the existing service is not deleted and a new service is not created. You must follow 
the instructions under “Step 4: Create a new gateway service, if needed” on page 
4-6 to delete the service and create a new one.

De-installing the Gateway
If necessary, you can de-install the gateway, the Oracle adapters, the Required 
Support Files, or the Net8 Server. You cannot de-install the Oracle Installer.

To de-install:

1. Stop all Oracle services. (See “Step 4: Stop all Oracle NT services” on page 3-3 
for more information.)

2. Start the Oracle Installer.

3. Select Custom Installation.

4. Select the products to remove from the Products Installed window.

5. Click the [Remove] button.

6. After the products are de-installed, exit the Oracle Installer by clicking the 
[Exit] button, and confirm your exit when prompted.

7. Delete any gateway services you created with names other than 
2UDFOH7*6HUYLFH064/. See “Deleting gateway services” on page 4-6. Also 
use Windows Explorer to delete any files associated with these gateway 
services.
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4
Configuring the Gateway

After installing the gateway, follow the instructions in this chapter to configure the 
gateway for the SQL Server:

■ Configuration Overview

■ Configuring the ODBC Environment

■ Configuring the Gateway

■ Configuring Oracle Net8 Listener for the Gateway

■ Configuring the Oracle Server for Gateway Access

■ Optional Configuration

■ Administering Database Links

There is also information on “Configuring for Multiple SQL Server Databases”.

There is some configuration of the Oracle8 server needed for use with the gateway. 
Complete information on configuring the Oracle server for use with a gateway is in 
Oracle8 Server Distributed Database Systems.
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Configuration Overview
The gateway works with several components and products to communicate 
between the Oracle server and your SQL Server database:

■ Oracle Heterogeneous Services

The gateway is tightly integrated with Oracle Heterogeneous Services, and 
uses information stored in Oracle Heterogeneous Services initialization 
parameters. As part of configuration, you must run some SQL scripts that 
upload information about the gateway into Oracle Heterogeneous Services. 
The scripts must be run for each Oracle server that accesses the gateway.

■ Oracle Net8

The gateway and Oracle server communicate using Net8 in a server-to-server 
manner. Both the gateway and the Oracle server must have Net8 
communication enabled, by configuring the tnsnames.ora and listener.ora files.

■ gateway initialization files and parameters

The gateway has initialization files and parameters that you must customize 
for your installation. For example, you choose your gateway system identifier 
(SID) and you also provide information such as the gateway log file destination.

■ ODBC environment

The gateway uses an ODBC driver for connections to SQL Server. The ODBC 
driver uses a system data source name (DSN) to communicate with SQL 
Server. The system DSN for your target SQL Server must be defined using the 
ODBC Administrator.

The configuration steps in this chapter assume that the gateway has been installed 
using c:\orant as its ORACLE_HOME.

tnsnames.ora

listener.ora

Gateway 
initialization 

files and 
parameters

Oracle 
Net8

Oracle 
Heterogeneous 

Services

Oracle8  
Server

Gateway ODBC

SQL  
Server

Windows NT Machine

System 
Data 

Source 
Name 
(DSN)

cathgms SQL scripts
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Configuring the ODBC Environment
The gateway uses the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) technology to 
communicate with the SQL Server through a system data source name (DSN). To 
configure the ODBC environment for the gateway, perform these steps:

Step 1: Install an ODBC driver
If you already have the SQL Server installed on the same machine as the gateway, 
the ODBC SQL Server Driver is installed too. Go to Step 2. 

If the SQL Server is not installed on the same machine as the gateway, you must 
install the ODBC SQL Server Driver on the machine with the gateway. Install the 
ODBC SQL Server Driver according to the instructions in your Microsoft 
documentation. 

For information on ODBC SQL Server driver requirements, see “Software 
Requirements” on page 2-4.

Step 2: Specify a system data source
Follow the directions in your ODBC data source administration documentation for 
specifying a system data source. The steps below are included for convenience and 
assume you are using an ODBC driver manager 3.x:

1. From the Start menu, go to Settings > Control Panel, select the ODBC icon. 

2. Click the tab System DSN... to display the System Data Sources dialog box. 
After clicking the tab, verify the dialog box being displayed is the System Data 
Sources dialog box, not the User Data Source dialog box.

3. Click [Add].

4. From the list of installed ODBC drivers, select the name of the driver the data 
source will use and click [Finish].

5. 'DWD VRXUFH QDPH� Enter the data source name for the SQL Server 
database. The name entered here is the name you use for the gateway 
DATA_SOURCE_NAME initialization parameter in “Step 3: Customize your 
gateway initialization file” on page 4-5.

6HUYHU� Enter the name of the Windows NT server or choose /RFDO from this 
field’s menu list.

Press [Options] if you want to specify the database name for the SQL Server 
database you want to access.
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6. Click [OK].

7. Click [OK] to exit the ODBC Data Source Administrator.

Step 3: Test the ODBC connection
If you have installed the Microsoft ODBC-Test program, use it to test the ODBC 
connection to your SQL Server database. Do not use the ODBC-Test program 
provided with your Oracle software. The Oracle ODBC-Test program has a 
different purpose and works differently than the Microsoft ODBC-Test program.

1. Invoke the Microsoft ODBC-Test program.

2. Click on Conn on the menu bar to display the menu items.

3. Click Full Connect..., and a pop-up window titled Full Connect appears.

4. Click on the data source to which you want to connect.

5. For Userid, enter the login userid for connecting to your SQL Server. For 
Password, enter the password associated with that userid.

6. Click [OK]. A new window appears and should display the message:

6XFFHVVIXOO\ FRQQHFWHG WR '61 \RXUBGDWDBVRXUFHBQDPH

7. If you do not receive a successful connection message, review your Microsoft 
ODBC configuration documentation.

8. Disconnect by clicking Conn on the menu bar and selecting Full Disconnect.

9. Exit the ODBC-Test program by going to the File menu and selecting Exit.

Configuring the Gateway

Step 1: Choose a system ID for the gateway
The gateway system identifier (SID) is an alphanumeric character string of 1 to 4 
characters that identifies a gateway instance. You need one gateway instance, and 
therefore one gateway SID, for each SQL Server database you want to access. The 
SID is used as part of the file name for the gateway parameter files. The default SID 
is 064/, and the Oracle Installer used this when it created the gateway 
initialization file and NT Service name.

You can define a gateway SID, but using the default of 064/ is easier because you 
need not change the gateway initialization file name or change the gateway NT 
service name. However, if you want to access two SQL Server databases, you need 
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two gateway SIDs, one for each instance of the gateway. If you have one SQL 
Server database and want to access it sometimes with one set of gateway parameter 
settings, and other times with different gateway parameter settings,  you can do 
that by having multiple gateway SIDs for the single SQL Server database. 

Step 2: Create your gateway initialization file
The gateway initialization file is named initsid.ora, where sid is the SID of the 
gateway instance you want started with that initialization information. 

There is a sample initialization file named initmsql.ora. The sample file is stored in 
the directory c:\orant\tgmsql80\admin, where your gateway was installed. 

Copy the sample initialization file and rename it using the gateway SID you chose 
in Step 1. If you are using the default SID of 064/, you can skip this step.

Change to the directory where the sample files are stored and perform the copy. 
For example:

! FG F�?RUDQW?WJPVTO��?DGPLQ

! FRS\ LQLWPVTO�RUD LQLWVLG�RUD

where VLG is the gateway SID assigned to that SQL Server database.

Step 3: Customize your gateway initialization file
Customize your gateway initialization file, initsid.ora, by changing the values set 
for gateway parameters. Do not put any spaces before or after the equal signs (=). If 
you put a space between the equal sign and the parameter name or parameter 
value, an error message is issued during gateway initialization and the gateway 
session is terminated. 

Edit your initsid.ora file to change this initialization parameter:

'$7$B6285&(B1$0( RGEFBGDWDBVRXUFHBQDPH

The value for DATA_SOURCE_NAME must be the same as the system data source 
name you specified when configuring your ODBC environment, in “Step 2: Specify 
a system data source” on page 4-3.

There are other initialization parameters that have defaults or are optional. You can 
use the default values and omit the optional parameters, or you can specify the 
parameters with values tailored for your installation. Before deciding to accept the 
default values or change them, see “Initialization Variables in the Gateway 
Initialization File” on page C-2 for detailed information on all the initialization 
parameters.
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Step 4: Create a new gateway service, if needed
During the gateway installation, the gateway is created as a Windows NT service 
with the name 2UDFOH7*6HUYLFH064/. Use this default name if you chose the 
default SID of 064/ in Step 1 and proceed to “Step 5: Start the gateway service” on 
page 4-7. If you are not using a SID of 064/, follow the steps to check the path, 
delete the service and then create a new service that matches the SID you use for 
the gateway.

Verify path and open an MS-DOS window
Before deleting or creating a gateway service, check that your MS-DOS window is 
using a path that includes the correct gateway directory.

1. If you already have an MS-DOS window open, verify that its PATH variable 
includes ORACLE_HOME/BIN. If you don’t have an MS-DOS  window open 
or it does not include ORACLE_HOME/BIN in the path, open a new MS-DOS 
window.

2. To verify the value of the PATH variable, enter the command:

HFKR �SDWK�

Deleting gateway services
Before creating a new gateway service, you might need to delete an existing 
gateway service. If there is any existing gateway service for SQL Server from a 
previous installation, delete it. If you are not using a SID of 064/, delete the service 
2UDFOH7*6HUYLFH064/ that was created when you installed the gateway.

1. At the MS-DOS prompt, enter:

! 6(7 *7:B(;( 7*064/���(;(

2. To delete a new gateway service name, enter:

! *7:659�� VLG �'(/(7( _ 025(

where VLG is the last four characters of the service name. GTWSRV80 deletes 
the service named 2UDFOH7*6HUYLFHVLG. For example, if the service you 
want to delete is named 2UDFOH7*6HUYLFH064/, use:

! *7:659�� 064/ �'(/(7( _ 025(
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Creating gateway services
Perform these steps to create the gateway with the proper service name:

1. At the MS-DOS prompt, enter:

! 6(7 *7:B(;( 7*064/���(;(

2. To create a new gateway service name, enter:

! *7:659�� VLG �&5($7( _ 025(

where VLG is the value you chose in “Step 1: Choose a system ID for the 
gateway” on page 4-4. GTWSRV80 creates the service named 
2UDFOH7*6HUYLFHVLG.

Creating additional gateway services
You can create additional gateway services as needed. The number of concurrent 
Oracle sessions using the same database link to access the gateway service is 
limited by the Windows NT operating system and your ODBC drivers to the 
Microsoft SQL server. 

Step 5: Start the gateway service
To start the gateway service:

1. From the Start menu, go to Settings > Control Panel, then select the Services 
icon. A list of all NT services displays.

2. Select the gateway service 2UDFOH7*6HUYLFHVLG, where VLG is the value you 
chose in Step 1.

3. Click [Start].

You must always stop and restart the gateway service after changing the initsid.ora 
file.
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Configuring Oracle Net8 Listener for the Gateway
The gateway requires Oracle Net8 to provide transparent data access for the 
gateway. After configuring the gateway, configure Oracle Net8 to work with the 
gateway.

Step 1: Configure the Oracle Net8 TNS listener for the gateway
Oracle Net8 uses the TNS listener to receive incoming connections from a Net8 
client. The TNS listener and the gateway must reside on the same machine.

The TNS listener listens for incoming requests from the Oracle server. For the TNS 
listener to listen for the gateway, information about the gateway must be added to 
the TNS listener configuration file (listener.ora). This file is located in 
c:\orant\net80\admin, where c:\orant is the ORACLE_HOME directory under 
which the TNS listener is installed. This is the same ORACLE_HOME directory 
under which the gateway is installed. 

If the TNS listener configuration file does not exist, create a new listener.ora file in 
c:\orant\net80\admin.

Two entries must be added to the listener.ora file:

■ a list of Net8 addresses for the TNS listener to listen on

■ the gateway that the TNS listener starts in response to incoming connection 
requests

Editing listener.ora When Net8 Installed For The First Time
If this is the first time you have SQL*Net installed on your machine, use this 
procedure for the listener.ora file:

1. Go to the c:\orant\net80\admin directory.

2. Edit listener.ora to enter the name and a port number for your NT machine. 
The default port number is 1521 or 1526. For an example of this entry in a 
listener.ora file, see “Example for Address to Listen On in listener.ora File” on 
page 4-9.

Note: If Net8 is reinstalled, the original listener.ora file is 
renamed and a new listener.ora file is put into this net80\admin 
directory.
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3. Edit listener.ora to enter the gateway SID of the gateway that the TNS listener 
starts in response to incoming connection requests. For an example of this 
entry in a listener.ora file, see “Example for Gateway to Start in listener.ora 
File” on page 4-10.

4. Go to “Step 2: Start the TNS listener for the gateway” on page 4-10. 

Editing listener.ora When Net8 Is Already Installed
If SQL*Net is already installed and running on your machine, use this procedure 
for the listener.ora file:

1. From the Start menu, go to Settings > Control Panel, then select the Services 
icon. 

2. Select the service "OracleTNSListener80".

3. Click [Stop].

4. The listener.ora in c:\orant\net80\admin should already have an entry for the 
name and port number for your NT machine, shown in “Example for Address 
to Listen On in listener.ora File” on page 4-9. Edit the listener.ora file to enter 
the gateway SID of the gateway that the TNS listener starts in response to 
incoming connection requests. For an example of this entry in a listener.ora 
file, see “Example for Gateway to Start in listener.ora File” on page 4-10.

5. Go to “Step 2: Start the TNS listener for the gateway” on page 4-10.

Example for Address to Listen On in listener.ora File 
An Oracle server accesses the gateway using Net8 and the TCP/IP protocol 
adapter. The syntax of the connect descriptor entry in listener.ora is:

/,67(1(5 

�$''5(66 

�35272&2/ 7&3�

�+267 KRVWBQDPH�

�3257 SRUWBQXPEHU��

where: 

KRVWBQDPH is the name of the machine where the gateway is installed.

SRUWBQXPEHU specifies the port number used by the TNS listener. If you have 
other listeners running on KRVWBQDPH, the value of SRUWBQXPEHU 
must be different from the other listeners’ port numbers.
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Example for Gateway to Start in listener.ora File 
To direct the TNS listener to start the gateway in response to incoming connection 
requests, add an entry to the listener.ora file with this syntax:

6,'B/,67B/,67(1(5 

�6,'B/,67 

�6,'B'(6& 

�6,'B1$0( JDWHZD\BVLG���

where JDWHZD\BVLG specifies the SID of the gateway.

If you are already running a TNS listener that listens on multiple database SIDs, 
add only this syntax to 6,'B/,67 in the existing listener.ora file:

6,'B/,67B/,67(1(5 

�6,'B/,67 

�6,'B'(6& �

�

��

�6,'B'(6& �

�

��

�6,'B'(6& 

�6,'B1$0( JDWHZD\BVLG�

�

�

See the Net8 Administrator’s Guide for information on changing the listener.ora file. 

Step 2: Start the TNS listener for the gateway
The TNS listener must be started to initiate the new settings:

1. From the Start menu, go to Settings > Control Panel, then select the Services 
icon.

2. Select "OracleTNSListener".

3. If the service is already running, you must stop it first, by clicking [Stop].

4. Click [Start] to start or restart the service.
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Configuring the Oracle Server for Gateway Access
Any Oracle client connected to an Oracle server can access SQL Server data 
through the gateway. The Oracle client and Oracle server can reside on different 
machines. The gateway accepts connections only from an Oracle server.

Before you use the gateway to access SQL Server data you must configure the 
Oracle server:

■ enable communication with the gateway over Oracle Net8

■ create an entry for the gateway in the Oracle Heterogeneous Services data 
dictionary

■ create entries for initialization parameters for each gateway instance  in the 
Oracle Heterogeneous Services data dictionary

Because initialization parameters can vary between initsid.ora files, there must be a 
set of entries in the Oracle Heterogeneous Services data dictionary for each 
initsid.ora file you have for the gateway. 

Configuring Oracle Net8 for the Oracle Server
To configure the server you add connect descriptors to the tnsnames.ora file. You 
cannot use the Oracle Net8 Assistant or the Oracle Net8 Easy Config tools to 
configure the tnsnames.ora file. You must edit the file manually. See Oracle8 Server 
Administrator’s Guide for more information about changing tnsnames.ora.

An Oracle server that accesses the gateway needs a service name entry or a connect 
descriptor name entry in the tnsnames.ora file to tell the Oracle server where to 
make connections. By default, this file is in ORACLE_HOME\net80\admin, where 
ORACLE_HOME is the directory in which the Oracle server is installed. The 
tnsnames.ora file is required by the Oracle server accessing the gateway, but not by 
the gateway.
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Configuring tnsnames.ora 
Edit the tnsnames.ora file to add a connect descriptor for the gateway. Here is an 
example of the Net8 entries using TCP/IP protocol needed for the Oracle server to 
access the gateway:

FRQQHFWBGHVFULSWRU 

�'(6&5,37,21 

�$''5(66 

�35272&2/ 7&3�

�+267 KRVWBQDPH�

�3257 SRUWBQXPEHU�

�

�&211(&7B'$7$ 

�6,' JDWHZD\BVLG��

�+6 ��

where:

FRQQHFWBGHVFULSWRU is the description of the object to connect to as specified 
when creating the database link (for example, 7*�064/). 

Check the sqlnet.ora file in your Oracle server’s 
ORACLE_HOME (if your Oracle server is on Windows 
NT, the file is  c:\orant\net80\admin\sqlnet.ora) for 
these lines:

■ QDPHV�GLUHFWRU\BSDWK  �7161$0(6� +2671$0(�

■ QDPHV�GHIDXOWBGRPDLQ  ZRUOG

■ QDPH�GHIDXOWB]RQH  ZRUOG

If sqlnet.ora has these lines, FRQQHFWBGHVFULSWRU 
must end with the �ZRUOG extension.

7&3 is the TCP protocol used for TCP/IP connections.

KRVWBQDPH specifies the machine on which the gateway is running.

SRUWBQXPEHU matches the port number used by the Oracle Net8 TNS 
listener that is listening for the gateway. The TNS 
listener’s port number can be found in the listener.ora 
file used by the TNS listener. See “Example for Address 
to Listen On in listener.ora File” on page 4-9.
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Creating Oracle Heterogeneous Services Data Dictionary Entries
Before the gateway can work with the Oracle server, entries for the gateway and 
the initialization parameters of each gateway instance must be created in the Oracle 
Heterogeneous Services data dictionary. These entries are unique for each gateway 
instance and must be created on each Oracle server that accesses the gateway. 

The entries are created by installing and running these scripts:

■ cathgms1.sql

This script creates the entry for the gateway in the Oracle Heterogeneous 
Services data dictionary. This script must be run once on each Oracle server 
that accesses the gateway.

■ cathgms2.sql

This script creates the entries for the gateway initialization parameters in the 
Oracle Heterogeneous Services data dictionary. You must make a copy of this 
script for your gateway instance (SID) and tailor it to reflect values in the 
initsid.ora file for that gateway instance. 

If you are using multiple gateway instances, that is, you have multiple gateway 
SIDs and multiple initsid.ora files, you tailor a copy for each instance and run 
it once on each Oracle server that accesses that gateway instance.

The scripts are in the c:\orant\tgmsql80\admin directory on the gateway 
workstation, where c:\orant is the directory where the gateway resides.

Step 1: Copy the scripts to your Oracle server machine
If the Oracle server resides on a different machine than the gateway,  copy the 
scripts cathgms1.sql and cathgms2.sql from c:\orant\tgmsql80\admin on the 
gateway workstation to a directory on the Oracle server machine.

JDWHZD\BVLG specifies the SID of the gateway and matches the SID 
specified in the listener.ora file of the TNS listener that is 
listening for the gateway. See “Step 1: Configure the 
Oracle Net8 TNS listener for the gateway” on page 4-8 for 
more information.

�+6 � specifies that this connect descriptor uses the Oracle 
Heterogeneous Services option.
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Step 2: Go to the directory where the scripts reside
Change directories to the directory where cathgms1.sql and cathgms2.sql  reside. 
If your gateway and the Oracle server are on the same machine, change to 
c:\orant\tgmsql80\admin, or the directory in which the gateway was installed.

If your gateway and Oracle server are on different machines, change to the 
directory to which you copied the scripts in Step 1.

Step 3: Tailor the cathgms2.sql script for the gateway SID
If you are using a gateway SID other than the default, MSQL, you must tailor the 
cathgms2.sql script to specify the actual gateway SID you use. If you are using 
MSQL as  your SID, skip this step and go to Step 4. 

1. On the Oracle server machine, make a copy of the cathgms2.sql script, 
renaming the copy. Use the gateway SID in the filename, to make it easy to 
distinguish between different copies for different SIDs. For example, if your 
gateway SID is TEST:

! FRS\ FDWKJPV��VTO FDWKJPV�BWHVW�VTO

2. Edit the copy and modify the value for FDS_INSTANCE to specify the gateway 
SID you use. For example, edit the file cathgms2_test.sql and specify:

)'6B,167$1&( WHVW

3. Save the change to your file.

Step 4: Run the scripts
1. Invoke Server Manager and login as user LQWHUQDO or V\V.

2. Run cathgms1.sql. Here is an example:

� VYUPJU��

6950*5! FRQQHFW LQWHUQDO

3$66:25'�

&RQQHFWHG�

6950*5! #FDWKJPV��VTO

3. In while still in Server Manager, verify that the script was installed properly by 
selecting from an FDS class. Here is an example:

6950*5! VHOHFW  )URP +6B)'6B&/$66�

)'6B&/$66B1$0( )'6B&/$66B&200(176 )'6B&/$66B

������������������������������������������������������������������������

2'%&�B�����B064/B�� 2'%& +2 $JHQW ���

� URZV VHOHFWHG�
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4. If you are using MSQL as your gateway SID, run  cathgms2.sql. Otherwise, run 
the copy of cathgms2.sql that you renamed and tailored. Here is an example:

� VYUPJU��

6950*5! FRQQHFW LQWHUQDO

3$66:25'�

&RQQHFWHG�

6950*5! #FDWKJPV�BWHVW�VTO

Always run your copy of cathgms2.sql after you have run cathgms1.sql. The 
cathgms1.sql script erases entries created by cathgms2.sql.

5. In while still in Server Manager, verify that the script was installed properly by 
selecting from an FDS instance. Here is an example:

6950*5! VHOHFW  IURP +6B)'6B,167�

)'6B,167B1$0( )'6B,167B&200(176 )'6B&/$66B1$0( )'6B,167B, )'6B&/$66B

����������������������������������������������������������������������������������

7(67 ,QVWDQFH IRU 06 64/ 6(59(5 $JHQW 2'%&�B�����B064/B�� ��� ���

� URZV VHOHFWHG�

The value shown for )'6B,167B1$0(, in this example 7(67, should match 
your gateway SID.

Optional Configuration
These additional configuration options are available:

■ configure the gateway for two-phase commit

■ create a data dictionary table in SQL Server to enhance compatibility with 
certain Oracle tools

These options are not dependent on each other. You can choose one option, both, 
or none.

Configuring for Two-Phase Commit
The gateway supports three transaction capabilities:

■ READ_ONLY

■ SINGLE_SITE

■ COMMIT_CONFIRM

By default, the gateway runs in SINGLE_SITE transaction mode.
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When the gateway is configured as COMMIT_CONFIRM and the SQL Server 
database is updated by the transaction, the gateway becomes the commit-point site. 
The Oracle server commits the unit of work in the SQL Server database after 
verifying that all Oracle databases in the transaction have successfully prepared the 
transaction.  Only one gateway can participate in an Oracle two-phase commit 
transaction as the commit point site. For more information about the two-phase 
commit process, see the Oracle8 Server Distributed Database Systems.

To enable the COMMIT_CONFIRM transaction mode, you must set the gateway 
transaction model to commit-confirm, create a recovery account, and create a log 
table. The log table, TGMSQL80_TX_LOG, is where two-phase commit 
transactions are recorded. 

Step 1: Set transaction model to commit-confirm
In the gateway initialization file, initsid.ora, set the gateway initialization 
parameter TRANSACTION_MODEL to COMMIT_CONFIRM.

For information on editing the initsid.ora file, see “Step 3: Customize your gateway 
initialization file” on page 4-5. For information on TRANSACTION_MODEL, see 
“TRANSACTION_MODEL” on page C-6.

Step 2: Create a recovery account
For the gateway to recover distributed transactions, a recovery account must be set 
up in the SQL Server database. By default, the username of the account is 
5(&29(5. This username must be in all capitals. The name of the account can be 
changed with the gateway initialization parameter RECOVERY_ACCOUNT. The 
account password is assumed to be the same as the username.

1. Set up a user account in the SQL Server database. The password must be the 
same as the username. Both must be valid SQL Server username and 
passwords. 

2. In the gateway initialization file, initsid.ora, set the gateway initialization 
parameter RECOVERY_ACCOUNT to the username of the SQL Server user 
account you set up for recovery. 

5HFRPPHQGDWLRQ� Oracle Corporation recommends you use the 
default, RECOVER, for the userid and for the password.
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For information on editing the initsid.ora file, see “Step 3: Customize your 
gateway initialization file” on page 4-5. For information on 
RECOVERY_ACCOUNT, see “RECOVERY_ACCOUNT” on page C-4.

Step 3: Create the transaction log table
When configuring the gateway for two-phase commit, a table must be created in 
the SQL Server database for logging transactions. The gateway uses this transaction 
log table to check the status of failed transactions that were started at the SQL 
Server database by the gateway and registered in this table. Updates to the 
transaction log table cannot be part of an Oracle distributed transaction. 

By default, the transaction log table is called TGMSQL80_TX_LOG. The table 
consists of one column, TX_ID, datatype VARCHAR(128).

1. Create a transaction log table in the user account you created in “Step 2: Create 
a recovery account”. Because the transaction log table is used to record the 
status of a gateway transaction, the table must reside at the database where the 
SQL Server update takes place.

To create a transaction log table use the tgmsqltx.sql script, located in the 
directory c:\orant\tgmsql80\admin. Use LVTO to execute the script at the 
MS-DOS prompt:

! LVTO �8UHFRYHU\BDFFRXQW �3UHFRYHU\BDFFRXQW >�6VHUYHU@ �L7*064/7;�64/

2. If you want to use a name other than TGMSQL80_TX_LOG, you can give the 
table any valid table name. In the gateway initialization file, initsid.ora, set the 
gateway initialization parameter TRANSACTION_LOG_TABLE to the name 
you used for the transaction log table.

For information on editing the initsid.ora file, see “Step 3: Customize your 
gateway initialization file” on page 4-5. For information on 
TRANSACTION_LOG_TABLE, see “TRANSACTION_LOG_TABLE” on page 
C-5.

Note: The information in the transaction log table is vital to the 
recovery process and must not be altered. This table must be used, 
accessed, or updated only by the gateway.
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Creating a Data Dictionary Table, dualmsql, in SQL Server
To enhance compatibility with certain Oracle tools, it is recommended there be a 
matching Oracle DUAL table in each SQL Server database you access. The 
matching table is named dualmsql. 

The dualmsql table consists of one column called dummymsql, of datatype 
VARCHAR(1), and one row with a value of "X". Refer to it from your Oracle 
application as DUAL with column dummymsql. For example:

64/! 6(/(&7 '800< )520 '8$/#064/�

Table dualmsql must be accessible to all users. To create dualmsql, use the script  
tgmsqldu.sql. This script is located in c:\orant\tgmsql80\admin and must be run 
by the database owner of the SQL Server database.

To install the dualmsql table, execute the tgmsqldu.sql script using the LVTO tool. 
For example, at the MS-DOS prompt, try:

! LVTO �8XVHUQDPH �3SDVVZRUG >�6VHUYHU@ �L7*064/'8�64/

Administering Database Links
Any Oracle client connected to an Oracle server can access SQL Server data 
through the gateway. The Oracle client and Oracle server can reside on different 
machines. The gateway accepts connections only from an Oracle server.

A connection to the gateway is established through a database link when it is first 
used in an Oracle session. In this context, connections refers to the connection 
between the Oracle server and the gateway. The connection remains established 
until the Oracle session ends. Another session or user can access the same database 
link and get a distinct connection to the gateway and SQL Server database.

Database links are active for the duration of a gateway session. If you want to close 
a database link during a session, you can do so with the ALTER SESSION 
statement. The database and application administrators of a distributed database 
system are responsible for managing the necessary database links that define paths 
to the SQL Server database. For more information about using database links, refer 
to the Oracle8 Server Administrator’s Guide and Oracle8 Server Distributed Database 
Systems. 
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Creating Database Links
To create a database link and a path to a SQL Server database, use the CREATE 
DATABASE LINK statement. The CONNECT TO clause specifies the SQL Server 
user ID and password. The USING clause points to a tnsnames.ora connect 
descriptor.

If you do not specify a user ID and password in the CONNECT TO clause, the 
Oracle server uses the user ID and password of the current user for the database 
link.

This syntax describes how to create a database link to access information in the 
SQL Server database:

&5($7( '$7$%$6( /,1. GEOLQN

&211(&7 72 XVHULG ,'(17,),(' %< SDVVZRUG

86,1* ®FRQQHFWBGHVFULSWRU®�

where:

GEOLQN is the complete database link name.

If the Oracle initialization parameter GLOBAL_NAMES 
for the Oracle server is set to TRUE, GEOLQN must be 
+6B'%B1$0(�+6B'%B'20$,1 where:

+6B'%B1$0( is the value of Oracle Heterogeneous 
Services initialization parameter HS_ DB_NAME

+6B'%B'20$,1 is the value of Oracle Heterogeneous 
Services initialization parameter HS_DB_DOMAIN 

XVHULG is the login user ID used to establish a session in the SQL 
Server. This user ID must be a valid SQL Server login 
user ID and be authorized to use any database object in 
the SQL Server database that is referenced in the SQL 
commands. See your SQL Server documentation for more 
information about XVHULG.

If XVHULG contains lowercase letters or 
non-alphanumeric characters, surround XVHULG with 
double quote characters.
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Configuring for Multiple SQL Server Databases
The steps you need to perform to configure for multiple SQL Server databases are 
the same as those you performed for a single SQL Server database, with a few 
exceptions. This multiple database configuration example summarizes the steps 
and focuses on the tasks you do differently when you have multiple databases.

The configuration example assumes that:

■ the gateway was installed and configured with the default SID of 064/

■ the gateway was installed in the ORACLE_HOME directory c:\orant 

■ the gateway was configured for one SQL Server  database named GE� with a  
SQL Server named 6(59(5�

■ two SQL Server databases are being added, named GE� and GE� with  SQL 
Server named 6(59(5� and 6(59(5�, respectively

■ the gateway instance with SID 066� connects to the SQL Server database 
named GE�

■ the gateway instance with SID 066� connects to the SQL Server database 
named GE�

Multiple Databases: Configuring the ODBC Environment
Follow the directions in your ODBC driver manager documentation for specifying 
a system data source. For an example of adding a system data source if you are 
using an ODBC driver manager 3.x, see “Step 2: Specify a system data source” on 
page 4-3.

SDVVZRUG is the password used to establish a session in the SQL 
Server database. This must be a valid SQL Server 
database password. See your SQL Server documentation 
for more information about SDVVZRUG.

If SDVVZRUG contains lowercase letters or 
non-alphanumeric characters, surround SDVVZRUG with 
double quote characters.

FRQQHFWBGHVFULSWRU is the connect descriptor name specified in the 
tnsnames.ora file.
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Add 064/GE� as the data source name with 6(59(5� as the server name and GE� 
as the database name, then add 064/GE� as the data source name with 6(59(5� 
as the server name and GE� as the database name.

Note: Multiple gateway instances accessing the same database do not need 
additional entries. The entries correspond to the databases accessed, specified by 
the DATA_SOURCE_NAME parameter in the initsid.ora files, not to the gateway 
instances.

Multiple Databases: Configuring the Gateway

Choose Two System IDs (SIDs) for each  SQL Server Database 
A separate instance of the gateway accesses each SQL Server database. Each 
instance needs its own gateway SID. For this example, these SIDs are chosen:

■ 066� for the gateway accessing database GE�

■ 066� for the gateway accessing database GE�

Create Two New Gateway Initialization Files
Create an initialization file for each instance of the gateway by copying the original 
initialization file, c:\orant\tg4msql\admin\initmsql.ora, twice, naming one with 
the gateway SID for GE� and the other with the gateway SID for GE�:  

! &' ?25$17?7*�064/?$'0,1

! &23< ,1,7064/�25$ ,1,7066��25$

! &23< ,1,7064/�25$ ,1,7066��25$

Change the value of the DATA_SOURCE_NAME parameter in the new files:

For INITMSS2.ORA:

'$7$B6285&(B1$0( 064/GE�

For INITMSS3.ORA:

'$7$B6285&(B1$0( 064/GE�

Note: If you have multiple gateway SIDs for the same SQL Server database because 
you want to use different gateway parameter settings at different times, follow the 
same procedure. Create several initsid.ora files, each with different SIDs and 
different parameter settings. TARGET and DATA_SOURCE_NAME should be the 
same for each file because you are accessing the same database. Values for other 
parameters, such as TRACE or TRANSACTION_MODEL, can be different for each 
file.
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Create  and Start Two New Gateway Services
Create a new gateway service for each new SID. At the MS-DOS prompt, enter:

! 6(7 *7:B(;( 7*064/���(;(

! *7:659�� 066� �&5($7( _ 025(

! *7:659�� 066� �&5($7( _ 025(

To start the new gateway services:

1. From the Start menu, go to Settings > Control Panel, and select the Services 
icon. A list of all NT services displays.

2. Select the gateway service "OracleTGServiceMSS2" and click [Start].

3. Select the gateway service "OracleTGServiceMSS3" and click [Start].

Multiple Databases: Configuring Oracle Net8 Listener

Add New Entries to listener.ora
Add two new entries to the TNS listener configuration file, listener.ora. You must 
have an entry for each gateway instance, even when multiple gateway instances 
access the same database.

The example shows the entry for the original installed gateway first, followed by 
the new entries:

6,'B/,67B/,67(1(5 

�6,'B/,67 

�6,'B'(6& 

�6,'B1$0( 064/��

�6,'B'(6& 

�6,'B1$0( 066���

�6,'B'(6& 

�6,'B1$0( 066���

�

Multiple Databases: Stopping and Starting the TNS Listener
The TNS listener must be started to initiate the new settings:

1. From the Start menu, go to Settings > Control Panel and select the Services 
icon. A list of all NT services displays.

2. Select "OracleTNSListener".

3. Click [Stop], then click [Start].
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Multiple Databases: Configuring the Oracle Server for Gateway Access

Configuring Net8 on the Oracle Server for Multiple Gateway Instances
Add two connect descriptor entries to tnsnames.ora. You must have an entry for 
each gateway instance, even if the gateway instances access the same database. 
Follow the steps in “Configuring Oracle Net8 for the Oracle Server” on page 4-11.

This SQL Server example shows the entry for the original installed gateway first, 
followed by the two entries for the new gateway instances:

7*066BOLQN �'(6&5,37,21 

�$''5(66 

�35272&2/ 7&3�

�3257 �����

�+267 JWZQW��

�&211(&7B'$7$ 

�6,' 064/��

�+6 ��

064/� �'(6&5,37,21 

�$''5(66 

�35272&2/ 7&3�

�3257 �����

�+267 JWZQW��

�&211(&7B'$7$ 

�6,' 066���

�+6 ��

064/� �'(6&5,37,21 

�$''5(66 

�35272&2/ 7&3�

�3257 �����

�+267 JWZQW��

�&211(&7B'$7$ 

�6,' 066���

�+6 ��

The value for 3257 is the TCP/IP port number of the TNS listener that is listening 
for the gateway. This number can be found in the listener.ora file used by the TNS 
listener. The value for +267 is the name of the machine on which the gateway is 
running. This name also can be found in the listener.ora file used by the TNS 
listener.
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Creating Heterogeneous Services Entries for Multiple Gateway 
Instances
Do not run the cathgms1.sql script again on the same Oracle server. The 
cathgms1.sql script only needs to be run once on each Oracle server that accesses 
the gateway, regardless of how many gateway instances exist. You already ran 
cathgms1.sql when you followed the steps in “Creating Oracle Heterogeneous 
Services Data Dictionary Entries” on page 4-13. Running cathgms1.sql again erases 
the entries made by the cathgms2.sql script that you tailored. 

However, the cathgms2.sql script must be run for each gateway instance. The 
cathgms2.sql script creates entries, based on the gateway SID, for the gateway 
initialization parameters in the Oracle Heterogeneous Services data dictionary. You 
must run cathgms2.sql even if the gateway instances access the same SQL Server 
database because cathgms2.sql creates unique Oracle Heterogeneous Services 
entries for each initsid.ora file used. Failure to run cathgms2.sql for each instance 
and on each Oracle server can result in problems that affect both the gateway and 
your SQL Server database.

1. On the Oracle server machine, go to the directory where the cathgms2.sql 
script is located (see “Step 2: Go to the directory where the scripts reside” on 
page 4-14). Make a copy of the cathgms2.sql script for each gateway instance, 
renaming the copies. Use the gateway SID in the filename, to make it easy to 
distinguish between different copies for different SIDs. For example:

! FRS\ FDWKJPV��VTO FDWKJPV�BPVV��VTO

! FRS\ FDWKJPV��VTO FDWKJPV�BPVV��VTO

2. Edit each copy and modify the value for FDS_INSTANCE to specify the 
gateway SID for that instance. For example, edit cathgms2_mss2.sql:

)'6B,167$1&( 066�

and edit cathgms2_mss3.sql:

)'6B,167$1&( 066�

3. Invoke Server Manager and login as user LQWHUQDO or V\V.

4. Run the scripts. Here is an example:

� VYUPJU��

6950*5! FRQQHFW LQWHUQDO

3$66:25'�

&RQQHFWHG�

6950*5! #FDWKJPV�BPVV��VTO

6950*5! #FDWKJPV�BPVV��VTO
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5. While still in Server Manager, verify that the scripts were installed properly by 
selecting from an FDS instance. Here is an example:

6950*5! VHOHFW  IURP +6B)'6B,167�

)'6B,167B1$0( )'6B,167B&200(176 )'6B&/$66B1$0( )'6B,167B, )'6B&/$66B

����������������������������������������������������������������������������������

064/ ,QVWDQFH IRU 06 64/ 6(59(5 $JHQW 2'%&�B�����B064/B�� ��� ���

066� ,QVWDQFH IRU 06 64/ 6(59(5 $JHQW 2'%&�B�����B064/B�� ��� ���

066� ,QVWDQFH IRU 06 64/ 6(59(5 $JHQW 2'%&�B�����B064/B�� ��� ���

� URZV VHOHFWHG�

The values shown for )'6B,167B1$0( should match the existing SIDs for 
your gateway instances, in this case the original default SID, MSQL, and the 
new additional SIDs, MSS2 and MSS3.

Multiple Databases: Accessing SQL Server Data
Create a database link for the MSS2 gateway by entering:

64/! &5($7( '$7$%$6( /,1. 64/6(59� &211(&7 72

� �PVVXVHU�� ,'(17,),(' %< �SDVVZRUG�� 86,1* ®064/�®�

Create a database link for the MSS3 gateway by entering:

64/! &5($7( '$7$%$6( /,1. 64/6(59� &211(&7 72

� �PVVXVHU�� ,'(17,),(' %< �SDVVZRUG�� 86,1* ®064/�®�

After the database links are established you can query the new SQL Server 
databases. For example:

64/! 6(/(&7  )520 �V\VXVHUV�#64/6(59��

or

64/! 6(/(&7  )520 �V\VXVHUV�#64/6(59��

Multiple Databases: Optional Configuration
If you want to perform the optional configuration steps for the multiple databases, 
follow the steps in:

■ “Configuring for Two-Phase Commit” on page 4-15

■ “Creating a Data Dictionary Table, dualmsql, in SQL Server” on page 4-18
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5
Using the Gateway

The gateway can be used to access or manipulate your SQL Server data and 
perform distributed queries. You can copy data between your SQL Server database 
and your Oracle database. For information, read these sections:

■ Accessing SQL Server Data Through the Gateway

■ Datatype Conversion

■ Using Synonyms

■ Performing Distributed Queries

■ Using the Pass-Through Feature

■ Executing Stored Procedures

■ Copying Data from the Oracle Server to SQL Server

■ Copying Data from SQL Server to the Oracle Server
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Accessing SQL Server Data Through the Gateway
To access SQL Server data through the gateway, complete these steps on the Oracle 
server:

1. Login to the Oracle server.

2. Create a database link to the SQL Server database. For example:

64/! &5($7( '$7$%$6( /,1. 064/

� &211(&7 72 25$&/( ,'(17,),(' %< 4;2���

� 86,1* ®06'$7$®

See “Creating Database Links” on page 4-19 for more information or refer to 
Oracle8 Server Administrator’s Guide and Oracle8 Server Distributed Database 
Systems.

3. Retrieve data from the SQL Server database using the SELECT statement in one 
of these methods:

■ if the CONNECT TO clause of the database link specified ORACLE as the 
user ID, this example retrieves data from the (03 table in the SQL Server 
database, using the name ORACLE as the SQL Server database user:

64/! 6(/(&7  )520 (03#064/

■ this SELECT statement retrieves the (03 table in the &253'$7$ schema, 
using the name ORACLE as the SQL Server database user:

64/! 6(/(&7  )520 &253'$7$�(03#064/

The ORACLE user must have the appropriate SQL Server privileges to access 
the &253'$7$�(03 table.

4. Update data in the SQL Server database using the UPDATE statement. For 
example:

64/! 83'$7( (03#064/ 6(7 6$/ 6$/����
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Datatype Conversion
The gateway uses these rules to convert SQL Server datatypes to Oracle datatypes:

SQL Server 
Datatypes Rules for Mapping to Oracle Datatypes

BINARY, 
VARBINARY

The BINARY and VARBINARY datatypes are converted to the 
Oracle datatype RAW(length) when a length is specified. When no 
length is given, they are converted to RAW(1).

BINARY VARYING The BINARY VARYING datatype is converted to Oracle datatype 
RAW(length).

BIT The BIT datatype is converted to Oracle datatype NUMBER(3). 
However, only single digit numbers can be inserted into a BIT 
column.

CHAR, 
CHARACTER

When no length is specified, the CHAR  and CHARACTER 
datatypes are converted to Oracle datatype CHAR(1). 

CHAR VARYING, 
CHARACTER 
VARYING

The CHAR VARYING and CHARACTER VARYING datatypes are 
converted to Oracle datatype VARCHAR2(length).

DATETIME The DATETIME datatype is converted to Oracle datatype DATE.

DEC, DECIMAL The DECIMAL[(precision[,scale])] datatype is converted to Oracle 
datatype NUMBER[(precision[,scale])].  The DEC[(precision[,scale])] 
datatype is also converted to Oracle datatype 
NUMBER[(precision[,scale])]. 

DOUBLE 
PRECISION, 
FLOAT, REAL, 
FLOAT(n)

The DOUBLE PRECISON,  FLOAT,  and FLOAT(n), where n is a 
number from 24 to 53, datatypes are converted to Oracle 
FLOAT(49).  The  REAL  and FLOAT(n), where n is a number from 1 
to 23, datatypes are converted to Oracle datatype FLOAT(23).

IMAGE The IMAGE datatype is converted to Oracle datatype LONG RAW.

INT, INTEGER The INT  and INTEGER datatypes are converted to Oracle datatype 
NUMBER(10). The range of INT and INTEGER  is -2 147 483 648 to  
2 147 483 647.

MONEY The MONEY datatype is converted to Oracle datatype 
NUMBER(19,4).

NUMERIC The NUMERIC datatype is converted to Oracle datatype 
NUMBER(18).
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In addition to the rules shown in the table, remember that if the maximum size for 
a SQL Server datatype is smaller or larger than the corresponding Oracle datatype, 
data might be lost. For example, if an Oracle table is defined with a column of 
VARCHAR2(300) and you use PL/SQL to copy the Oracle table to a SQL Server 
table where the SQL Server column is defined as VARCHAR(255), the data might 
be truncated.

Using Synonyms
You can provide complete data location transparency and network transparency by 
using the synonym feature of the Oracle server. When a synonym is defined, you 
do not have to know the underlying table or network protocol. A synonym can be 
public, which means that all Oracle users can make reference to the synonym. A 
synonym can also be defined as private, which means every Oracle user must have 
a synonym defined to access a SQL Server table. Refer to the Oracle server 
documentation for details on the synonym feature.

SMALLDATETIME The SMALLDATETIME datatype is converted to Oracle datatype 
DATE. SMALLDATETIME is accurate only to the minute and its 
range is January 1, 1900 through June 6, 2079.

The entry format of SMALLDATETIME for the gateway must be a 
valid entry format of SMALLDATETIME for the SQL Server.

SMALLINT The SMALLINT datatype is converted to Oracle datatype 
NUMBER(5). The range of SMALLINT is -32 768 to 32 767.

SMALLMONEY The SMALLMONEY datatype is converted to Oracle datatype 
NUMBER(10,4).

SYSNAME The SYSNAME datatype is converted to Oracle datatype 
VARCHAR2(30).

TEXT The TEXT datatype is converted to Oracle datatype LONG.

TIMESTAMP The TIMESTAMP datatype is converted to Oracle datatype RAW(8).

TINYINT The TINYINT datatype is converted to Oracle datatype 
NUMBER(3). The range of TINYINT is 0 to 255.

VARCHAR The VARCHAR(length) datatype is converted to Oracle datatype 
VARCHAR2(length). If no length is specified, VARCHAR is 
converted to VARCHAR2(1).

SQL Server 
Datatypes Rules for Mapping to Oracle Datatypes
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This statement creates a system-wide synonym for the (03 table in the schema of 
user 25$&/( in the SQL Server database:

64/! &5($7( 38%/,& 6<121<0 (03 )25 25$&/(�(03#064/

Performing Distributed Queries
The Oracle Transparent Gateway technology enables the execution of distributed 
queries that join the Oracle server and the SQL Server database, and any other data 
store for which Oracle Corporation provides a gateway. These complex operations 
can be invisible to the users requesting the data. 

Example of a Distributed Query
This example joins data between the Oracle server, IBM DB2 database, and the SQL 
Server database: 

64/! 6(/(&7 2�&8671$0(� 3�352-12� (�(1$0(� 680�(�5$7(3�+2856�

)520 25'(56#'%� 2� (03#25$&/(� (� 352-(&76#064/ 3

:+(5( 2�352-12  3�352-12

$1' 3�(0312  (�(0312

*5283 %< 2�&8671$0(� 3�352-12� (�(1$0(

Through a combination of views and synonyms, using the following SQL 
statements, the process of distributed queries is transparent to the user:

64/! &5($7( 6<121<0 25'(56 )25 25'(56#'%�

64/! &5($7( 6<121<0 352-(&76 )25 352-(&76#064/

64/! &5($7( 9,(: '(7$,/6 �&8671$0(�352-12�(1$0(�63(1'�

$6

6(/(&7 2�&8671$0(� 3�352-12� (�(1$0(� 680�(�5$7(3�+2856�

63(1'

)520 25'(56 2� (03 (� 352-(&76 3

:+(5( 2�352-12  3�352-12

$1' 3�(0312  (�(0312

*5283 %< 2�&8671$0(� 3�352-12� (�(1$0(

Using this SQL statement, you can retrieve information from these three data stores 
in one command:

64/! 6(/(&7  )520 '(7$,/6�
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This table is what you retrieve using the previous command:

&8671$0( 352-12 (1$0( 63(1'

�������� ������ ����� �����

$%& &R� � -RQHV ���

$%& &R� � 6PLWK ���

;<= ,QF� � -RQHV ���

;<= ,QF� � 6PLWK ���

Using the Pass-Through Feature
This release of the gateway supports the Oracle Heterogeneous Services pass-
through function, DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH. For information on using this 
function, see Oracle8 Server Distributed Database Systems.

For the Oracle Transparent Gateway for Microsoft SQL Server Version 8.0.4 release, 
the Version 4 pass-through procedure, GTW_SQL.GTWPASS, is also supported for 
Version 4 application compatibility. If your applications currently use 
GTW_SQL.GTWPASS, see Oracle Open Gateways Guide for SQL-Based and Procedural 
Gateways for information on using this procedure. Future releases of the gateway 
will not support this procedure. Migration to the DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH 
function is recommended.

The gateway does not pass these commands, statements, and tools:

■ COMMIT

■ ROLLBACK

■ SELECT

■ SQL Server tool commands, such as ISQL

■ any SQL statement surrounded by the delimiters BEGIN and END

For additional restrictions on using pass-through, see “Pass-Through Feature” on 
page 2-8 and “Pass-Through and Transaction Model” on page 2-15.
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Executing Stored Procedures
Using the procedural feature, the gateway can execute stored procedures that are 
defined in the SQL Server database. It is not necessary to relink the gateway or 
define the procedure to the gateway, but the procedure’s access privileges must 
permit access by the gateway. See Oracle8 Server Distributed Database Systems for 
more information about executing stored procedures.

Standard PL/SQL statements are used to execute a stored procedure. A code 
indicating the success or failure of executing the stored procedure is not returned. 
However, error conditions are reported in PL/SQL error messages. 

In this example, the employee name -2+1 60<7+( is passed to the SQL Server 
stored procedure 5(9,6(B6$/$5<. The stored procedure retrieves the salary value 
from the SQL Server database to calculate a new yearly salary for -2+1 60<7+(. 
The revised salary returned in 5(68/7 is used to update (03 in a table of an Oracle 
database:

'(&/$5(

,1387 9$5&+$5������

5(68/7 180%(5������

%(*,1

,1387 � ®-2+1 60<7+(®�

5(9,6(B6$/$5<#064/�,1387�5(68/7��

83'$7( (03 6(7 6$/  5(68/7 :+(5( (1$0(  � ,1387�

(1'�

The procedural feature automatically converts most non-Oracle datatypes to and 
from PL/SQL datatypes. The SQL Server DATETIME datatype, however, is not 
supported. See “Datatype Conversion” on page 5-3 for more information. For 
information on restrictions, see “Stored Procedures” on page 2-8.

Copying Data from the Oracle Server to SQL Server
The Oracle SQL INSERT statement:

,16(57 ,172 WDEOHBQDPH 6(/(&7 FROXPQBOLVW )520 WDEOHBQDPH

is not supported for copying data from the Oracle server to SQL Server. For 
example, this statement:

64/! ,16(57 ,172 06B7$%/(#GEOLQN 6(/(&7  )520 0<B/2&$/B7$%/(

returns the error message:

25$������ $OO WDEOHV LQ WKH 64/ VWDWHPHQW PXVW EH DW WKH UHPRWH

GDWDEDVH
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Use this PL/SQL block to copy data from the Oracle server to SQL Server:

'(&/$5(

Y� RUDFOHBWDEOH�FROXPQ��7<3(�

Y� RUDFOHBWDEOH�FROXPQ��7<3(�

Y� RUDFOHBWDEOH�FROXPQ��7<3(�

�

�

�

&85625 FXUVRUBQDPH ,6 6(/(&7  )520 RUDFOHBWDEOH�

%(*,1

23(1 FXUVRUBQDPH�

/223

)(7&+ FXUVRUBQDPH ,172 Y�� Y�� Y�� ��� �

(;,7 :+(1 FXUVRUBQDPH�127)281'�

,16(57 ,172 GHVWLQDWLRQBWDEOH 9$/8(6 �Y�� Y�� Y�� �����

(1' /223�

&/26( FXUVRUBQDPH�

(1'�

Copying Data from SQL Server to the Oracle Server
The CREATE TABLE command lets you copy data from the SQL Server database to 
the Oracle server. To create a table on your local database and insert rows from a 
SQL Server table, use the syntax:

&5($7( 7$%/( WDEOHBQDPH $6 TXHU\

The following example creates the table (03 in your local Oracle database and 
inserts the rows from the (03 table of the SQL Server database:

64/! &5($7( 7$%/( (03 $6 6(/(&7  )520 6&277�(03#064/

Alternatively, you can use the SQL*Plus COPY command to copy data from the 
SQL Server database to the Oracle server. For more information about the COPY 
command, refer to the SQL*Plus User’s Guide and Reference.
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6
Troubleshooting the Gateway

For help with diagnosing problems and understanding error messages, see:

■ Identifying Problems

■ Installation and Configuration Issues

■ Net8 Configuration Problems

■ Common Gateway Problems

■ Analyzing Error Messages

■ ODBC Errors

■ Tracing

■ Contacting Oracle WorldWide Customer Support Services
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Identifying Problems
When you encounter a problem, first determine where the problem occurred. 
Many problems can be caused by not performing all the configuration steps 
correctly. Review all the configuration steps in Chapter 4, “Configuring the 
Gateway” and be sure you have performed all the required steps. For example, 
some difficult to diagnose problems can be caused by not running the Oracle 
Heterogeneous Services scripts properly. They must be run in the correct order on 
each Oracle server that accesses the gateway, and you must run the cathgms2.sql 
script for each unique instance of the gateway, identified by the gateway SID.

After you have reviewed all the configuration steps and still cannot diagnose the 
problem, you can narrow the possible causes by reviewing this list:

■ installation and configuration

See the section “Installation and Configuration Issues” on page 6-4.

■ Net8

You might be experiencing problems in Net8 if you receive errors that appear 
as:

25$�QQQQQ� 716� HUURU WH[W

See the section “Net8 Configuration Problems” on page 6-5.

■ Oracle server

You might experience problems with the Oracle server if your database link is 
not set up correctly or if your Oracle server is not the correct edition or version. 
Verify that the Oracle server meets the requirements described in “Oracle 
Server” on page 2-4. Also verify your installation of the Oracle server, and 
verify the case (upper/lower) of the letters in the user name and password 
used in the CREATE DATABASE LINK statement.

See the section “Tracing” on page 6-14 for more information.

■ gateway

You might be experiencing problems in the gateway if you receive errors that 
appear as:

25$�QQQQQ� HUURU WH[W

where the QQQQQ ranges from 28500 to 28799 or HUURU WH[W involves the 
database link that calls the gateway. See the sections “Common Gateway 
Problems” on page 6-7 and “Analyzing Error Messages” on page 6-12.
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■ ODBC driver

You might be experiencing problems with your ODBC driver if you receive 
errors that appear as:

25$������� FRQQHFWLRQ IURP 25$&/( WR D QRQ�2UDFOH V\VWHP

UHWXUQHG WKLV PHVVDJH�

>0LFURVRIW@>2'%& 64/ 6HUYHU 'ULYHU@ HUURU WH[W

See the section “ODBC Tracing” on page 6-15 or contact your ODBC driver 
vendor for support.

■ SQL Server

You might be experiencing problems with SQL Server if you receive errors that 
appear as:

25$������� FRQQHFWLRQ IURP 25$&/( WR D QRQ�2UDFOH V\VWHP

UHWXUQHG WKLV PHVVDJH�

>0LFURVRIW@>2'%& 64/ 6HUYHU 'ULYHU@

>64/ 6HUYHU@ HUURU WH[W

See the section “Tracing” on page 6-14 or try your SQL statement with your 
SQL Server native tools. For example, execute the same SQL statement in LVTO. 
Verify that the SQL executed correctly and has no syntax errors. Contact the 
vendor of your SQL Server for support.

Other problems with SQL Server can be a symptom of problems caused by not 
running the Oracle Heterogeneous Services scripts properly. You must run the 
cathgms1.sql script first and then a cathgms2.sql script for each gateway 
instance against each Oracle server that accesses the gateway. Follow the 
instructions in “Creating Oracle Heterogeneous Services Data Dictionary 
Entries” on page 4-13 and “Creating Heterogeneous Services Entries for 
Multiple Gateway Instances” on page 4-24, and try again.

■ networking components connecting the ODBC driver and SQL Server

Contact your ODBC driver vendor for support if you suspect the networking 
between the ODBC driver and your SQL Server is not set up correctly. Verify 
the network connection between your ODBC driver and your SQL Server 
before running the gateway.
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Installation and Configuration Issues
Installation and configuration issues usually involve verifying if the installation 
process was successful, and wanting to know what to configure:

How do I verify that the installation succeeded?
Review the installation log file, which lists any problems encountered during 
installation. By default, the file is c:\orant\orainst\install.log.

Does the Oracle Installer configure everything?
No. The Oracle Installer simply installs the software. You must configure it after 
installation. Follow the steps in Chapter 4, “Configuring the Gateway”to configure 
the gateway and its components.

Do I have to configure every Oracle server?
You must perform the configuration steps described in “Configuring the Oracle 
Server for Gateway Access” on page 4-11 for every Oracle server that you plan to 
directly access the gateway. If an Oracle server will not be accessing the gateway 
directly, for example, it only accesses other Oracle servers, you do not need to 
perform those configuration steps.

If an Oracle server accesses the gateway directly, on that Oracle server you must:

■ add connect descriptors for the gateway to the Oracle server’s tnsnames.ora file

■ run the cathgms1.sql script to create an entry for the gateway in the Oracle 
Heterogeneous Services data dictionary

■ for each gateway instance, tailor a copy of the cathgms2.sql script to specify 
the gateway SID and run it to create entries for the gateway instance’s 
initialization parameters in the Oracle Heterogeneous Services data dictionary

You must run your copy of the cathgms2.sql script after you run cathgms1.sql, or 
else cathgms1.sql erases the entries created by your cathgms2.sql script. These 
steps are fully described in “Configuring the Oracle Server for Gateway Access” on 
page 4-11 and “Creating Heterogeneous Services Entries for Multiple Gateway 
Instances” on page 4-24.
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Does it matter which ORACLE_HOME the gateway is installed into?
Yes, the gateway must be installed into the primary ORACLE_HOME on a 
Windows NT machine. The primary ORACLE_HOME is the first ORACLE_HOME 
created on a machine. Do not install the gateway into any other ORACLE_HOME. 

The default name for the primary ORACLE_HOME is DEFAULT_HOME.

Can the gateway be installed into an Oracle server ORACLE_HOME?
The gateway can be installed:

■ stand-alone, into the primary ORACLE_HOME on a Windows NT machine

■ into an existing Oracle server ORACLE_HOME, but only if it is the primary 
ORACLE_HOME on the machine and the Oracle server is Oracle8 Enterprise 
Edition, Version 8.0.4. 

The gateway cannot be installed into an Oracle server ORACLE_HOME with an 
Oracle7 Server or any Oracle8 release other than the Version 8.0.4 Oracle8 
Enterprise Edition.

Gateway stopped working after I de-installed an Oracle server
 If the Oracle server and gateway were installed in the same ORACLE_HOME, you 
must re-install the gateway after de-installing the Oracle server. De-installing the 
Oracle server deletes components of gateway and they must be re-installed. 

Net8 Configuration Problems
If you receive errors that refer to TNS when accessing gateway, the problem is 
probably with Net8 or the Net8 configuration. These are the most likely TNS errors 
and the actions to take:

 ORA-12154 "TNS: could not resolve service name"
Cause:  The service name specified is not defined correctly in the tnsnames.ora 
file.

Action:  Review these items:

■ Verify the tnsnames.ora file exists, is in the proper place, and is accessible.

■ Verify the service name exists in one of the tnsnames.ora files. Add a 
service name if needed.

■ Check for syntax errors in tnsnames.ora. Look for unmatched parentheses 
or stray characters. Any error in tnsnames.ora makes it unusable. 
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■ Ensure the USING clause of the database link you created for the SQL 
Server database is pointing to the correct tnsnames.ora entry. See 
“Configuring Oracle Net8 for the Oracle Server” on page 4-11.

■ If the sqlnet.ora file exists in the c:\orant\network\admin or 
c:\orant\net80\admin directory, verify if the file includes entries such as:

QDPHV�GLUHFWRU\BSDWK �7161$0(6� +2671$0(�

QDPHV�GHIDXOWBGRPDLQ ZRUOG

QDPHV�GHIDXOWB]RQH ZRUOG

If so, your service name in the tnsnames.ora file and the USING clause of 
the database link must use the suffix �ZRUOG.

ORA-12203 "TNS: unable to connect to destination"
Cause:  An invalid TNS address was supplied or the destination is not 
listening. This error can also occur because of underlying network transport 
problems.

Action:  For the Oracle server: 

■ Ensure the tnsnames.ora file is configured as described in “Configuring 
Oracle Net8 for the Oracle Server” on page 4-11.

■ Ensure the USING clause of the database link you created is pointing to the 
correct tnsnames.ora entry.

For the gateway:

■ Ensure the listener.ora on the gateway machine is configured as described 
in “Configuring Oracle Net8 Listener for the Gateway” on page 4-8.

■ Ensure the Net8 listener is started. 

■ Use the utility WQVSLQJ�� to verify that your tnsnames.ora and 
listener.ora files are set up correctly. For information on the utility, see 
Net8 Administrator’s Guide.

■ If the sqlnet.ora file exists in the c:\orant\network\admin or 
c:\orant\net80\admin directory, verify if the file includes entries such as:

QDPHV�GLUHFWRU\BSDWK �7161$0(6� +2671$0(�

QDPHV�GHIDXOWBGRPDLQ ZRUOG

QDPHV�GHIDXOWB]RQH ZRUOG

If so, your service name in the tnsnames.ora file and the USING clause of 
the database link must use the suffix �ZRUOG.
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If theNet8 configuration is correct but you still encounter errors, set up a loop-
back link, which is a database link in your Oracle server that points back to 
itself. If Net8 is working properly you can access a table in your Oracle server 
using a loop-back link. For example:

6(/(&7  )520 WDEOH#ORRS

If this link does not enable you to access a table in your Oracle server, see the 
Net8 documentation for your platform for information about troubleshooting 
Net8. For more information about configuring the listener.ora and 
tnsnames.ora files, see “Configuring Oracle Net8 Listener for the Gateway” on 
page 4-8 and “Configuring Oracle Net8 for the Oracle Server” on page 4-11.

ORA-28509: Unable to establish a connection to non-Oracle system
ORA-02063: preceding line from dblink

Cause:  Either:

■ the tnsnames.ora file entry is incorrect, or 

■ the TNS listener has not started, or 

■ the gateway service has not started

Action:  Perform these actions:

■ verify your entry in the tnsnames.ora file

■ verify the TNS listener has started

■ verify the gateway service matching your instance of the gateway has 
started

Common Gateway Problems
Many common gateway problems are caused by errors in the initialization files, 
and are explained in this section. For other errors, review the ODBC trace file for 
more information. If no log file exists, the gateway might not have started. In that 
case, Net8 configuration might be the problem. See “Contacting Oracle WorldWide 
Customer Support Services” on page 6-16.

Gateway is not Responding
The gateway is not responding. For example, when you do a SELECT * FROM 
emp@dblink, the cursor is there, but no data is returned. This might be caused by 
incorrect entries in your gateway initsid.ora file or an incorrect service entry in the 
tnsnames.ora file that is supposed to connect to the gateway. It can also be caused 
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by using pass-through statements when the gateway transaction mode is set to 
SINGLE_SITE and not committing the transaction before the next SQL statement. 
In these two cases, your listener.log file in $ORACLE_HOME\net80\log, where 
$ORACLE_HOME is the directory where the gateway is installed, might show 
entries similar to these:

���0$5��� ��������

�&211(&7B'$7$ �6,' PVTO��&,' �352*5$0 G�?R���HH?ELQ?RUDFOH���H[H��+2

67 ,7'(9�17����86(5 [[\\]]��� 

�$''5(66 �35272&2/ WFS��+267 ��������������3257 ������  HVWDEOLVK

 PVTO  �

To resolve the problem, follow these steps:

1. Stop the gateway service. This shuts down the hung thread.

2. Review your initsid.ora file for incorrect entries.

3. Review the service entry in your tnsnames.ora file used for connecting to the 
gateway. Ensure it contains �+6 � in the description. 

4. Review any pass-through statements you used to ensure you commit before 
issuing subsequent SQL statements.

5. Restart the gateway service.

6. Try the 6(/(&7  )520 (03#GEOLQN statement again and review the 
listener.log file. It should contain this entry:

���0$5��� ��������  �&211(&7B'$7$ �6,' PVTO�� 

�$''5(66 �35272&2/ WFS��+267 ��������������3257 ������ 

HVWDEOLVK  PVTO  �

Initialization Changes Not Taking Effect
When changes are made to the gateway initialization file, initsid.ora, you must 
restart the gateway service. If your initialization changes do not seem to be taking 
effect, you might have skipped this step. The gateway service must be restarted for 
any changes in the initsid.ora file to take effect. Stop the gateway service and 
restart it. If you have more than one gateway SID and more than one initsid.ora 
file, ensure you are stopping and restarting the OracleTGServicesid gateway 
service for the initsid.ora file you changed.
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Splitting SQL Statements
If the SQL statement you entered was split into several SQL statements by the 
Oracle server before being passed to the gateway, it is usually because the SQL 
Server could not have handled the entire statement. The Oracle server is designed 
to split SQL statements if the statements involve a local Oracle table and a remote 
SQL Server table. The Oracle server splits SQL statements that contain Oracle SQL 
syntax or functions that cannot be handled by SQL Server.

If you do not want your SQL statement to be split, use an equivalent statement that 
uses SQL syntax and functions supported by SQL Server. For information, see 
“SQL Server Compatibility Considerations” on page 1-7 and Appendix A, 
“Supported SQL Functions”.

DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH Returning Errors
If pass-through is not working correctly, you might not have declared the variables 
you need for pass-through return values in your PL/SQL block. Note that this 
usage of the DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH function does not work:

%(*,1

'%06B+6B3$667+528*+�(;(&87(B,00(',$7(#GEOLQN�
$/7(5 7$%/( (03

$'' 1$0(� 9$5&+$5
��

(1'�

It results in this error:

3/6������� 
(;(&87(B,00(',$7(
 LV QRW D SURFHGXUH RU LV XQGHILQHG�

The DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH package contains the pass-through functions, 
which return values. You must declare and assign variables to the return values of 
the pass-through functions or else the function and its value are treated as 
undefined. For example, to declare and assign a variable to the return value for the 
example above, add a DECLARE statement:

'(&/$5(

UHW ,17(*(5�

%(*,1

UHW � '%06B+6B3$667+528*+�(;(&87(B,00(',$7(#GEOLQN�
$/7(5 7$%/(

(03 $'' 1$0(� 9$5&+$5
��

(1'�

Refer to Oracle8 Server Distributed Database Systems for more information.
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Other Problems
ORA-02068: following severe error from database_link_name
ORA-01012: not logged error_found_in_init_file

Cause:  One or more gateway initialization parameters might be configured 
incorrectly or there are syntax errors.

Action:  Review the gateway log file for error messages that describe the 
problem. Correct the initsid.ora file as needed.

ORA-02068: following severe error from database_link_name
ORA-03113: end-of-file on communication channel

Cause:  The target database and ODBC driver environment are not set up 
correctly.

Action:  Ensure your target database and ODBC driver environments are set 
up correctly. Refer to the documentation for your target database and ODBC 
driver.

ORA-02085: database link database_link_name. WORLD connects to 
database_link_name.domain_name
Cause:  Your Oracle server has GLOBAL_NAMES set to TRUE in its 
initialization file. This error occurs because the value specified by 
HS_DB_DOMAIN for Heterogeneous Services, displayed as domain_name in 
the error message, does not match a domain name of WORLD.

Action:  Recreate the database link using the value specified for 
HS_DB_DOMAIN as the domain name of the database link, or change the 
value of HS_DB_DOMAIN to :25/'. To change the value of 
HS_DB_DOMAIN, you must edit the cathgms2.sql script for that gateway 
instance and re-run it. See “Creating Oracle Heterogeneous Services Data 
Dictionary Entries” on page 4-13 for more information.

ORA-02085: database link database_link_name1.domain_name connects to 
database_link_name2.domain_name
Cause:  Your Oracle server has GLOBAL_NAMES set to TRUE in its 
initialization file. The value specified by HS_DB_NAME for Heterogeneous 
Services (database_link_name1) must match the value of the database link 
used by the gateway (database_link_name2). The error occurs because the 
values do not match.

Action:  Recreate the database link using the value specified for 
HS_DB_NAME as the name of the database link, or change the value of 
HS_DB_NAME to match the database link name being used. To change the 
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value of HS_DB_NAME, you must edit the cathgms2.sql script for that 
instance and re-run it. See “Creating Oracle Heterogeneous Services Data 
Dictionary Entries” on page 4-13 for more information.

ORA-28511: lost RPC connection to heterogeneous remote agent using 
SID=(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=itdev-
nt21)(PORT=1521))(CONNECT_DATA=(SID=msql))) 

ORA-02063: preceding line from MSQL 
Cause:  You have performed an illegal action. 

Action:  Review these sections for clues:

■ “SQL Server Compatibility Considerations” on page 1-7

■ “Known Restrictions” on page 2-7

■ “Known Problems” on page 2-14 

■ “Creating Oracle Heterogeneous Services Data Dictionary Entries” on page 
4-13

Restart the gateway service or your SQL Server.

ORA-28509: unable to establish a connection to non-Oracle system 
ORA-02063: preceding line from MSQL 

Cause:  Either the TNS listener service (2UDFOH716/LVWHQHU��) is not 
started or the gateway service (2UDFOH7*6HUYLFHVLG) is not started.

Action:  Start the TNS listener service (“Step 2: Start the TNS listener for the 
gateway” on page 4-10) and start the gateway service (“Step 5: Start the 
gateway service” on page 4-7).
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Analyzing Error Messages
Error messages common to all Oracle Heterogeneous Services are documented in 
Oracle8 Server Messages.

Interpreting Gateway Message Formats
Error codes are generally accompanied by additional message text, beyond the text 
associated with the Oracle message number. The additional text includes details 
about the error. Gateway messages have this format:

25$�QQQQ HUURUBPHVVDJHBWH[W

JDWHZD\BPHVVDJHBOLQH

25$������SUHFHGLQJ Q OLQHV IURP GEOLQN

where:

Diagnosing Errors Detected by the Oracle Server
If an error is detected by the Oracle server, the gateway message lines do not occur. 
For example, if the gateway cannot be accessed because of a Oracle Net8 or 
gateway installation problem, the gateway message line is not present in the 
generated error. 

QQQQ is an Oracle error number.

If QQQQ is between 28500 and 28799, the 
message is from the gateway. If it is not in this 
range, it is a mapped error message.

HUURUBPHVVDJHBWH[W is the text of the message associated with the 
error.

JDWHZD\BPHVVDJHBOLQH are additional messages generated by the 
gateway. See “Diagnosing Errors Detected by 
the Oracle Server” on page 6-12.

The format of JDWHZD\BPHVVDJHBOLQH is:

>GULYHUBYHQGRU >GULYHUBQDPH 
>WDUJHWBGDWDEDVH@@@ HUURUBWH[W

Q is the total number of gateway message lines.

GEOLQN is the name of the database link used to access 
the gateway.
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Another example of error messages without gateway message lines is when an 
INSERT statement attempts to insert data into a table, but does not include values 
for all columns in the table. This SQL statement causes an error message:

64/! ,16(57 ,172 (03#PVTO 9$/8(6�������

(5525 DW OLQH ��

25$������� 127 (128*+ 9$/8(6

The ORA-00947 message is not accompanied by gateway message lines because the 
error is detected by the Oracle server. The Oracle server obtains a description of the 
SQL Server table before sending the INSERT statement to the gateway for 
processing. This allows the Oracle server to detect when the INSERT statement is 
invalid.

ODBC Errors
ORA-28500: Connection from ORACLE to a non-Oracle system returned this 

message: 
[Microsoft][ODBC Driver Manager] Data source name not found and no default 

driver specified
Cause:  The data source name specified in the gateway initialization file is 
incorrect. The data source is not set up correctly.

Action:  Start up the ODBC Administrator and verify that the data source is 
correct. Verify that the data source name in the gateway initialization file 
matches the one defined in the ODBC Administrator. 

ORA-28500: Connection from ORACLE to a non-Oracle system returned this 
message: 

[Microsoft][ODBC DLL] Data source name not found and no default driver 
specified

ORA-02063: preceding 2 lines from dblink
Cause:  You might be using the wrong type of data source name, such as user,  
instead of a system data source name, or you might not be using the correct 
version of the ODBC driver with the corresponding ODBC driver manager.

Action:  Verify that you correctly configured the system data source name. For 
information, see “Step 2: Specify a system data source” on page 4-3. If that is 
configured correctly, review “Software Requirements” on page 2-4 to see if you 
have the correct version of the ODBC driver and driver manager. If that is not 
the problem, contact your ODBC driver vendor for support.
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ORA-28500: Connection from ORACLE to a non-Oracle system returned this 
message: 

[Microsoft][ODBC SQL Server Driver][SQL Server] Cannot open a cursor on a 
stored procedure that has anything other than a single select statement in it

ORA-06512: at line 2
Cause:  This is caused by the fact that SQL Server requires the EXECUTE  
statement to be in its own transaction.

Action:  This is a known restriction.

Example:
Assuming you have a stored procedure PT_INSERT in your SQL Server database, 
the following SQL would result in an error:

EHJLQ

JWZBVTO�JWZSDVV#JWZOLQN �®H[HFXWH 37B,16(57 �®� ®0664/�®��

HQG�

�

ORA-28500: Connection from ORACLE to a non-Oracle system returned this 
message: 

[Microsoft][ODBC SQL Server Driver][SQL Server] proc procedure called with 
incorrect number of parameters
Cause:  This is caused because the procedure used too many bind variables in a 
single statement. SQL Server cannot have more than 14 bind variables in a 
single statement.

Action:  This is a known restriction. Rewrite the procedure.

Tracing
You can use tracing to determine the cause of various problems. Gateway tracing 
produces a log of SQL statements passed from the Oracle server to the gateway and 
from the gateway to the Oracle server. ODBC tracing produces a log of all ODBC 
calls made by the gateway.

Use tracing only while testing and debugging your application. Do not enable 
tracing when the application is running in a production environment because 
tracing reduces gateway performance. 
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Gateway Tracing
If you suspect a problem originates in the gateway, you can use gateway tracing to 
identify the problem.

To turn on gateway tracing, set the TRACE parameter in the gateway initialization 
file to SQL_TRACE or DEBUG. When tracing is not enabled, the TRACE parameter 
is set to OFF.

The OFF setting gives minimum information about the gateway and should be 
used during normal gateway usage. The SQL_TRACE setting prints out the SQL 
statements passed to the gateway by the Oracle server.  It also prints out the SQL 
statements passed to the SQL Server by the gateway. This shows how the SQL 
statements are translated by the Oracle server and by the gateway. The DEBUG 
setting should not be used except when Oracle Worldwide Customer Support 
Services requests it. 

ODBC Tracing
If you suspect that the problem originates in the ODBC driver, you can use ODBC 
tracing to identify the problem. ODBC tracing shows a log of all ODBC calls made 
by the gateway. This information can be used to script the same sequence of calls in 
an ODBC application such as ODBC-Test, a sample ODBC application available 
with the Microsoft ODBC Software Development Kit to test ODBC drivers. If the 
problem occurs with the ODBC application when using the same sequence of calls, 
the problem is probably in the ODBC driver, not the gateway. In that case, contact 
your ODBC driver vendor for support.

To turn on ODBC tracing on your Windows NT workstation, you can change the 
registry directly. Follow these steps:

1. Go to the MS-DOS prompt.

2. Enter UHJHGW�� to bring up the registry.

3. Find the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE on Local Machine window, and under the 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE key, double-click on the SOFTWARE folder to 
open it.

4. Double-click on the ODBC folder to open it.

5. Select the ODBC.INI folder, which highlights it.

6. Select the ODBC.INI key.

7. From the Edit pull-down menu, select Add Key.
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8. In the dialog box, enter 2'%& as the value for Key Name. Ignore the Class field.

9. Now that you have created an ODBC key, select it by clicking on it.

10. From the Edit pull-down menu, select Add Value.

11. In the dialog box, enter 7UDFH as the value for Value Name. Accept the default 
value, 5(*B6=, for Data Type. Click the [OK] button.

12. In the dialog box, enter � as the value for String. This turns tracing on. The 
value � turns it off. Click the [OK] button.

13. Again select the ODBC key by clicking on it.

14. From the Edit pull-down menu, select Add Value.

15. In the dialog box, enter 7UDFH)LOH as the value for Value Name. Accept the 
default value, 5(*B6=, for Data Type. Click the [OK] button.

16. In the dialog box, enter the path and file name of your trace file as the value for 
String. Click the [OK] button.

17. From the Registry pull-down menu, select Exit to exit the registry.

Now ODBC tracing is enabled, and a log of all ODBC calls made by the gateway 
will be stored in the file you entered in Step 16. A sample log file called odbc.log 
can be found in the gateway $ORACLE_HOME\tgmsql80\demo directory.

If you think ODBC driver is causing your problem, test the driver’s ODBC calls by 
invoking the same sequence of ODBC calls listed in your ODBC trace output using  
an ODBC application such as Microsoft ODBC-Test. Contact your ODBC driver 
vendor for information on your ODBC driver and support.

Contacting Oracle WorldWide Customer Support Services

If you determined that your problem does involve an Oracle component, but you 
have not been able to solve it, gather the information and complete the worksheet 
before contacting Oracle Worldwide Customer Support Services:

Note: Support for non-Oracle components is the responsibility of 
the vendor providing that component.
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System Information Worksheet

Required Information

Full version number for the gateway Oracle Transparent Gateway for Microsoft SQL 
Server,Version: V8.__.__.__.__

Name and full version numbers for 
the platform and OS on which the 
gateway resides

Platform:_______________________________

OS: Windows NT________________________

Version:______________________

Machine Name:___________________________

Version of Oracle Net8 used by the 
gateway

Net8 Version:V8.__.__.__.__

Net8 Adapter used by the gateway Circle one: Named Pipes  -  SPX/IPX   -  TCP/IP

Version:V8.__.__.__.__

Gateway SID SID:_________________________

Full pathname to directory in which 
gateway resides

Path:_____________________________________

Full version numbers for the Oracle 
server and the platform and OS on 
which it resides

Oracle8 ______________________  Server, 

Version:V8.__.__.__.__

Platform:_________________________________

OS:_______________________Version:__________

Machine Name:____________________________

Oracle SID of the Oracle server SID:_____________________________________

Full pathname to directory where 
Oracle server is installed

ORACLE_HOME:__________________________

Full version number for Net8 Client 
used by the Oracle server

Version:V8.__.__.__.__

Name and full version number for 
Net8 adapter used by the Oracle server

Circle one: Named Pipes  -  SPX/IPX   -  TCP/IP

Version:V8.__.__.__.__
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Name and full version numbers for 
the SQL Server database and any SQL 
Server patch information

Name:____________________________________

Version: ________________

Patches:____________________________________

Name and full version numbers for 
the platform and OS on which the SQL 
Server database resides

Platform: _____________________________

OS: _________________________________

Version:______________________

Machine Name:___________________________

Name and full version numbers for 
the ODBC driver manager and ODBC 
driver used

ODBC Driver Manager Name:________________

___________________________________________________

Version: ________________

ODBC Driver Name:________________________

___________________________________________________

Version: ________________

Required Information
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Check off here to verify you have the required information:

❏ Clear and concise description of the problem

❏ SQL scripts for setting up tables, views, synonyms, and so on, in the Oracle 
environment

❏ SQL scripts for setting up tables, views, and so on, in the SQL Server environment

❏ Actual test case, either a SQL script or Pro*C program that contains the SQL that 
caused the error or problem

❏ Output of the test case, such as a spool log if using SQL*Plus, error messages, or 
output from running the Pro*C program

❏ Output generated by issuing these SQL statements in Oracle Server Manager when 
connected as user LQWHUQDO:

6(/(&7  )520 +6B)'6B&/$66

6(/(&7  )520 +6B)'6B,167

6(/(&7  )520 +6B,167B,1,7

Listings of key files: (check off to verify you have the required listings)

❏ gateway log file gathered with SQL_TRACE

❏ gateway error file

❏ Net8 configuration files, tnsnames.ora and listener.ora

❏ gateway initialization file, initsid.ora

❏ ODBC trace file

Required Information
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A
Supported SQL Functions

This appendix lists the SQL functions supported by the gateway. All Oracle 
functions are evaluated by the SQL Server database after the gateway has 
converted them to their SQL Server equivalents. For information about how the 
gateway handles unsupported statements, see “Functions Not Supported by SQL 
Server” on page A-2. The information describing how the gateway handles 
supported functions and which are supported includes:

■ Functions Supported by SQL Server

■ Arithmetic Operators

■ String Functions

■ Comparison Operators

■ Set Operations

■ Group Function

■ Other Functions

■ Date Function
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Functions Not Supported by SQL Server
Oracle SQL functions with no equivalent function in SQL Server are not supported 
in DELETE, INSERT, or UPDATE statement. For SELECT statements, the Oracle 
server evaluates Oracle SQL functions with no equivalent in SQL Server, sends the 
statement to the gateway, and post-processes the SELECT statement.

If an unsupported function is used in a DELETE, INSERT, or UPDATE statement, 
an Oracle error occurs:

25$������� GDWDEDVH GEBOLQNBQDPH GRHV QRW VXSSRUW IXQFWLRQ LQ WKLV FRQWH[W

Functions  Supported by SQL Server
The gateway translates some Oracle server functions in SQL statements to their 
equivalent Microsoft SQL Server functions. The translated functions are:

Arithmetic Operators

String Functions

Oracle SQL Server

+ +

- -

* *

/ /

Oracle SQL Server

||, CONCAT +       (expression1 + expression2)

ASCII ASCII

LOWER LOWER

SUBSTR SUBSTRING

UPPER UPPER
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Comparison Operators

Set Operations

Group Function

Oracle SQL Server

= =

> >

< <

>= >=

<= <=

<>, !=, ^= <>

Oracle SQL Server

UNION UNION

Oracle SQL Server

AVG AVG

COUNT COUNT

MAX MAX

MIN MIN

SUM SUM
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Other Functions

*  In HEXTORAW, ":1" is the argument passed to the functions

Date Function

Oracle SQL Server

ABS ABS

CEIL CEILING

COS COS

EXP EXP

FLOOR FLOOR

*HEXTORAW(:1) CONVERT(VARBINARY(255),:1)

IS NOT NULL IS NOT NULL

IS NULL IS NULL

LENGTHB DATALENGTH

LN LOG

LOG LOG10

MOD %

NVL ISNULL

POWER POWER

SIGN SIGN

SIN SIN

SQRT SQRT

TAN TAN

Oracle SQL Server

ADD_MONTHS DATEADD

MONTHS_BETWEEN DATEDIFF
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B
Data Dictionary Translations

The Oracle Transparent Gateway for Microsoft SQL Server translates a query that 
refers to an Oracle server data dictionary table into a query that retrieves the data 
from a SQL Server data dictionary. You perform queries on data dictionary tables 
over the database link in the same way you query data dictionary tables in the 
Oracle server. The gateway data dictionary is similar to the Oracle server data 
dictionary in appearance and use. SQL Server data dictionary information is 
supplied to the user in Oracle data dictionary format.

To better understand the data dictionary supported provided by the gateway, read 
these sections:

■ Data Dictionary Translation Support

■ Data Dictionary Mapping

■ Gateway Data Dictionary Descriptions for SQL Server
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Data Dictionary Translation Support
SQL Server data dictionary information is stored in the SQL Server database as 
SQL Server system tables. All SQL Server system tables have names prefaced with 
"dbo". The SQL Server system tables define the structure of a database. When you 
change data definitions, the SQL Server reads and modifies the SQL Server system 
tables to add information about the user tables.

Accessing the SQL Server Data Dictionary
Accessing a SQL Server data dictionary table or view is identical to accessing a data 
dictionary on an Oracle database. You issue a SQL SELECT statement specifying a 
database link. The Oracle server data dictionary view and column names are used 
to access the SQL Server data dictionary. Synonyms of supported views are also 
acceptable. For example, this statement queries the data dictionary table 
$//B86(56 to retrieve all users in the SQL Server database: 

64/! 6(/(&7  )520 $//B86(56#064/�

When a data dictionary access query is issued, the gateway: 

1. Maps the requested table, view, or synonym to one or more SQL Server system 
table names. The gateway translates all data dictionary column names to their 
corresponding SQL Server column names within the query. 

If the mapping involves one SQL Server system table, the gateway translates 
the requested table name to its corresponding SQL Server system table name 
within the query. 

If the mapping involves multiple SQL Server system tables, the gateway 
constructs a join or UNION in the query using the translated SQL Server 
system table names. 

2. Sends the translated query to the SQL Server. 

3. Might convert the retrieved SQL Server data to give it the appearance of the 
Oracle server data dictionary table.

4. Passes the data dictionary information from the translated SQL Server system 
table to the Oracle server.

Note: The values returned when querying the gateway data 
dictionary might not be the same as the ones returned by the 
Oracle Enterprise Manager DESCRIBE command.
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Direct Queries to SQL Server Tables
Queries issued directly to individual SQL Server system tables are allowed but they 
return different results because the SQL Server system table column names differ 
from those of the data dictionary view. Also, certain columns in a SQL Server 
system table cannot be used in data dictionary processing. 

Supported Views and Tables
The gateway supports only these views and tables: 

■ ALL_CATALOG

■ ALL_COL_COMMENTS

■ ALL_CONS_COLUMNS

■ ALL_CONSTRAINTS

■ ALL_INDEXES

■ ALL_OBJECTS

■ ALL_TAB_COLUMNS

■ ALL_TAB_COMMENTS

■ ALL_TABLES

■ ALL_USERS

■ ALL_VIEWS

■ TABLE_PRIVILEGES

■ USER_CATALOG

■ USER_COL_COMMENTS

■ USER_CONS_COLUMNS

■ USER_CONSTRAINTS

■ USER_INDEXES

■ USER_OBJECTS

■ USER_TAB_COLUMNS

■ USER_TAB_COMMENTS

■ USER_TABLES
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■ USER_USERS

■ USER_VIEWS

If you use an unsupported view, you receive the Oracle server message for no rows 
selected.

If you want to select data dictionary views using SELECT FROM DBA_*, first 
connect as Oracle user SYSTEM or SYS. Otherwise, you receive the error message:

25$������� 3DUVH HUURU LQ GDWD GLFWLRQDU\ WUDQVODWLRQ IRU �V VWRUHG

LQ �V

Queries through the gateway of the supported data dictionary tables and views 
beginning with the characters "ALL_" might return rows from the SQL Server 
database when you do not have access privileges for those SQL Server objects. 
When querying an Oracle database with the Oracle data dictionary, rows are 
returned only for those objects you are permitted to access.

Data Dictionary Mapping
The tables in this section list Oracle data dictionary view names and the equivalent 
SQL Server system table names. A plus sign (+) indicates that a join or UNION 
operation is involved. 

View Name SQL Server System Table Name

ALL_CATALOG sysusers + sysobjects

ALL_COL_COMMENTS sysusers + sysobjects + syscolumns

ALL_CONS_COLUMNS sysusers + sysobjects + syscolumns + sysconstraints

ALL_CONSTRAINTS sysusers + sysobjects + syskeys + syscontraints + sysreferences

ALL_INDEXES sysusers + sysindexes + sysobjects

ALL_OBJECTS sysusers + sysobjects

ALL_TAB_COLUMNS sysusers + sysobjects + syscolumns

ALL_TAB_COMMENTS sysusers + sysobjects

ALL_TABLES sysusers + sysobjects

ALL_USERS sysusers

ALL_VIEWS sysusers + sysobjects + syscomments

TABLE_PRIVILEGES sysprotects + sysusers + sysobjects
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Default Column Values
There is a minor difference between the gateway data dictionary and a typical 
Oracle server data dictionary. The Oracle server columns that are missing in a SQL 
Server data dictionary table are filled with zeros, spaces, null values, not-applicable 
values (N.A.), or default values, depending on the column type.

Gateway Data Dictionary Descriptions for SQL Server
The gateway data dictionary tables and views provide this information:

■ name, datatype, and width of each column

■ the contents of columns with fixed values

In the descriptions that follow, the values in the Null? column might differ from 
the Oracle server data dictionary tables and views. Any default value is shown to 
the right of an item.

USER_CATALOG sysusers + sysobjects

USER_COL_COMMENTS sysusers + sysobjects + syscolumns

USER_CONS_COLUMNS sysusers + sysobjects + syscolumns + sysconstraints

USER_CONSTRAINTS sysusers + sysobjects + syscolumns +syscontraints + sysreferences

USER_INDEXES sysusers + sysindexes + sysobjects

USER_OBJECTS sysusers + sysobjects

USER_TAB_COLUMNS sysusers + sysobjects + syscolumns

USER_TAB_COMMENTS sysusers + sysobjects

USER_TABLES sysusers + sysobjects

USER_USERS sysusers

USER_VIEWS sysusers + sysobjects + syscomments

View Name SQL Server System Table Name
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ALL_CATALOG

ALL_COL_COMMENTS

ALL_CONS_COLUMNS

Note: ALL_CONS_COLUMNS returns data only about check and referential constraints.

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_TYPE VARCHAR2(14) "TABLE" or 
"VIEW"

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COMMENTS VARCHAR2(0) NULL

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

CONSTRAINT_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

POSITION NUMBER NULL
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ALL_CONSTRAINTS

ALL_INDEXES

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER   VARCHAR2(30)

CONSTRAINT_NAME   VARCHAR2(30)

CONSTRAINT_TYPE VARCHAR2(1) "C" or "R" or "P"

TABLE_NAME   VARCHAR2(30)

SEARCH_CONDITION VARCHAR2(0) NULL

R_OWNER VARCHAR2(30)

R_CONSTRAINT_NAME VARCHAR2(30)

DELETE_RULE VARCHAR2(9)

STATUS VARCHAR2(7) "ENABLED"

DEFERRABLE VARCHAR2(0) NULL

DEFERRED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

VALIDATED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

GENERATED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

BAD VARCHAR2(0) NULL

LAST_CHANGE DATE NULL

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER  VARCHAR2(30)

INDEX_NAME VARCHAR2(30)

INDEX_TYPE VARCHAR2(0)

TABLE_OWNER VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_TYPE VARCHAR2(7) "TABLE" or 
"CLUSTER"

UNIQUENESS VARCHAR2(4) "N.A."
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TABLESPACE_NAME VARCHAR2(4) "N.A."

INI_TRANS NUMBER 0

MAX_TRANS NUMBER 0

INITIAL_EXTENT NUMBER NULL

NEXT_EXTENT NUMBER NULL

MIN_EXTENTS NUMBER 0

MAX_EXTENTS NUMBER 0

PCT_INCREASE NUMBER 0

PCT_THRESHOLD NUMBER NULL

INCLUDE_COLUMNS NUMBER NULL

FREELISTS NUMBER NULL

FREELIST_GROUPS NUMBER NULL

PCT_FREE NUMBER 0

LOGGING VARCHAR2(0) NULL

BLEVEL NUMBER NULL

LEAF_BLOCKS NUMBER NULL

DISTINCT_KEYS NUMBER NULL

AVG_LEAF_BLOCKS_PER_KEY NUMBER NULL

AVG_DATA_BLOCKS_PER_KEY NUMBER NULL

CLUSTERING_FACTOR NUMBER NULL

STATUS VARCHAR2(5) "VALID"

NUM_ROWS NUMBER NULL

SAMPLE_SIZE NUMBER NULL

LAST_ANALYZED DATE NULL

DEGREE VARCHAR2(0) NULL

INSTANCES VARCHAR2(0) NULL

PARTITIONED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

TEMPORARY VARCHAR2(0) NULL

Name Null? Type Value
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ALL_OBJECTS

ALL_TAB_COLUMNS

GENERATED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

BUFFER_POOL VARCHAR2(0) NULL

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

OBJECT_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

SUBOBJECT_NAME  VARCHAR2(0)

OBJECT_ID NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

DATA_OBJECT_ID  NUMBER NULL

OBJECT_TYPE VARCHAR2(23) "TABLE" or 
"VIEW" or 
"PROCEDURE"

CREATED NOT NULL DATE

LAST_DDL_TIME NOT NULL DATE

TIMESTAMP VARCHAR2(0) NULL

STATUS VARCHAR2(5) "VALID"

TEMPORARY VARCHAR2(0) NULL

GENERATED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER  VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_NAME  VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_NAME  VARCHAR2(30)

DATA_TYPE VARCHAR2(33)

DATA_TYPE_MOD VARCHAR2(0) NULL

DATA_TYPE_OWNER VARCHAR2(0) NULL

Name Null? Type Value
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ALL_TAB_COMMENTS

DATA_LENGTH NUMBER

DATA_PRECISION NUMBER

DATA_SCALE NUMBER

NULLABLE VARCHAR2(1) "Y"

COLUMN_ID  NUMBER

DEFAULT_LENGTH  NUMBER NULL

DATA_DEFAULT VARCHAR2(0) NULL

NUM_DISTINCT NUMBER NULL

LOW_VALUE NUMBER NULL

HIGH_VALUE NUMBER NULL

DENSITY NUMBER NULL

NUM_NULLS NUMBER NULL

NUM_BUCKETS NUMBER NULL

LAST_ANALYZED DATE NULL

SAMPLE_SIZE NUMBER NULL

CHARACTER_SET_NAME VARCHAR2(0) NULL

CHAR_COL_DECL_LENGTH NUMBER NULL

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_TYPE VARCHAR2(14)

COMMENTS VARCHAR2(0) NULL

Name Null? Type Value
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ALL_TABLES

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLESPACE_NAME VARCHAR2(4) "N.A."

CLUSTER_NAME VARCHAR2(0) NULL

IOT_NAME VARCHAR2(0) NULL

PCT_FREE NUMBER 0

PCT_USED NUMBER 0

INI_TRANS NUMBER 0

MAX_TRANS NUMBER 0

INITIAL_EXTENT NUMBER NULL

NEXT_EXTENT NUMBER NULL

MIN_EXTENTS NUMBER NULL

MAX_EXTENTS NUMBER NULL

PCT_INCREASE NUMBER NULL

FREELISTS NUMBER NULL

FREELIST_GROUPS NUMBER NULL

LOGGING VARCHAR2(0) NULL

BACKED_UP VARCHAR2(0) NULL

NUM_ROWS NUMBER NULL

BLOCKS NUMBER NULL

EMPTY_BLOCKS NUMBER NULL

AVG_SPACE NUMBER NULL

CHAIN_CNT NUMBER NULL

AVG_ROW_LEN NUMBER NULL

AVG_SPACE_FREELIST_BLOCKS NUMBER NULL

NUM_FREELIST_BLOCKS NUMBER NULL
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ALL_USERS

ALL_VIEWS

DEGREE VARCHAR2(0) NULL

INSTANCES VARCHAR2(0) NULL

CACHE VARCHAR2(0) NULL

TABLE_LOCK VARCHAR2(0) NULL

SAMPLE_SIZE NUMBER NULL

LAST_ANALYZED DATE NULL

PARTITIONED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

IOT_TYPE VARCHAR2(0) NULL

TEMPORARY VARHCAR2(0) NULL

NESTED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

BUFFER_POOL VARCHAR2(0) NULL

Name Null? Type Value

USERNAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

USER_ID NOT NULL NUMBER(5)

CREATED NUMBER(10) NULL

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

VIEW_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TEXT_LENGTH NUMBER NULL

TEXT NOT NULL VARCHAR2(255)

TYPE_TEXT_LENGTH NUMBER NULL

TYPE_TEXT VARCHAR2(0) NULL

OID_TEXT_LENGTH NUMBER NULL

Name Null? Type Value
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TABLE_PRIVILEGES

USER_CATALOG

OID_TEXT VARCHAR2(0) NULL

VIEW_TYPE_OWNER VARCHAR2(0) NULL

VIEW_TYPE VARCHAR2(0) NULL

Name Null? Type Value

GRANTEE NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

GRANTOR NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

SELECT_PRIV VARCHAR2(1) "Y"

INSERT_PRIV VARCHAR2(1) "A"

DELETE_PRIV VARCHAR2(1) "Y"

UPDATE_PRIV VARCHAR2(1) "A"

REFERENCES_PRIV VARCHAR2(1) "A"

ALTER_PRIV VARCHAR2(1) "Y"

INDEX_PRIV VARCHAR2(1) "Y"

CREATED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

Name Null? Type Value

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_TYPE VARCHAR2(14) "TABLE" or 
"VIEW"

Name Null? Type Value
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USER_COL_COMMENTS

USER_CONS_COLUMNS

Note: USER_CONS_COLUMNS returns data only about check and referential constraints.

USER_CONSTRAINTS

Name Null? Type Value

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COMMENTS VARCHAR2(0) NULL

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

CONSTRAINT_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

POSITION NUMBER NULL

Name Null? Type Value

OWNER VARCHAR2(30)

CONSTRAINT_NAME  VARCHAR2(30)

CONSTRAINT_TYPE VARCHAR2(1) "C" or "R" or "P"

TABLE_NAME  VARCHAR2(30)

SEARCH_CONDITION VARCHAR2(0) NULL

R_OWNER VARCHAR2(30)

R_CONSTRAINT_NAME VARCHAR2(30)

DELETE_RULE VARCHAR2(9)

STATUS VARCHAR2(7) "ENABLED"
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USER_INDEXES

DEFERRABLE VARCHAR2(0) NULL

DEFERRED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

VALIDATED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

GENERATED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

BAD VARCHAR2(0) NULL

LAST_CHANGE DATE NULL

Name Null? Type Value

INDEX_NAME VARCHAR2(30)

INDEX_TYPE VARCHAR2(0)

TABLE_OWNER VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_NAME VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_TYPE VARCHAR2(7) "TABLE" or 
"CLUSTER"

UNIQUENESS VARCHAR2(4) "N.A."

TABLESPACE_NAME VARCHAR2(4) "N.A."

INI_TRANS NUMBER 0

MAX_TRANS NUMBER 0

INITIAL_EXTENT NUMBER NULL

NEXT_EXTENT NUMBER NULL

MIN_EXTENTS NUMBER 0

MAX_EXTENTS NUMBER 0

PCT_INCREASE NUMBER 0

PCT_THRESHOLD NUMBER NULL

INCLUDE_COLUMNS NUMBER NULL

FREELISTS NUMBER NULL

FREELIST_GROUPS NUMBER NULL

Name Null? Type Value
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PCT_FREE NUMBER 0

LOGGING VARCHAR2(0) NULL

BLEVEL NUMBER NULL

LEAF_BLOCKS NUMBER NULL

DISTINCT_KEYS NUMBER NULL

AVG_LEAF_BLOCKS_PER_KEY NUMBER NULL

AVG_DATA_BLOCKS_PER_KEY NUMBER NULL

CLUSTERING_FACTOR NUMBER NULL

STATUS VARCHAR2(5) "VALID"

NUM_ROWS NUMBER NULL

SAMPLE_SIZE NUMBER NULL

LAST_ANALYZED DATE NULL

DEGREE VARCHAR2(0) NULL

INSTANCES VARCHAR2(0) NULL

PARTITIONED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

TEMPORARY VARCHAR2(0) NULL

GENERATED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

BUFFER_POOL VARCHAR2(0) NULL

Name Null? Type Value
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USER_OBJECTS

USER_TAB_COLUMNS

Name Null? Type Value

OBJECT_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

SUBOBJECT_NAME VARCHAR2(0)

OBJECT_ID NOT NULL NUMBER(10)

DATA_OBJECT_ID NUMBER NULL

OBJECT_TYPE VARCHAR2(23)

CREATED NOT NULL DATE

LAST_DDL_TIME NOT NULL DATE

TIMESTAMP VARCHAR2(0) NULL

STATUS VARCHAR2(5) "VALID"

TEMPORARY VARCHAR2(0) NULL

GENERATED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

Name Null? Type Value

TABLE_NAME  VARCHAR2(30)

COLUMN_NAME VARCHAR2(30)

DATA_TYPE VARCHAR2(33)

DATA_TYPE_MOD VARCHAR2(0) NULL

DATA_TYPE_OWNER VARCHAR2(0) NULL

DATA_LENGTH NUMBER

DATA_PRECISION NUMBER

DATA_SCALE NUMBER

NULLABLE VARCHAR2(1) "Y"

COLUMN_ID  NUMBER

DEFAULT_LENGTH NUMBER NULL

DATA_DEFAULT VARCHAR(0) NULL
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USER_TAB_COMMENTS

USER_TABLES

NUM_DISTINCT NUMBER NULL

LOW_VALUE NUMBER NULL

HIGH_VALUE NUMBER NULL

DENSITY NUMBER NULL

NUM_NULLS NUMBER NULL

NUM_BUCKETS NUMBER NULL

LAST_ANALYZED DATE NULL

SAMPLE_SIZE NUMBER NULL

CHARACTER_SET_NAME VARCHAR2(0) NULL

CHAR_COL_DECL_LENGTH NUMBER NULL

Name Null? Type Value

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLE_TYPE VARCHAR2(14)

COMMENTS VARCHAR2(0) NULL

Name Null? Type Value

TABLE_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TABLESPACE_NAME VARCHAR2(4) "N.A."

CLUSTER_NAME VARCHAR2(0) NULL

IOT_NAME VARCHAR2(0) NULL

PCT_FREE NUMBER 0

PCT_USED NUMBER 0

INI_TRANS NUMBER 0

MAX_TRANS NUMBER 0

Name Null? Type Value
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INITIAL_EXTENT NUMBER NULL

NEXT_EXTENT NUMBER NULL

MIN_EXTENTS NUMBER NULL

MAX_EXTENTS NUMBER NULL

PCT_INCREASE NUMBER NULL

FREELISTS NUMBER NULL

FREELIST_GROUPS NUMBER NULL

LOGGING VARCHAR2(0) NULL

BACKED_UP VARCHAR2(0) NULL

NUM_ROWS NUMBER NULL

BLOCKS NUMBER NULL

EMPTY_BLOCKS NUMBER NULL

AVG_SPACE NUMBER NULL

CHAIN_CNT NUMBER NULL

AVG_ROW_LEN NUMBER NULL

AVG_SPACE_FREELIST_BLOCKS NUMBER NULL

NUM_FREELIST_BLOCKS NUMBER NULL

DEGREE VARCHAR2(0) NULL

INSTANCES VARCHAR2(0) NULL

CACHE VARCHAR2(0) NULL

TABLE_LOCK VARCHAR2(0) NULL

SAMPLE_SIZE NUMBER NULL

LAST_ANALYZED DATE NULL

PARTITIONED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

IOT_TYPE VARCHAR2(0) NULL

TEMPORARY VARHCAR2(0) NULL

NESTED VARCHAR2(0) NULL

BUFFER_POOL VARCHAR2(0) NULL

Name Null? Type Value
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USER_USERS

USER_VIEWS

Name Null? Type Value

USERNAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

USER_ID NOT NULL NUMBER(5)

ACCOUNT_STATUS VARCHAR2(4) "OPEN"

LOCK_DATE DATE NULL

EXPIRY_DATE DATE NULL

DEFAULT_TABLESPACE VARCHAR2(4) "N.A."

TEMPORARY_TABLESPACE VARCHAR2(4) "N.A."

CREATED DATE NULL

EXTERNAL_NAME VARCHAR2(0) NULL

Name Null? Type Value

VIEW_NAME NOT NULL VARCHAR2(30)

TEXT_LENGTH NUMBER NULL

TEXT NOT NULL VARCHAR2(255)

TYPE_TEXT_LENGTH NUMBER NULL

TYPE_TEXT VARCHAR2(0) NULL

OID_TEXT_LENGTH NUMBER NULL

OID_TEXT VARCHAR2(0) NULL

VIEW_TYPE_OWNER VARCHAR2(0) NULL

VIEW_TYPE VARCHAR2(0) NULL
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C
Gateway Initialization Parameters

Gateway initialization information is defined in two locations:

■ Heterogeneous Services Initialization Parameters 

These parameters are stored in the Oracle server and provide the initialization 
information needed for gateway access for the Oracle8 Server.

■ Initialization Variables in the Gateway Initialization File

The initsid.ora gateway initialization file is stored in the gateway directory and 
contains the initialization information for the gateway.

For information on the generic Heterogeneous Services initialization parameters, 
refer to Oracle8 Server Distributed Database Systems.
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Heterogeneous Services Initialization Parameters
The Oracle Heterogeneous Services initialization parameters are used to initialize 
the Oracle8 server so it can work with the gateway. You use calls to PL/SQL 
procedures provided in the DBMS_HS package to specify values for the 
initialization parameters.

The cathgms2.sql scripts that you ran in “Creating Oracle Heterogeneous Services 
Data Dictionary Entries” on page 4-13 contain the default values of the 
initialization parameters required by the gateway. 

The parameters are described in Oracle8 Server Distributed Database Systems. To 
specify them using calls to PL/SQL procedures, refer to the DBMS_HS information 
in Oracle8 Server Distributed Database Systems. 

Initialization Variables in the Gateway Initialization File
The initialization variables in the gateway initsid.ora file provide the information 
used to initialize the gateway. You must ensure the initsid.ora file contains these 
required initialization variables:

■ DATA_SOURCE_NAME

■ TARGET

The initsid.ora file can also contain these optional initialization variables:

■ LOG_DESTINATION

■ RECOVERY_ACCOUNT

■ TRACE

■ TRANSACTION_LOG_TABLE

■ TRANSACTION_MODEL

Remember that you must always restart the gateway service associated with the 
gateway initialization file after customizing the initialization file. For example, if 
you customize the file LQLW066��RUD, be sure to stop and restart the gateway 
service 2UDFOH7*6HUYLFH066�. See “Step 5: Start the gateway service” on page 
4-7 for the steps to restart a gateway service.

Note: HS_NLS_DATE_FORMAT must be set to \\\\�PP�GG
KK���PL�VV.
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Syntax
The initialization variables in the initsid.ora file must be assigned values using this 
syntax:

YDULDEOHBQDPH YDOXH

Note that there must be no spaces surrounding the equal sign (=). If any spaces are 
between the equal sign and the parameter name or value, an error message is 
issued during gateway initialization and the gateway session is terminated.

Required Initialization Variables
The initialization variables described here are required for the gateway.

DATA_SOURCE_NAME

Default Value:  None

Range of Values:  Not applicable

Syntax:  '$7$B6285&(B1$0( RGEFBGDWDBVRXUFHBQDPH

DATA_SOURCE_NAME specifies the database to be accessed. The value must 
match the system data source name you specified when you configured the ODBC 
environment, in “Step 2: Specify a system data source” on page 4-3.

TARGET

Default Value:  None

Range of Values:  MSSQL6

Syntax:  7$5*(7 0664/�

TARGET specifies the type of database being accessed. Specify the value as   
0664/� for Microsoft SQL Server Version 6.
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Optional Initialization Variables
The initialization variables described here are optional for the gateway.

LOG_DESTINATION

Default Value:  c:\orant\TGMSQL80\LOG

Range of Values:  pathname only, or pathname and filename

Syntax:  /2*B'(67,1$7,21 SDWKQDPH>?ILOHQDPH@

LOG_DESTINATION specifies a location where the gateway writes error and trace 
information, if TRACE is enabled. If a filename is specified and the file exists, the 
gateway appends the error and trace information to it. If a filename is specified and 
the file does not exist, the gateway creates the file.

If a pathname is specified without any filename, the output is written to a file in the 
path called pathname\sidtid.log, where pathname is the full pathname including 
the drive letter you specified, sid is the gateway SID, and tid is the thread ID. For 
example, if you specify c:\orant\ERRORS as the pathname, the output can be 
written to c:\orant\ERRORS\MSQL127.log, where MSQL is the SID and 127 is 
the thread ID.

RECOVERY_ACCOUNT

Default Value:  RECOVER

Range of Values:  Any valid userid

Syntax:  5(&29(5<B$&&2817 DFFRXQWBQDPHBXVHULG

RECOVERY_ACCOUNT specifies the name of the recovery account used for the 
commit-confirm transaction model. An account with user name and password 
must be set up on SQL Server. The user name and password must be the same 
value. For more information about the commit-confirm model, see 
“TRANSACTION_MODEL” on page C-6.
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TRACE

Default Value:  OFF

Range of Values:  OFF, DEBUG, or SQL_TRACE

Syntax:  75$&( ^2))_'(%8*_64/B75$&(`

TRACE specifies a trace level that controls the kinds of trace entries to be collected. 
If TRACE is set to a value other than OFF, trace events are written to the file 
specified in LOG_DESTINATION.

TRACE is an Oracle Worldwide Customer Support Services aid. Use TRACE only 
when requested to by Oracle Corporation. Use of TRACE adds CPU, I/O, and I/O 
wait performance overhead.

TRANSACTION_LOG_TABLE

Default Value:  TGMSQL80_TX_LOG

Range of Values:  Any valid table name

Syntax:  75$16$&7,21B/2*B7$%/( WDEOHBQDPH

TRANSACTION_LOG_TABLE specifies the name of the transaction log table. A 
transaction log table is required when using the commit-confirm model. 
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TRANSACTION_MODEL

Default Value:  SINGLE_SITE

Range of Values:  COMMIT_CONFIRM, READ_ONLY, or SINGLE_SITE

Syntax:  75$16$&7,21B02'(/ ^6,1*/(B6,7(_5($'B21/<_&200,7B&21),50`

COMMIT_CONFIRM provides read and write access to a SQL Server database and 
allows the gateway to be part of a distributed update. To use the commit-confirm 
model, these items must be created at the SQL Server database:

■ a transaction log table. The table name is specified in the 
TRANSACTION_LOG_TABLE parameter.

■ the transaction log table must be granted SELECT, DELETE, and INSERT 
privileges to public.

■ a recovery account. The account name is assigned with the 
RECOVERY_ACCOUNT parameter.

READ_ONLY provides read access to a SQL Server database.

SINGLE_SITE provides read and write access to a SQL Server database. However, 
the gateway cannot be part of a distributed update and you must set the 
GLOBAL_NAMES initialization parameter of your Oracle server to false.

For more information on configuring the gateway for different transaction models, 
see “Configuring for Two-Phase Commit” on page 4-15.
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D
National Language Support

National language support (NLS) enables Oracle applications to interact with users 
in their native languages, using their conventions to display data. The Oracle NLS 
architecture is data-driven, enabling support for specific languages and character 
encoding schemes to be added with no changes to source code.

A number of settings in the gateway, SQL Server, Oracle server, and client affect 
NLS processing. For translations to take place correctly, the character settings of 
these components must be compatible. It is important to understand how NLS is 
implemented and how to specify all the required settings, so read all the sections 
thoroughly:

■ Overview of NLS Interactions

■ Client and Oracle Server Configuration

■ Gateway Configuration

■ Message Availability

■ Examples of NLS Configuration

The information in this section supplements the Oracle NLS information in the 
Oracle8 Server Application Developer’s Guide.
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Overview of NLS Interactions
The figure and table summarize NLS interactions, describing the system 
components and the parameters of the components that affect NLS processing in a 
distributed environment: 

Client See page D-3 for detailed information.

NLS_LANG NLS_LANG sets the NLS environment used by the database for both 
the server session and for the client application. This ensures the 
language environments of both database and client application are 
automatically the same. Because NLS_LANG is an environment 
variable, it is read by the client applications at startup time. The client 
communicates the information defined in NLS_LANG to the server 
when it connects. 

Oracle Server See page D-3 for detailed information.

FKDUDFWHUBVHW FKDUDFWHUBVHW determines the character encoding scheme used by the 
database and is defined at database creation in the CREATE 
DATABASE statement. All data columns of type CHAR, VARCHAR2, 
and LONG have their data stored in the database character set.

Gateway See page D-3 for detailed information.

HS_LANGUAGE HS_LANGUAGE defines the character set used for communication 
between the gateway and SQL Server.

HS_NLS_DATE_FORMAT HS_NLS_DATE_FORMAT specifies the format for dates used by SQL 
Server.

Client

Oracle
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Oracle 
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Server
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coded character 
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Client and Oracle Server Configuration
A number of NLS parameters control NLS processing between the Oracle server 
and client. You can set language-dependent behavior defaults for the server and for 
the client to override these defaults. These parameters do not directly affect 
gateway processing, but the character set specified by the Oracle server 
NLS_LANG environment variable must be compatible with the character sets you 
specify on the gateway and SQL Server. 

For a complete description of NLS parameters, refer to the NLS chapter in the 
Oracle8 Server Reference. 

When you create the Oracle database, the FKDUDFWHUBVHW parameter specifies the 
character set used to store data. After the database is created, the database 
character set cannot be changed unless you re-create the database.

The default for FKDUDFWHUBVHW is normally US7ASCII, which supports only the 
26 Latin alphabetic characters. If you specified 8-bit character sets on the gateway 
and SQL Server, you must have a compatible 8-bit character set defined on your 
database. To verify the character set of an existing database, issue the command:

6(/(&7 86(5(19�®ODQJXDJH®� )520 '8$/�

For more information, see "Specifying Character Sets" in the Oracle8 Server Reference.

Gateway Configuration
Two Heterogeneous Services parameters affect NLS support:

■ HS_LANGUAGE

■ HS_NLS_DATE_FORMAT

For detailed information on these parameters, refer to Oracle8 Server Distributed 
Database Systems.

HS_LANGUAGE defines the character set used for communication between the 
gateway and SQL Server. It specifies conventions such as the language used for 
messages from the target system, names of days and months, symbols for AD, BC, 
AM, and PM, and default language-sorting mechanism.
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The syntax of the HS_LANGUAGE parameter is:

+6B/$1*8$*( ODQJXDJH>BWHUULWRU\�FKDUDFWHUBVHW@

where:

If you omit the HS_LANGUAGE initialization parameter, the default setting is 
AMERICAN_AMERICA.WE8DEC. EBCDIC character sets are not supported. The 
values for ODQJXDJH and WHUULWRU\ (such as AMERICAN_AMERICA) must be 
valid, but they have no effect on translations.

HS_NLS_DATE_FORMAT specifies the format for dates used by SQL Server. The 
syntax of the HS_NLS_DATE_FORMAT parameter is:

+6B1/6B'$7(B)250$7 GDWHBIRUPDW

where GDWHBIRUPDW must be either YYYY-MM-DD or YYYY-MM-DD 
HH24:MI:SS, the International Standards Organization (ISO) date format. If this 
parameter is set to any other value or is omitted, you receive an error when 
updating, deleting from, selecting from or inserting into a table with date columns.

Message Availability 
Whether a language message module is available depends on which modules are 
installed in the Oracle product set running on the server. If message modules for a 
particular language set are not installed, specifying that language with a language 
parameter does not display messages in the requested language. 

ODQJXDJH can be any valid language.

WHUULWRU\ is optional; defaults to AMERICA.

FKDUDFWHUBVHW is optional; defaults to WE8DEC. See the Oracle8 Server 
Administrator’s Guide for a list of supported character sets.

Note: Error messages generated by SQL Server or the ODBC 
driver appear in their default language.
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Examples of NLS Configuration
These examples show all the settings needed to configure the gateway, SQL Server, 
Oracle server, and client so that a language and character set translate properly. 

German Language Example
In this example, the settings allow a customer in Germany to interact with the 
gateway in German, using a SQL Server database:

Heterogeneous Services initialization parameters:
+6B/$1*8$*( $0(5,&$1B$0(5,&$�:(�,62����3�

+6B1/6B'$7(B)250$7 <<<<�00�'' ++���0,�66

Oracle server and client setting for database:
6(/(&7 86(5(19�®ODQJXDJH®� )520 '8$/�

86(5(19�®/$1*8$*(®�

�����������������������������

$0(5,&$1B$0(5,&$�:(�,62����3�

Oracle server and client environment variables:
1/6B/$1* *(50$1B*(50$1<�:(�,62����3�

Japanese Character Set Example
Here is an example of all the settings needed to configure the gateway, SQL Server, 
the Oracle server, and the client to use a Japanese character set:

Heterogeneous Services initialization parameters:
+6B/$1*8$*( -$3$1(6(B-$3$1�-$��6-,6

+6B1/6B'$7(B)250$7 <<<<�00�'' ++���0,�66

Oracle server and client setting for database:
6(/(&7 86(5(19�®ODQJXDJH®� )520 '8$/�

86(5(19�®/$1*8$*(®�

�����������������������������

-$3$1(6(B-$3$1�-$��6-,6

Oracle server and client environment variables:
1/6B/$1* -$3$1(6(B-$3$1�-$��6-,6
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                                                            Case Studies E-1

E
Case Studies

The case studies for the SQL Server demonstrate some of the features of the 
gateway. You can verify that the gateway is installed and operating correctly by 
using the demonstration files included on the distribution CD-ROM.

The demonstration files are automatically copied to disk when the gateway is 
installed.

The information on the cases in general and on running each case is described in:

■ Case Descriptions

■ Demonstration Files

■ Demonstration Requirements

■ Creating Demonstration Tables

■ Case 1: Simple Queries

■ Case 2: A More Complex Query

■ Case 3: Joining SQL Server Tables

■ Case 4: Write Capabilities

■ Case 5: Data Dictionary Query

■ Case 6: The Pass-Through Feature

■ Case 7: Executing A Stored Procedure

■ Case 8: Executing Another Stored Procedure
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Case Descriptions
The cases illustrate: 

■ a simple query (Case 1)

■ a more complex query (Case 2)

■ joining SQL Server tables (Case 3)

■ write capabilities (Case 4)

■ a data dictionary query (Case 5)

■ the pass-through feature (Case 6)

■ executing a stored procedure (Cases 7 and 8)

The distribution CD-ROM contains the files needed for these cases: 

■ the demonstration files 

■ a SQL script file that creates the demonstration tables and stored procedures in 
the SQL Server database 

Demonstration Files
After a successful gateway installation, use the demonstration files stored in the 
gateway directory $ORACLE_HOME\tgmsql80\demo. The directory contains 
these demonstration files: 

CASE1.SQL CASE4C.SQL

CASE2.SQL CASE5.SQL

CASE3.SQL CASE6A.SQL

CASE4A.SQL CASE6B.SQL

CASE4B.SQL CASE7.SQL

BUILDALL.SQL CASE8.SQL
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Demonstration Requirements
The cases assume these requirements have been met: 

■ the gateway demonstration tables and stored procedures are installed in the 
SQL Server database under the login and database userid SCOTT with a 
password of TIGER

■ the Oracle server has an account named SCOTT with a password of TIGER

■ the Oracle server has a database link called GTWLINK (set up as public or 
private to the user SCOTT) which connects the gateway to a SQL Server 
database as SCOTT with password TIGER

For example, you can create the database link as:

64/! &5($7( '$7$%$6( /,1. *7:/,1. &211(&7 72 6&277

� ,'(17,),(' %< 7,*(5 86,1* ®&21172064/®�

■ Oracle Net8 is configured correctly and running.

Creating Demonstration Tables
The case studies are based on the GTW_EMP, GTW_DEPT, and GTW_SALGRADE 
tables and the stored procedures InsertDept and GetDept. If the demonstration 
tables and stored procedures have not been created in the SQL Server database, use 
the BUILDALL.SQL script to create them. At the MS-DOS prompt, enter:

! ,64/ �86&277 �37,*(5 �L%8,/'$//�64/

The script creates the demonstration tables and stored procedures in the SQL 
Server database accordingly:

&5($7( 7$%/( *7:B(03 �

(0312 60$//,17 127 18//

(1$0( 9$5&+$5���� 18//�

-2% 9$5&+$5��� 18//�

0*5 60$//,17 18//�

+,5('$7( '$7(7,0( 18//�

6$/ 180(5,&����� 18//�

&200 180(5,&����� 18//�

'(3712 60$//,17 18//��

&5($7( 7$%/( *7:B'(37 �

'(3712 60$//,17 18//�

'1$0( 9$5&+$5���� 18//�

/2& 9$5&+$5���� 18//��
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&5($7( 7$%/( *7:B6$/*5$'( �

*5$'( 021(< 18//�

/26$/ 180(5,&����� 18//�

+,6$/ 180(5,&����� 18//��

&5($7( 352&('85( ,QVHUW'HSW �#GQR ,17(*(5�

#GQDPH 9$5&+$5����� #ORF 9$5&+$5�����

$6 ,16(57 ,172 *7:B'(37 9$/8(6 �#GR� #GQDPH� #ORF�

&5($7( 352&('85( *HW'HSW �#GQR ,17(*(5�

#GQDPH 9$5&+$5����� 287387�

$6 6(/(&7 #GQDPH '1$0( )520 *7:B'(37 :+(5( '(3712 #GQR

Demonstration Table Definitions
The table definitions are listed below using information retrieved by the Server 
Manager DESCRIBE TABLE command: 

GTW_EMP

&ROXPQ 1DPH 1XOO" 7\SH

������������������������������� �������� ����

(0312 127 18// 180%(5���

(1$0( 9$5&+$5�����

-2% 9$5&+$5����

0*5 180%(5���

+,5('$7( '$7(

6$/ 180%(5�����

&200 180%(5�����

'(3712 180%(5���

GTW_DEPT

&ROXPQ 1DPH 1XOO" 7\SH

������������������������������� �������� ����

'(3712 127 18// 180%(5���

'1$0( 9$5&+$5�����

/2& 9$5&+$5�����

GTW_SALGRADE

&ROXPQ 1DPH 1XOO" 7\SH

������������������������������� �������� ����

*5$'( 180%(5������

/26$/ 180%(5�����

+,6$/ 180%(5�����
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Demonstration Table Contents
The contents of the SQL Server tables are: 

GTW_EMP

(0312 (1$0( -2% 0*5 +,5('$7( 6$/ &200 '(3712

����� ����� ��� ��� �������� ��� ���� ������

���� 60,7+ &/(5. ���� ���'(&��� ��� ��

���� $//(1 6$/(60$1 ���� ���)(%��� ���� ��� ��

���� :$5' 6$/(60$1 ���� ���)(%��� ���� ��� ��

���� -21(6 0$1$*(5 ���� ���$35��� ���� ��

���� 0$57,1 6$/(60$1 ���� ���6(3��� ���� ���� ��

���� %/$.( 0$1$*(5 ���� ���0$<��� ���� ��

���� &/$5. 0$1$*(5 ���� ���-81��� ���� ��

���� 6&277 $1$/<67 ���� ���'(&��� ���� ��

���� .,1* 35(6,'(17 ���129��� ���� ��

���� 7851(5 6$/(60$1 ���� ���6(3��� ���� � ��

���� $'$06 &/(5. ���� ���-$1��� ���� ��

���� -$0(6 &/(5. ���� ���'(&��� ��� ��

���� )25' $1$/<67 ���� ���'(&��� ���� ��

���� 0,//(5 &/(5. ���� ���-$1��� ���� ��

GTW_DEPT

'(3712 '1$0( /2&

����� �������������� ��������

�� $&&2817,1* 1(: <25.

�� 5(6($5&+ '$//$6

�� 6$/(6 &+,&$*2

�� 23(5$7,216 %26721

GTW_SALGRADE

*5$'( /26$/ +,6$/

������ ������ �����

� ��� ����

� ���� ����

� ���� ����

� ���� ����

� ���� ����
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Case 1: Simple Queries 
Case 1 demonstrates: 

■ a simple query 

■ a simple query retrieving full date information 

The first query retrieves all the data from GTW_DEPT and confirms that the 
gateway is working correctly. The second query retrieves all the data from 
GTW_EMP including the time portion of the hire date because the default date 
format was set to DD-MON-YY HH:MM:SS for the session by an ALTER SESSION 
command. 

To run Case 1, log on to SQL*Plus as SCOTT/TIGER and enter: 

64/! 67$57 &$6(�

Case 1 executes two SQL statements. The first statement is: 

6(/(&7  )520 *7:B'(37#*7:/,1.�

which results in: 

'(3712 '1$0( /2&

���������� �������������� �������������

�� $&&2817,1* 1(: <25.

�� 5(6($5&+ '$//$6

�� 6$/(6 &+,&$*2

�� 23(5$7,216 %26721

The next command and SQL statement change the date format to DD-Mon-YY 
HH24:MM:SS in Oracle and retrieve the employee name and hire date from the 
SQL Server database: 

$/7(5 6(66,21 6(7 1/6B'$7(B)250$7  ®''�0RQ�<< ++���00�66®�

6(/(&7 (1$0(� +,5('$7( )520 *7:B(03#*7:/,1.�

which results in: 

(1$0( +,5('$7(

���������� ������������������

60,7+ ���'HF��� ��������

$//(1 ���)HE��� ��������

:$5' ���)HE��� ��������

-21(6 ���$SU��� ��������

0$57,1 ���6HS��� ��������

%/$.( ���0D\��� ��������

&/$5. ���-XQ��� ��������
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6&277 ���'HF��� ��������

.,1* ���1RY��� ��������

7851(5 ���6HS��� ��������

$'$06 ���-DQ��� ��������

-$0(6 ���'HF��� ��������

)25' ���'HF��� ��������

0,//(5 ���-DQ��� ��������

�� URZV VHOHFWHG�

Case 2: A More Complex Query
Case 2 demonstrates: 

■ the functions SUM(expression) and NVL(expr1, expr2) in the SELECT list 

■ the GROUP BY and HAVING clauses 

This query retrieves the departments from GTW_EMP whose total monthly 
expenses are higher than $10,000.

To run Case 2, log on to SQL*Plus as SCOTT/TIGER and enter: 

64/! 67$57 &$6(�

which executes the SQL statement: 

6(/(&7 680�6$/�� 680�&200�� 680�6$/ � 19/�&200����

�727$/ 0217+/< (;3(16(6 2)�� '(3712 �'(3$570(17�

)520 *7:B(03#*7:/,1. *5283 %< '(3712

+$9,1* 680�6$/ � 19/�&200���� ! ������

which results in: 

680�6$/� 680�&200� 727$/ 0217+/< (;3(16(6 2) '(3$570(17

���������� ��������� ������������������������� ����������

����� ����� ��

���� ���� ����� ��
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Case 3: Joining SQL Server Tables 
Case 3 demonstrates: 

■ joins between SQL Server tables 

■ subselects 

■ SQL tracing

This query retrieves information from three SQL Server tables and relates the 
employees to their department name and salary grade, but only for those 
employees earning more than the average salary. 

To run Case 3, log on to SQL*Plus as SCOTT/TIGER and enter: 

64/! 67$57 &$6(�

which executes the SQL statement: 

6(/(&7 (1$0(� '1$0(� *5$'(

)520 *7:B(03#*7:/,1. $� *7:B'(37#*7:/,1. %�

*7:B6$/*5$'(#*7:/,1. &

:+(5( $�'(3712  %�'(3712

$1' 6$/ ! /26$/ $1' 6$/ � +,6$/

$1' 6$/ ! �6(/(&7 $9*�6$/� )520 *7:B(03#*7:/,1.��

which results in: 

(1$0( '1$0( *5$'(

���������� �������������� ����������

&/$5. $&&2817,1* �

.,1* $&&2817,1* �

-21(6 5(6($5&+ �

6&277 5(6($5&+ �

)25' 5(6($5&+ �

%/$.( 6$/(6 �

� URZV VHOHFWHG�
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Case 4: Write Capabilities
Case 4, which is split into three cases, demonstrates: 

■ the DELETE statement (Case 4a) 

■ the UPDATE statement (Case 4b) 

■ the INSERT statement (Case 4c) 

DELETE Statement Using Bind Values and Subselect 
In Case 4a, all employees in department 20 and one employee, WARD, in 
department 30 are deleted.

To run Case 4a, log on to SQL*Plus as SCOTT/TIGER and enter: 

64/! 67$57 &$6(�$

which executes the PL/SQL block: 

'(&/$5(

(,' 60$//,17�

(03/2<(( 9$5&+$5�����

'(3$570(17 9$5&+$5�����

%(*,1

(03/2<(( ®:$5'®�

'(3$570(17 � ®5(6($5&+®�

6(/(&7 (0312 ,172 (,' )520 *7:B(03#*7:/,1.

:+(5( (1$0(  (03/2<((�

'(/(7( )520 *7:B(03#*7:/,1.

:+(5( (0312  (,'

25 '(3712  �6(/(&7 '(3712 )520 *7:B'(37#*7:/,1.

:+(5( '1$0(  '(3$570(17��

(1'�

These case studies asked that you set up the tables with a login userid and database 
userid of SCOTT, in “Demonstration Requirements” on page E-3. This avoids a 
SQL Server limitation. For SQL Server, when the login userid and database userid 
are not the same, you must prefix the database link with the database userid. This 
is noted in “Login Userids and Database Userids” on page 1-11. For example, if the 
login userid is SCOTT and the database userid is SCOTT2, use 
6&277��*7:B'(37#*7:/,1..
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To ensure the outcome is correct, the script also issues: 

6(/(&7 (1$0(� '(3712 )520 *7:B(03#*7:/,1.�

which results in: 

(1$0( '(3712

���������� ����������

$//(1 ��

0$57,1 ��

%/$.( ��

&/$5. ��

.,1* ��

7851(5 ��

-$0(6 ��

0,//(5 ��

� URZV VHOHFWHG�

WARD and all employees of the research department 20 were removed. 

UPDATE Statement
Case 4b provides an example of a simple UPDATE statement. In this example, 
employees are given a $100 per month salary increase. To run Case 4b, log on to 
SQL*Plus as SCOTT/TIGER and enter: 

64/! 67$57 &$6(�%

This script issues these statements: 

83'$7( *7:B(03#*7:/,1. 6(7 6$/  6$/ � ����

&200,7�

6(/(&7 (1$0(� 6$/ )520 *7:B(03#*7:/,1.�

which results in:

(1$0( 6$/

���������� ����������

$//(1 ����

0$57,1 ����

%/$.( ����

&/$5. ����

.,1* ����

7851(5 ����

-$0(6 ����

0,//(5 ����

� URZV VHOHFWHG�
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INSERT Statement
Case 4c is an example of a simple insert statement that does not provide 
information for all columns.To run Case 4c, log on to SQL*Plus as SCOTT/TIGER 
and enter: 

64/! 67$57 &$6(�&

The script adds the department SHIPPING as department 50 to GTW_DEPT by 
issuing:

,16(57 ,172 *7:B'(37#*7:/,1. �'(3712� '1$0(�

9$/8(6 ���� ®6+,33,1*®��

&200,7�

6(/(&7  )520 *7:B'(37#*7:/,1.�

which results in:

� URZ FUHDWHG�

FRPPLW FRPSOHWH

'(3712 '1$0( /2&

������ �������������� �������������

�� $&&2817,1* 1(: <25.

�� 5(6($5&+ '$//$6

�� 6$/(6 &+,&$*2

�� 23(5$7,216 %26721

�� 6+,33,1*

Case 5: Data Dictionary Query
Case 5 demonstrates data dictionary mapping. It retrieves all the tables and views 
that exist in the SQL Server database that begin with "GTW". To run Case 5, log on 
to SQL*Plus as SCOTT/TIGER and enter: 

64/! 67$57 &$6(�

The script issues this statement:

6(/(&7  )520 $//B7$%/(6#*7:/,1.

:+(5( 68%675�7$%/(B1$0(�����  ®*7:®�

which results in:

2:1(5 7$%/(B1$0( 7$%/ &/867(5B1$0(

������������������������������ ������������������������������ ���� ������������

3&7B)5(( 3&7B86(' ,1,B75$16 0$;B75$16 ,1,7,$/B(;7(17 1(;7B(;7(17

���������� ���������� ���������� ���������� �������������� �����������
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0,1B(;7(176 0$;B(;7(176 3&7B,1&5($6( %$&.('B83 180B52:6 %/2&.6

����������� ����������� ������������ ���������� ���������� ����������

(037<B%/2&.6 $9*B63$&( &+$,1B&17 $9*B52:B/(1

������������ ���������� ���������� �����������

6&277 *7:B(03 1�$�

� � � �

6&277 *7:B'(37 1�$�

� � � �

6&277 *7:B%2186 1�$�

� � � �

6&277 *7:B6$/*5$'( 1�$�

� � � �

6&277 *7:B'800< 1�$�

� � � �
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Case 6: The Pass-Through Feature
Case 6 demonstrates the gateway pass-through feature which allows an application 
to send commands or statements to the SQL Server. This case demonstrates:

■ an UPDATE using bind variables and the DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH package

■ a SELECT using the DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH package

UPDATE
To run the UPDATE portion of Case 6, log on to SQL*Plus as SCOTT/TIGER and 
enter: 

64/! 67$57 &$6(�$

The script sets SAL to 2000 for EMPNO 7934 by executing this PL/SQL block:

'(&/$5(

&56 %,1$5<B,17(*(5�

5(7 ,17(*(5�

%(*,1

&56 � '%06B+6B3$667+528*+�23(1B&85625#*7:/,1.�

'%06B+6B3$667+528*+�3$56(#*7:/,1.�&56�®83'$7( *7:B(03 6(7 6$/  

" :+(5( (0312  "®��

'%06B+6B3$667+528*+�%,1'B9$5,$%/(#*7:/,1.�&56� �� ������

'%06B+6B3$667+528*+�%,1'B9$5,$%/(#*7:/,1.�&56� �� ������

5(7 � '%06B+6B3$667+528*+�(;(&87(B121B48(5<#*7:/,1.�&56��

'%06B+6B3$667+528*+�&/26(B&85625#*7:/,1.�&56��

(1'�

The script also issues a SELECT to verify the results of the UPDATE, which should 
display as:

(0312 (1$0( -2% 0*5 +,5('$7( 6$/ &200 '(3712

����� ����� ��� ��� �������� ��� ���� ������

���� $//(1 6$/(60$1 ���� ���)(%��� ���� ��� ��

���� 0$57,1 6$/(60$1 ���� ���6(3��� ���� ���� ��

���� %/$.( 0$1$*(5 ���� ���0$<��� ���� ��

���� &/$5. 0$1$*(5 ���� ���-81��� ���� ��

���� .,1* 35(6,'(17 ���129��� ���� ��

���� 7851(5 6$/(60$1 ���� ���6(3��� ���� � ��

���� -$0(6 &/(5. ���� ���'(&��� ���� ��

���� 0,//(5 &/(5. ���� ���-$1��� ���� ��
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SELECT
To run the SELECT portion of Case 6, the gateway must be configured for 
two-phase commit, with TRANSACTION_MODEL set as COMMIT_CONFIRM. If 
you used the default setting for TRANSACTION_MODEL in your initsid.ora file, 
the gateway is configured as SINGLE_SITE and you cannot run this portion of 
Case 6.

To configure the gateway for two-phase commit, follow the steps in “Configuring 
for Two-Phase Commit” on page 4-15. Remember that you must stop and restart 
the gateway service after editing the initsid.ora file or the changes do not take 
affect.

After you have configured the gateway for two-phase commit, log on to SQL*Plus 
as SCOTT/TIGER and enter: 

64/! 67$57 &$6(�%

The script creates the local Oracle table EMP_LOCAL and inserts two columns that 
are selected from the GTW_EMP table  by passing the SELECT statement directly 
to SQL Server:

'(&/$5(

&56 %,1$5<B,17(*(5�

5(7 %,1$5<B,17(*(5�

(1$0( 9$5&+$5������

(0312 180%(5�

%(*,1

&56 � '%06B+6B3$667+528*+�23(1B&85625#*7:/,1.�

'%06B+6B3$667+528*+�3$56(#*7:/,1.�&56�®6(/(&7 (0312� (1$0( )520

*7:B(03®��

%(*,1

5(7 � ��

:+,/( �WUXH�

/223

5(7 � '%06B+6B3$667+528*+�)(7&+B52:#*7:/,1.�&56� IDOVH��

'%06B+6B3$667+528*+�*(7B9$/8(#*7:/,1.�&56� �� (0312��

'%06B+6B3$667+528*+�*(7B9$/8(#*7:/,1.�&56� �� (1$0(��

'%06B+6B3$667+528*+�,16(57 ,172 37B7$%/(B/2&$/

9$/8(6�(0312� (1$0(��

(1' /223�

(;&(37,21

:+(1 12B'$7$B)281' 7+(1

%(*,1

'%06B287387�387B/,1(�®(QG RI )HWFK®��

'%06B+6B3$667+528*+�&/26(B&85625#*7:/,1.�&56��
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(1'�

(1'�

(1'�

�

The script also issues a SELECT * FROM EMP_LOCAL to verify the results of the 
SELECT, which should display as:

(0312 (1$0(

����� �����

���� $//(1

���� 0$57,1

���� %/$.(

���� &/$5.

���� .,1*

���� 7851(5

���� -$0(6

���� 0,//(5

� URZV VHOHFWHG�

Case 7: Executing A Stored Procedure
Case 7 demonstrates the gateway executing a stored procedure in the SQL Server 
database. To run Case 7, the gateway must be configured for two-phase commit, 
with TRANSACTION_MODEL set as COMMIT_CONFIRM. If you used the 
default setting for TRANSACTION_MODEL in your initsid.ora file, the gateway is 
configured as SINGLE_SITE and you cannot run Case 7.

To configure the gateway for two-phase commit, follow the steps in “Configuring 
for Two-Phase Commit” on page 4-15. Remember that you must stop and restart 
the gateway service after editing the initsid.ora file or the changes do not take 
affect.

After ensuring the gateway is configured for two-phase commit, run Case 7 by 
logging on to SQL*Plus as SCOTT/TIGER and enter: 

64/! 67$57 &$6(�

The first two statements drop and recreate the LOCAL_GTW_DEPT table in the 
Oracle database:

'523 7$%/( /2&$/B*7:B'(37�

&5($7( 7$%/( /2&$/B*7:B'(37 �'(3712 ,17(*(5� '(371$0( 9$5&+$5�������
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The next PL/SQL block declares the variable DNAME and executes the stored 
procedure GetDept in the SQL Server. The stored procedure retrieves the 
department name from the SQL Server table:

'(&/$5(

'1$0( 9$5&+$5������

%(*,1

�*HW'HSW�#*7:/,1.���� '1$0(��

,16(57 ,172 /2&$/B*7:B'(37 9$/8(6 ���� '1$0(��

(1'�

which results in this row in the Oracle LOCAL_GTW_DEPT table:

'(3712 '1$0(

������ ��������������

�� $&&2817,1*

Case 8: Executing Another Stored Procedure
Case 8 demonstrates the gateway executing a stored procedure in SQL Server that  
uses the InsertDept stored procedure to add a row to the GTW_DEPT table with 
these values:

'(&/$5(

$ ,17(*(5�

% 9$5&+$5�����

& 9$5&+$5�����

%(*,1

$ � ���

% � ®0$1$*(0(17®�

& � ®:$6+,1*721®�

�,QVHUW'HSW�#*7:/,1.�$� %� &��

(1'�

which results in:

'(3712 '1$0( /2&

������ ��������������� �������������

�� $&&2817,1* 1(: <25.

�� 5(6($5&+ '$//$6

�� 6$/(6 &+,&$*2

�� 23(5$7,216 %26721

�� 6+,33,1*

�� 0$1$*(0(17 :$6+,1*721
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Index
Symbols
|| concatenation, 2-13

A
Access privileges

SQL Server differences, 2-13
table restrictions, 2-15

Adding dates, 2-12
Administrators group, 3-2
Aggregate function

restrictions, 2-12
Arithmetic

date restrictions, 2-12
operators, A-2

Autocommit support, 1-10

B
BINARY datatype

conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3
restrictions, 2-9

Binary literals
restrictions, 2-9

BINARY VARYING datatype
conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3

Bind variables
associated error message, 6-14
restrictions, 2-10

BIT datatype
conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3

BUILDALL.SQL script, E-3

C
Case rules, 1-7
Case studies, E-1
cathgms1.sql script, 4-13
cathgms2.sql script, 4-13
CD-ROM drive requirements, 2-4
CHAR datatype

conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3
CHAR VARYING datatype

conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3
CHARACTER datatype

conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3
CHARACTER VARYING datatype

conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3
Coercion of datatypes, 2-16
COMMIT statements

cursor loop restriction, 2-12
stored procedure restrictions, 2-8
transaction overview, 1-10

Committing transactions, 1-10
Comparison operators, A-3
CONCAT operator, 2-13
Concatenating numeric literals, 2-13
Configuring

gateway, 4-4
ODBC environment, 4-3
Oracle Heterogeneous Services, 4-13
two-phase commit, 4-15

CONNECT BY
restrictions, 2-11

Connect descriptor
entry, 4-19
migrating to Version 8, 2-6
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COPY command
problems copying tables, 2-17
restrictions, 2-12

Copying data
from Oracle server to SQL Server, 5-7
from SQL Server to Oracle server, 5-8
INSERT statement, 5-7

CREATE DATABASE LINK
userid and password, 1-12

CREATE TABLE command, 5-8
aggregate functions, 2-12

CREATE VIEW command
aggregate functions, 2-12

Creating
data dictionary entries for the gateway, 4-13
database links to the gateway, 4-19
dualmsql table, 4-18
transaction log table, 4-17

Cursor loops
COMMIT or ROLLBACK errors, 2-12

D
Data dictionary

contents, B-3
creating entries for the gateway, 4-13
Oracle server name/SQL Server name, B-4
queries with ALL_, 2-13
views, B-3

DATA_SOURCE_NAME
specifying, C-3

Database links
behavior, 4-18
creating, 4-19
migrating to Version 8, 2-6
userids and passwords, 1-12

Database objects
prefixing, 1-13
referring to, 1-13

Database userid
compatibility with SQL Server, 1-11
prefixing objects, 2-13

Datatype
BINARY, 5-3
BINARY VARYING, 5-3

BIT, 5-3
CHAR, 5-3
CHAR VARYING, 5-3
CHARACTER, 5-3
character to number, 2-16
CHARACTER VARYING, 5-3
conversion, 1-8
DATETIME, 5-3
DEC, 5-3
DECIMAL, 5-3
DOUBLE PRECISION, 5-3
FLOAT, 5-3
IMAGE, 5-3
INT, 5-3
INTEGER, 5-3
mismatched, 2-16
MONEY, 5-3
NUMERIC, 5-3
REAL, 5-3
restrictions on composite datatypes, 2-8
SMALLDATETIME, 5-4
SMALLINT, 5-4
SMALLMONEY, 5-4
SYSNAME, 5-4
TEXT, 5-4
TIMESTAMP, 5-4
TINYINT, 5-4
VARBINARY, 5-3
VARCHAR, 5-4

Dates
arithmetic restrictions, 2-12
date functions, A-4

DATETIME datatype
conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3
restrictions, 2-8

DBMS_HS package
initialization parameters, C-2

DBMS_HS_PASSTHROUGH
demo, E-13
restrictions, 2-8
supported transaction modes, 2-15
using, 5-6

DDL statements
restrictions, 2-8
role in transactions, 1-10
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DEC datatype
conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3

DECIMAL datatype
conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3
restrictions, 2-8
when rounding occurs, 2-17

Decimals, very large or small values, 2-17
De-installing the gateway, 3-6
DELETE statement, A-2, E-9

with WHERE CURRENT OF, 2-10
Demonstration

files, E-2
tables, E-3

DESCRIBE remote objects, 2-17
Developer/2000, 1-3
Discoverer, 1-3
Disk space requirements, 2-4
Distributed queries

example, 5-5
execution, 5-5

Documentation
list of recommended books, 2-7
required, iii

DOUBLE PRECISION datatype
conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3
when rounding occurs, 2-17

dualmsql table, 4-18

E
Error messages

gateway, 6-12
ORA-12154, 6-5
ORA-12203, 6-6

F
FLOAT datatype

conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3
FOR UPDATE

restrictions, 2-11
FOR UPDATE OF

restrictions, 2-11

G
Gateway

architecture, 1-5
case studies, E-1
creating an NT service, 4-7
creating as Windows NT service, 4-6
data dictionary support, 1-2
data dictionary tables, B-2
default SID, 4-4
de-installing, 3-6
deleting NT service, 4-6
distributed query, 5-5
error messages, 6-12
initialization parameters, C-1
multi-site transactions, 1-3
pass-through feature, 2-9
product set, 2-2
required installation location, 3-4
security, 1-3
supported functions, A-1
synonym support, 1-2
system identifier (SID), 4-4
two-phase commit, 1-3, 4-16

GROUP BY restrictions, 1-9
Group functions, A-3
GTW_SQL.GTWPASS

restrictions, 2-8
statement of support, 2-5
supported transaction modes, 2-15
using, 5-6

GTWSRV80 utility
creating services, 4-7
deleting services, 4-6

H
Hardware requirements, 2-3
Hexadecimal notation, 2-9
HS_LANGUAGE initialization parameter, D-3
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I
IMAGE datatype

conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3
IN_OUT restrictions, 2-8
Initialization variables

DATA_SOURCE_NAME, C-3
LOG_DESTINATION, C-4
RECOVERY_ACCOUNT, C-4
TARGET, C-3
TRACE, C-5
TRANSACTION_LOG_TABLE, C-5
TRANSACTION_MODEL, C-6

INSERT statement
demonstration of simple insert, E-11
unsupported functions, A-2
used in Case 4, E-9

Installation
process, 3-2
required hardware and software, 2-3
required ORACLE_HOME, 3-4

INT datatype
conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3

INTEGER datatype
conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3

L
LEVEL, 2-12

in PSEUDO COLUMN, 2-12
listener.ora file

example, 4-10
location, 4-8

Locking, database, 1-10
LOG_DESTINATION parameter

specifying, C-4
Login userid, 1-11
Lower case table name restrictions, 2-12

M
Memory requirements, 2-3
Microsoft software requirements, 2-5

Migration
database links, 2-6
Oracle server considerations, 2-5
to new pass-through feature, 5-6

MONEY datatype
conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3

N
National Language Support

see NLS, D-1
Net8

configuration problems, 6-5
configuring, 4-8
requirements, 2-4

NLS
examples, D-5
HS_LANGUAGE, D-3
HS_NLS_DATE_FORMAT, D-4
initsid.ora parameters, D-3

NO WAIT
restrictions, 2-11

NT service
creating, 4-7
deleting, 4-6

Null values
restrictions, 2-8
SQL Server incompatibilities, 1-8

NUMERIC datatype
conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3

Numeric literals, concatenating, 2-13
NVL function, E-7

O
Objects

accessing without permission, 2-13
case-sensitive names, 2-14
dropping, 2-9
naming rules, 1-7
schema names, 2-13

ODBC
configuring, 4-3
definition, 4-3
system data source name (DSN), 4-3
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Operating system requirements, 2-4
ORA-12154, 6-5
ORA-12203, 6-6
Oracle Forms support, 2-14
Oracle Heterogeneous Services

data dictionary entries, 4-13
entries for initialization parameters, 4-13
entry for gateway, 4-13
initialization parameters, C-2
multiple gateway instances, 4-24
using pass-through, 5-6

Oracle Installer, 3-2
event log, 3-5

Oracle NT services
starting, 4-7
stopping, 3-3

Oracle server
purpose, 1-4
requirements, 2-4
security, 1-3

ORACLE_HOME
default home for gateway, 3-2

OracleTGServicesMSQL, 4-6
ORAINST, running, 3-3

P
Parameter types, restrictions, 2-8
Passing commands to database, 2-8
Pass-through

DDL restrictions, 2-8
implicit commits, 2-8
migration, 2-5
supported transaction modes, 2-15
using, 5-6

Permissions
accessing tables, 2-15
querying data dictionary, 2-13

PL/SQL
prefix requirements, 2-13
prefixing database objects, 1-13
referring to SQL Server objects, 2-13

Precision
rounding problems, 2-17

Prefix
database userid, 2-13
schema name, 2-13

Prefixing objects with userids, 1-13
Processor requirements, 2-3
Product publications, iii
Product set for SQL Server gateway, 2-2
PSEUDO COLUMN limitations, 2-12

R
REAL datatype

conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3
when rounding occurs, 2-17

RECOVERY_ACCOUNT
account username, 4-16
creating a recovery account, 4-16
specifying, C-4

Remote objects
restrictions, 2-17

Restrictions
accessing tables, 2-15
aggregate functions, 2-12
binary literal notation, 2-9
bind variables, 2-10
conditions in an UPDATE, 2-11
COPY command, 2-12
copying tables, 2-17
cursor loops, 2-12
data dictionary ALL_ queries, 2-13
datatypes, 2-16
date arithmetic, 2-12
DDL statements, 2-8
Developer/2000 case sensitivity, 2-14
Discoverer case sensitivity, 2-14
in WHERE CURRENT OF, 2-10
null values, 2-8
numeric literal concatenation, 2-13
on PSEUDO COLUMN, 2-12
on TRANSACTION_MODE, 2-15
pass-through, 2-8
PL/SQL, 2-13
remote objects, 2-17
SELECT statements, 2-11
SQL syntax, 2-10
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stored procedures, 2-8
TO_DATE function, 2-11

Result sets
restrictions, 2-8

Retrieving data from SQL Server, 5-2
ROLLBACK statement

cursor loop restriction, 2-12
Oracle transaction model, 1-10
stored procedure restrictions, 2-8

Rounding
problems with large or small values, 2-17

ROWID
and WHERE CURRENT OF, 2-10
in PSEUDO COLUMN, 2-12

ROWNUM, in PSEUDO COLUMN, 2-12

S
Schema names

use as prefix, 2-13
SELECT statement, B-2

aggregate functions, 2-12
bind variable restrictions, 2-10
restrictions on clauses, 2-11
TO_DATE restriction, 2-11
using to retrieve data, 5-2

Set operations, A-3
SID, 4-4
SMALLDATETIME datatype

conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-4
restrictions, 2-8

SMALLINT datatype
conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-4

SMALLMONEY datatype
conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-4

Software Asset Manager window, 3-4
Software requirements, 2-4
SQL language, 1-2, 1-5
SQL Server

autocommit, 1-11
transaction modes, 1-11
userid differences, 1-12

START WITH
restrictions, 2-11

Storage measurements, v

Stored procedures
commits and rollbacks, 2-8
DDL restrictions, 2-8
example, 5-7
executing, 5-7
restrictions, 2-8

String functions, A-2
String literals, restrictions, 2-11
Subquery restrictions, 2-11
Subtracting dates, 2-12
SUM function, E-7
Supported software

Microsoft products, 2-5
Oracle networking products, 2-4
Oracle server releases, 2-7

Synonyms, 5-4
SYSNAME datatype

conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-4

T
Tables

accessing without permission, 2-15
problems with COPY, 2-17
restrictions on use of lower case names, 2-12

TARGET
specifying, C-3

TEXT datatype
conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-4

TGMSQL80_TX_LOG, 4-17
TGMSQLDU.SQL script, 4-18
TIMESTAMP datatype

conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-4
TINYINT datatype

conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-4
TNS listener

configuring for gateway, 4-8
starting, 4-10
starting for multiple gateway instances, 4-22

tnsnames.ora file, 4-19
TO_DATE

restriction on string literals, 2-11
TRACE

specifying, C-5
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Transaction log table
creating, 4-17

TRANSACTION_LOG_TABLE parameter, 4-17
specifying, C-5

TRANSACTION_MODEL parameter
specifying, C-6

Transactions
autocommit, 1-11
explicit, 1-11
implicit, 1-11
user-defined, 1-11

Troubleshooting
error messages, 6-12
Net8 configuration problems, 6-5

Two-phase commit
configuration, 4-16
transaction log table, 4-17

Type
IN_OUT restrictions, 2-8

U
UPDATE statement, A-2, E-10

example, 5-2
restrictions on conditions, 2-11
with WHERE CURRENT OF, 2-10

Updating SQL Server data, 5-2
Userid

database links, 1-12
SQL Server differences, 1-12
when to use database, 1-13
when to use login, 1-13

V
VARBINARY datatype

conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-3
restrictions, 2-9

VARCHAR datatype
conversion to Oracle datatype, 5-4

Versions
supported Oracle server, 2-7

W
WHERE

bind variable restrictions, 2-10
WHERE CURRENT OF

restrictions, 2-10
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